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FOREWORD

This report was prepated by the Advanced Engineering and Technology Programs
Department, Aircraft Engine Group, cf the General Electric Company, Evendale,
Ohio, for the United States Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory (SFL), Air Force
Systems Command, on Contract Number F33615-71-C-1512, Project Number 3048 "Fuels,
"Lubrication, and Fire Protection," Task Number 304805 "Aero Propulsion Fuels,"
and Task Number 304806, "Aerospace Lubrication." Mr. K.L. Berkey (SFL) monitored
the program for the Air Force with the assistance of Capt. W.L. Noll (SFF) and
Mr. D.J. Campbell (TBP). Thu inclusive dates of overall program activity were
April 1971. to May 1973.

This document is the Final Technical Report covering the Fuels and Lubricants
influence on Turbine Engine Design and Performance. The study was conducted by
the Advanced Ergt•ueering and Technology Programs Department (.E&TFD), Mr. Morris
A. Zipkin, General rManager. Technical direction of the study program was the
responsibility of Mr. Ivan E. Sumey, Manager of Systems, lubes and Drives (Advanced
Fans and Compressors). Overall program managenment of The study program was tte
responsibility of Mr. Albert F. Schexnayder, Manager of Subsystems Programs (AE&TPD),
with direct program management responsibility delegated to Richard A. Monteferrante,
Applications and Requirements Engineer. Ocher principal investigators during the
two year program were: J.C. Dors, J.F. Durcan, L. Elovic, W.A. Fasching, C.N. Gray,
D.B. Hester, E.E. Kissel, E.J. Knoll, E.C. Remaxell, T.L. Russell, 4.A. Saunders,
M.W. Shaynson, and M.A. Smith. Airframe coordination was obLained via subcontract
with the "uDonnell Aircraft Company, under she direction of Mr. James M. Sinnett,
Syr,tems Integration Engineer. Other priucipal MCAIR investigators were: J.E.
Augustus M. Lemon, R.E. Mattes, T.R. Slaten, and J.F. Stone.

Thiuý report was submitted by the author on 1974 April 16.

This Technical Report has been reviewed and is approved.

Howard F. Jones, Chief
Lubrication Branch
Fuels & Lubrication Division



ABSTRACT

The "Fuels and Lubricants InfluenLe on Turbine Engine Design and Perfof-
mance" (FLITE) programs was a study to evaluate the influence of fuel tempera-
ture limits and engine lubricant temperature limits oi installed interceptor
performance at the aixframe subsystem and engine component level. Engine
cycles, representative of technology levels necessary to provide high Mach,
steady-state cruise capability in the 1980 time period, were selected. Defi-
nition of these concepts permitted evaluation of engine performance as a
function of fuel and lubricant properties and tempeiature limitatton3.
Instal>d performance increments then wete determined for advanced iiterceptors
usin, t,. :off gross weight in a fixed misuion role as the primary figure of
merit. jtniq allowed : measure of the relative performance significance of
airframe subsystem and engine component design chavý;es. The relative allot-
ment of available fuel heat sink between engine and airframe was also investi-
gated to determine the primary factors affected by fuel interface temperature
which may influence aircraft performance, and to provide meaningful design
guidance for future systems application. Results of the program indicate
that JP-5/8 fuel and hlL-L-27502 lubricant/hydraulic fluid meet the minimum
requirements for a Mach 3+ interceptor while a fuel with JP-7 therual stability
and a 5000 F ester lubricant/hydraulic fluid are recommended for advanced
aircraft systems in the Mach 4+ category. Above a minimum level the influence
of bulk oil temperature has only secondary influence on interceptor performance.
The use of precooled fuel provides an attractive option to achieve a direct
reduction in aircraft size and weight. The key factor to the future success
of advanced aircraft/engine systems is the integrated systems approach to
thermal management.
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OF Degrees Fahrenheit

g Gravitational constant

GE General Electric Company

gm Gram

gpm Gallons per minute

H Enthalpy

Ii heat tratisfer coefficient

IFI:PO Hexafluoropropylec elpoxide

Hg Mercury

lip Horsepower

IIV floating value

Hl-X Heat xchanger

1D Inside dian.et,!v

IGV Inlet guidte vaic

in Inches

in2 Square inches
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS (Continued)

ftn3 Cubic inches

lOC Initial operational capability

1,000

OK Degrees Kelvin

knts Knots

L Length

L&S Lube and Scavenge

lb Pounds

L/D Lift to drag riLio

LE Leading edge

L.1 Natural Logarithm

LlP Low pressure

LVDT Linear variable differential transformer

M Mach

max Maximum

MB Main burnier

MCA LR McDonnell Aircraft Company

MI) Design Mach nlumber

min Minute

mm Millimeters I
NPSF Nonpositive suction pressuro

O/B Overboard

01) Outside diametet

ONE Operating weight eulpdy

P Pressure regulator
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LIST OF ABBTEVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS jContinued)

PI Engine inlet total pressure

P Fan inlet total pressureP2

P3 Compressor discharge total pressure

P Core exhaust nozzle throat total pressure

P14 Bypass duct inlet total pressure

pph Pounds per hour

pps Pounds per second

PS Power setting

psf Pounds pei square foot

psi Pounds per square inch

psia Pounds per square Inch absolute

psid Pounds per square :Inch(I differentiaI

psig Pounds per square inch gauge

PTO Power Lake-uff

PTO FreustreaM total pressure

FT 2 ToraL pressure at engine face

Q Heat rejeckionl

q Dynamic pressure

0 R Degrees Rankinv"

iUef Reference

rpm Rt.:olutions per minite

Scav Scavenge

sec Second

SF( SpecpItic fuel conu'sI11p t.ion
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS (Continuedl

SL Sea level

SLS Sea level static

Spec Specification

SST Supersonic transport

T Temperature

TI Engine inlet total tempe'ature

T3 Compressor discharge total temperature

T4 iigh pr-sS'ure turbine first stage nozzle inlet total temperature

T8 Core *nxhaust nozzle throat total temperature

T 14 Bypass duct inlet total temperature

18 Bypass duct exh.ust nozzle throat total temperature

T41 High pressure ttirbiu,.ý rotr inlet total temperature

TI Sump pressurization air fuel/air cooler Inlet temperature

TA2 Stuirp pressurization air tuel/air cooler discharge temporaturt!

TASP Sump pressurizatlor air tcmiperat:ure

TBLD3 Compressor third stage bleed air temperaLure

Tiraal urn

T/i Turboj et

T/o Takeof f

TOGW ]a1~e-off grc,: weight

Turb. Turbine

VSV Variable rtator vane.

WI M-.&gin itulet airflow

WIR Engine inle corrected -Lrflow
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS (Concluded)

W2C Compressor inlet airflow

W8 Core exhaust nozzle airflow

W18 Bypass duet exhaust nozzl, airflow

W25 Compressor inlet airflow

W Airflowa

WAIR Sump pressurization air fuel/air cooler airflow

WC8 Turbojet exhaust nozzle cooling airflow

WC26 Ramjet duct main burner cooling airflow

WC Ramjet duct exhaust nozzle cooling airflow

WFC Core fuel flow

IvTD Byp~vi3 duct fuel fl ,w

WFT Total fuel flow

Wt Weight

Degrees

Percent

Angle of attack

y Ratio of specific heats

A Increment

v Kinematic vicosityj
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SECTION I

!NTRODUCTION

Advanced interceptor systems, responsive to the anticipated Continental
United States (CONUS) defense needs in the 1980's, are representative of a
new generation of aircraft capable of operation in the high speed elevateF.
temperature environment. In order to provide the excellent flight performance
and adequate thermal protection systems necessary for timelý aircraft introduc-
tion and mission success, several majoi systems and program technical issues
are currently being investigated on an exploratory and advanced davelopment
basis. One of these key issues is advanced engine design and cycle definition.
As a parallel step, it becomes pertinent to address the performance and thermal
capabilities provided through use of selected fuels and lubricants, identify
the impact of fuel and lubricant selection on engina and vehicle performance,
and assess the impact of variatioas in engine/airframe interface temperatures
and maximum fluid temperatures in the engine.

This report siumarizes a two year study program performed by the General
Electric Company (GE) under Air Force Contract F33615-71-C-1512 entitled, Fuels
aLid Lubricants Influence on Turbine Engine Design and Performance (FLITE).
The objective of tlLa program was to provide a measure of installed performance
capabilities foz high speed advanced turbine engine cycles as a function of
fuel and lubricant design temperature limitations and material capabilities.

The study approach was to match advanced engine and aircraft designs for
each of two defined mission profiles using specific fluid capabilities as a
design baseline. The resulting engine airframe designs were then modified to
exploit the advantages of candidate fluids and identify potential improvements.
The mission analysis included the use of two families of fuels and four lubri-
cants. Results were measured in terms of engine weight, engine performance
improvement, and aircraft take-off gross weight (TOGW) on a fixed mission
basis.

In support of the Geniral Electric Company, the McDonnell Aircraft Company
(MCAIR) was employed as a subcontractor. Engine cycles, representative of
technology levels corresponding to Mach 3+ and Mach 4+ capabilities in the 1980
time period were selected to perwit evaluation of engine performance as a
function of fuel and lubricant properties and temperature limitations.

This program fulfilled all the desired objectives and identified the
relative performance capabilitiep assont.ated wB-th current fuels and lubricants.
In addition, several development alternatives are identified to provide im-
provemnents in air defense capabilities for the next generation of advanced
manned interceptors.



SECTION II

SUMMARY

This report presents the results of the two year effort on the Fuels and
Lubricants Influence on Turbine Engine '•esign and Performance Prcgram (FLITE)
and represents the cooperation of the General Electric Company (GE) and the
McDonnell Aircraft Company (MCAIR) in the determinaition of the applicable
engine and aircraft performance criteria. Presented herein are the results of
the Mach 3+ interceptor studies (Mission A) a" d the Mach 4+ (Mission B)
interceptor studies.

NTSSION A

The GE16/FLITE engine was selected for usa in the Mach 3+ mission inter-
ceptors. This engine is a duct-burning turbofan with a low bypass ratio,
moderate cycle pressure ratio, and high turbine inlet temperature.

Fuels representing the thermal stability classes of JP-5/8 and JP-7 were
evaluated at a maximum engine/airframe fuel interface of 2500 F in conjunction
with a matrix of four engine lubricants to determine their effects on engine
weight and performance. These fluids and projected temperature capabilities
are presented below:

GE16/FLITE FLUID T13APERATURE
LIMITATIONS

Fuels Temperatures (0 F)

TP-5/8 325
JP-7 700

Lubricants

MIl--L-27502 425
5000 F Ester 500
Polyphenyl Ether 575
Perfluorinated Polyetber 650

The resulting engine performance and ,,eights were then used to perform
the interceptors in the selected flight profile. The lightest study inter-
ceptors were obtained with the JP-7 class fuel and either the 5000 F eiste"
or the polyphenyl ether lubricants. 1owever, the use of JF-5 resultd Ia a
weight penalty of only 950 lb, which when coupled with the relative cost snd
availability of JP-5/8 as compared to JP-7, provided the most prautl.Cal con'ept.
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Interceptor weight variations achieved through the use of the four
lubricants were of second order effect. The perfluorinated polyether was the
only lubricant which resulted in a significant weight penalty of approximately
400 pounds. The increase in weight for perfluorinated polyether results from
engine lubrication and fluid power system design changes to accommodate Its
low bulk modulus and high vapor pressure. The weight differences for the
other lubricants are approximately 5C pounds, which when compared to the
70,000 pound class interceptor, cannot be considered sufficient to select a
"best" lubricant on a oulk temperature basis. Final selection would, therefore,
require detailed investigation of lubrication and hydraulic system design
variables as a function of fluid properties.

The use of fuel recirculation to the aircraft main feed tanks to prevent
engine system overtemperature condt'tions was established as a practical con-
cept. With minimum complexity involved, this technique permits the transition
from high Mach number cruise to flight 4 ,'ll--descent without violating engine
system fluid thermal stability criteria.

Additional interceptors were evaluated for the Mach 3+ mission to assess
the effects of higher interface temperatures and to assess the benefits of pre-
cooled fuel. By using an ambient temperature JP-7 class fuel and increasing
the interface temperature to 3500 F, sufficient fuel heat sink is available
to permit consit'erible simplication of the aircraft environmental control
system (ECS) ana elimination .f ECE ram air. The resulting interceptor
indicates a weight savings of 260 pounds relative to the use of JP-7 at an
interface temperature of 250' F.

Use of precaoled fuel permits additional environmental control system
simulification throuth the elim~ination of the air cycle refrigeration package
and the use of a direct fuel. heat sink. In conjunction with a higher fuel I
density, this resuLts in a 4500 lb reduction in TOGW when compared to the

JP-7, 2500 F interface temperatu,,e interceptor.

MISSION B

The same matrix of f :l. iad lubricants is e abuated in Mission 1 as in
Mission A. Howe.ver, tile fuel temperature capabilities in LiC lnginie were In--
creased to 4730 F for JP-5/8 and 1000' F for JP-7 to reflect a later pru)Jected
Initial operational capability (' -C) date, and the anticipated availability
of engline cit .:lng technique.; and improved fuel properties. The 1000' F
limit for JP-7 albo reflectr doEign of the engine system to minimize fuel
reslciscnc tim, ,Jt temperature, thertrby controlling total deposit formation.
The influence of cngin,;/.ir•t:L u.r. fuel Interface temperature on both airf-'rxe
subsystem an6 engine perfor.e.: was determined for JP-5 at 150' F ant1 250" F
and for JP--7 at 2500 F and ')0 I. The lightest study interceptor from the
matrix of fuel , lubricant, an] i v _,rface combinations considered is obtained
with JP-7 fuel, polyphenyl ether eugine lubricant, and a 350' F fuel inter-
face temperature. Thi34 intet:;eptor is 2300 Lb lighcer than the JR-5/8 fueled,
1500 F fuel iuterfacc temperature zoncept. All of the Mission B interceptors
are in the 80,000 lb class TOGW Lange.
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A trend of decreasing Interceptor weight with increasing fuel interface
temperature was noted for both the JP--5/8 and 7P--7 fueled concepts. This
trend indicated the benefits of maximizing the airframe 'uel heat sink allot-
ment •elative to that of the engine within the particular engine inlet tempelca-
ture limitations. The engine inlet temperature limitations would be based on
engine fuel pump inlet requirements, material temperature limitations, and
lubricant/hydraulic fluid constraints.

Lubricant selection was of second order effect for Mission B. Perfluori-
nated polyether was the only lubricant which resulted iL significant interceptor
we'ght penalties (approximately 1200 Ib). The engine fuel recircula-ion concept
was also effectively applied during the flight idle-descent phases of Mission
B.

Additional Mission B evaluations were prfori,;"d to evaluate the effects
of (1) using precooled fuel and (2) cooling engine inlet strucrure using the
icel heat sink. Preco,'led fuel provides significant reduclions in ECS weight.
Ir conjunction with increased fuel density, this results in a TOGW reduction
of 3000 lb when compared to the lightest ambient fueled configuration. This
illustrates the benefits which may be obtained through the use of precooled
fuel. Cooling the engine inlet structure would have significant impact on
inlet weight if a conventional high temperature structural material were used
In its fabrication.

Mach 3+ and Mach 4+ class systems are attainable with current fuel and
lubricant state of the art using th' advanced engine technology noted herein.
Use of airplane size and weight as a figure of merit for fixed mission per-
formanc,' indicates that lubricant selection1 effects are second order as com-
pared to the fuel selection and variationb in allowable fuel temperature.
Significant reductions in ECS weight and complexity can be realized by allow-
ing higher engine/airframe fuel interface temperatures, thereby providing more
efficient tbermal management of fuel heat sinl.

A JP-5/8 class of fuel is recommended for the Mach 3+ interceptor and a
JP-7 class of fuel is recommended for the Mach 4+ interceptor. No specific
lubricant recommendations can be made on the bisis of the weight sensitivities.
Lubricant selection is more appropriately based on a wider view of celative
operational service lile and cleaning/recycle iequirements attendant to a
specific engine design.

The results noted above can also be apTrlieO' to near term operational
systems. Higher environmental and secondary cooling loads associated wit"I
advanced avionics and control techiologies, comb'.ned with imi proved engine
efficiencies ard lower fuel flows for evolving Air Force weapon systenms, draws
attention to fuel thermal stress limits. The pri.:ary factor is heat addition
per pound of fuel, as exemplified by current specification limits [or engine
airframe interface fuel temper;tturcs. It is recoiniended that the inst lled
performance trends and heat sink utilizatiou payoffs noted herein be iivesti-
gated in the context of near term systems application for potential modifica--
tion of specification design lit,,lts.
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SECTION III
{ /

BASELINE DEFINITIONS

A. Interceptor Sizing and Performance

In order to determine interceptor design and performance characteristics
fox the FLITE program, initial sizing studies were performed for the Mach 3+
and Mach 4+ systems. This allowed determination of initial aircraft and en-
gine size envelopes for design comparisons, and enabled determination of
acceleration/climb, cru'.se, and idle descent characteristics.

Interceptor mission performance goals and sizing parameters were based on
capable manned intercetor re;punse to a projected CONUS threat in the 1980's.
Key elements of the mission from an interceptor design standpoint were rapid
acceleration, supersonic cruise, and extended mission radius. The interaction
of the threat characteristics, CONUS early warning and advanced interceptor
crpability enabled definition of the mission profiles. This, iD turn, provided
a rational approach to the deter-m.,ination of desired a-craft mission perfor-
mance and sizing characteristics. The systems thus established were used as a
basis for determination of subsequent performance ,unsitivities ising specific
engine and subsystems data generated from the fuel and lubricant study matrix.

P. MISSION A BASELINE.

B.1 Engine D)e'sign

General Description

The GE16/FIJTE-IA is a duct-burning turbofan engine and represents an
advanced engine embodying technology of the early 1980 time period. The basic
engine is sized for 277 pps corrected air flow at .sea level static, standard
day conditions at the maximum engine power setting (26,160 lb thrust).

A cross section of the engine is shown in FIgure 1. This engine is a
low bypass ratio, moderate cycle pressure ratio engine and features high
turbine inlet temperature. The core consists of a multistage compressor driven
by a single stage turbine. The low pressure system consists of a two-stage
fan and a two-stage Lurbiae. The fan design incorporates variable inlet gulue
vanes to provide good efficiency and stability characteristics throughout the
operating regime. The duct burner is a two stage design capable of fuel aug-
mentation of the fan stream. It is staged to ýJeld high efficiency for the
medium augmentation range. The exhaust 'ozzle is selected to reduce tile after-
body drag of the large diameter duct-burning engine, being sJzed to yield the
highest possible ratio of exit to maximum engine diametcr, resulting in a low
boattail angle and projected afterbody area. The exhaust nozzle was also
designed for good overall performance with special emphasis on subsonic cruise-,
transonic acceleration, and supersonic cruise. It is a confluent flow design
with a fixed core throat area and a variable duct flow throat. A cylindrical
shroud provides the required internal exit area variation. At low nozzle
pressure lacios the shroud is retracted, being translate.d aft as pressure
ratio increases.

5
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The engine outline drawing is -resented in Figure 2. The estimated
rmaximum dry weight of the GEI6/FLITE-IA engine is 3200 pounds. This weight
represents thU complete engine in that all of the items normally required for
handling, installation, operation, and monitoring of tih engine are included.
The quoted weight also includes the following specific installation features:

U Scit--contained oil tank including remote filling, Internal coolers,
and oil level indication

o Engine fuel. and power control system

o Fan inlet guide vane anti-icing

o Accessory :;earbox neunted un the fan framie with power takeoff to
drive aircraft-.mounted accessor los

The design speed (100%) of the core is 13,300 rpm whlie tiw design speed
of the low pressure system is 8,680 rpm.

For scaling purposes for use In aLrcraft sizing thrust, and fuel flow
vary directly with air flow while rotor sp.eds.,4 scalc inversely with the. square
root of airflow. Weight, length, and dliameter can be scaled between -20 per-
cent and +30 percent of the sea leve'. static maximum airflow with 1:th follow-
ing equation!-;:

Wt 2 = W Wa1 (.)

Ila2 (0.5

2 = D1 (7a) (2)

N.z,, 0.5
'. L ( -2 (3)
2 1 Wa1 '

Fuel le.iverySystem

The O',IG6/!IITF-IA baseline 'luid sys=tem schcma rAe i, shown In FIgure 3.
This ;ystern consists of Lt,., f"uel d, Livery ..s ter .ouplAed ,.hrougjh bet: Cxchlang.l-S
Wo the lubrication and Iluid power systems.

The fuel Julivuzy s:ysteiii tu•ceiv•s iu,.i from the aircraft fuei tank boost
pumps or. between 15 :ýnd 40 psia deneuding upon altitude. The en:gine fuel
pumps ciien increase the fue(l i-ressure to -A level. sufficient to overcome A*1
sys tem pressure losses and to inject- the fuel into tLh engxine (loml)uStotr.';. The
high pressure fuel is also utili/ed aS the hydraulic power sotirce for the
stator actuators used to pus-1tion the vari; n).ke stators.

7
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The electronic control provides the schedules for the variable stator
pogitions and the metered fuel flow to the engine. Duý..ng steady state
operation conditionN, the control System meters fuel flow to the engine comn-
bubtors by means of an integrating speed control in order to maintain precis,
engine speed. During transient operation, engine; fuel flow is; limited by
acceleration and deceleration fuel flow schedules to prevent overt-Imperature,
overspeed or burner bl~owout. ThL fuel control system~ also incorporates over-
rides for ungidie protecd;ion, including core rotor speed and turbine bladu
ttinperature.

The enginie fuel is the prime source of herat sink for cooling engine and
aircraft components. ln the engine Ohe fuel is used to cool the control
alternator, tire alectronic computer, thie boout pump and c~he nuain fuel pumps.
In :iddition, tl-- fuel absorbs the heat genarated in rhe lubricationl and fluid
power systems and the heat absorbed from thle system environamunt. Since these
hecat oink ruquiremerits sitrain the fuel hecat absc'rpti~on capacity over portionts
of the mission profile, it was anl ob.'ective of thisi program to -;peciiy the fuel
delivery system components around a adu1LTIUM hent guneration criterion.

The throttling type fuel control was selectud becauise of its high ufficiencY

aind low thermal input to thle fuel. The fuel flcw control system functionb by
tirottJline theik flow and maint~aining a fi.\ud back preusure onl Cire cent~r tiugal
Pump11. The Lcu' rifugal boost pump pvii small size and Weight and provell
reliability. This low speed pump can operate at low input pressuures Iron the
aircraft boost pumlp without. cavitation, and is capable ul juppl1ying suil'tcierit
pressure to prUevent cavitation ill Ole main high pressure PUMPS. The regexiera-
tivL 1?ImIp hlaS the ability to supply relatively high pressure fuel at; low Shalt
,speeds and fuel flow5 during engine starts. Thu regenerative pump is lighlt-
weight and can be flow regulated by throttling. TieL fuel delivery systemi is
dU.Sigxilld to utilize the regenerative pump only during en~gine startst. As
engine. speed approaches idle, the shu~ttred ceritrilubal pump takus over withi
thle inlet to tire reý -!nerative pump being Shut oft" and the piump eaLinJg drained.

The Siruttervd Lentrifugal p~ump waa SeleCted becuseUG of its broad flow
turni down ratio. A flow turndlown ratio of at least 150:1 is possible. withi ;.
shuttered cunt.rifugal pump. Since thet mialor cuItributor to tile useU Of thIe

fLuel heat sin, in the fuel delivery systemi Ls thlu mnain fuel pumlip, ut~ilization
of tile ArIuttered centrifugal 1a-mp design prevent~s ctxcessive thermal streassing,
of tUle fuk-l d~uring the return cruise! port-Ion ul the miszcion. C usiIng ot 'lie
shutter at low fuel. flows prevent~s recirCulat iULI Ln t~he pump and as at result.
significantly reduces; thle power lossesi. Figure 4 shows Llhu pumnp chiaracturistics
of tile 1r1-:11/1FL1IT1A.:l matin fuel puiTpJ. Bly closIng the shutter at flow rates
helow alpproximiately 10 percent atf tine maximum fuel flow, the1 nuijar portiton ui
the return leg of thle miission iii spent In r iosud shrit-ter opertlfionl. Figure'( 5
shIows tueL var lot on in thle ifuel temperature at: thu core ungine nuzzles Ici-
opt-n and closed shiutter operation and inldicatesi Ole reductionz inl fuel Maenpra.-
ture achieved by closing the tihutter.
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Thermal insulation is utilized on all fuel delivery system fluid lines
exposed to the engine environment. The insulation wes selected to provide the
maximum temperature reduction based on location of fluid line in the environ-
ment. For maximum altitude and Mach number, the insulation design selected
results In approximately an 180 F temperature rise due to environmental heating
at the most remote fuel nozzle. This is about one quarter of the temperattce
rise which would occur with no thermal insulation. This protection is provided
at the penalty of a fuel delivery system weight increase of approximately 8.5
pounds.

The critical cooling region for the engine systems occurs during idle
descent where the engine fuel inlet temperature reaches a maximum of 2000 F.

This 2000 F fuel inlet temperature, along with the engine heat sink require-
ments, would produce severe overtemperature conditions in the fuel during idle
descent and some provisions for additional heat sink capacity are required.

The means chosen to provide additional heat sink capacity was the addition
of a fuel recirculatica system from the engine fuel control to the aircraft
fuel tank. This recirculation system required a modification to the main
engine fuel control which involves an additional control function to reroute
a specific amount of the total inlet fuel flow to the aircraft fuel tanks at

the initiation of idle descent. The iviftiation of the recirculation fuel flow
is a function of throttle angle and fuel temperature level at the engine fuel
control. At idle throttle angle positions and when the fuel temperature reaches
300Q F, the recirculation system is acti",qted and a portion of the inlet fuel
flow is rerouted through a fixed orifice in the engine fuel control to the
aircraft fuel tanks. The incorporation of this recirculatio- system results
in a weight penalty of approximately 3 lb to the engine fuel system.

Engine Lubrication System

A sump area layout for the GEI6/FLITE-lX engine is presented in Figure 6

and the lubrication system schematic is shown in Figure 7.

Oil is supplied to the inlet of the lubricant supply element by gravity

feed from the oil tank. Oil under pressure is then su-'lied by the Dump to

the supply filter, which serves to protect the oil jets from contar...iation.
This filter is equipped with a bypass pressure relief valve which opens at a

predetermined pressure differential ard allows full oil flow •o continue ,c be

supplied to the engine should the filter become plugged. Oil supply pressure

to the engine is limited during cold starts by a pressure relief valve which

will bypass oil directly to the gearbox if the supply pressure exceeds a

preset value. At all pressures less than this value, the entire output from

the filter is directed to the engine supply system. A static anti-leak check
valve is provided to limit leakage from the tank to the engine to an accept-

able level during or after engine shutdown.

A total of 13.5 gpm of oil, is supplied to three areas of the engine; the

forward or "A" sump, the aft or "B" sump, and the accessory gearbox. The "A'

sump is supplied through a pipe in a fan frame strut. The "B" sump is supplied

13
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Figure 7. GE16/FLITE-IA Lubrication System Schematic.
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by a pipe through a strut in the front frame:, the oil being routed through a
rotating tube inside the low pressure shaft to the "B" sump where it is centri-
fugally fed to the bearings. A carbon seal is used to litnit oil leakage be-
tween the stationary and rotating portions of the oil line. Any oil loss from
this seal drains into the "A" sump. The engine oil flow quantity has been
sized to provide adequate lubricati.,n of the bearings, gear meshes, rnd splines
and to cool all the system components. The distribution of flow for the base-
line engine is shown in Tablp I.

The "A" sump/inlet gearbox area is scavenged by gravity through the PTO
shaft housing to the accessory gearbox. The accessory gearbox is scavenged
by a single scavenge pump element and the oil is then routed to the scavenge
filter. The scavenge filter contains a bypass valve which allows the oil. to
bypass the filter element if it becomes plugged by contamination.

Table 1.
GEl6/FLITE-IA Lubrication System

Design Oil Flow Distribution

Design Flow
o_2 pone ut gp _

"A" Sump 6.65
Inlet Gearbox 0.85
"B" Sunp 3.65
Accessory Gearbox 2.35

Total Supply 13.50
Total Scavenge Capacity 27.00

The oil is then piped to the fuel/ol 1 heat exchanger where the heat
generated by the engine is transferred to the fuel. From the hieat exchanger,
the oil is returned to the tank. Thu,2 "B" sump is scavenged by a disk pump
driven off the low )reC!3.,ure rotor. This: pump has a ýangential colltctor in
the stationary pump wall, to recover a portion of the velocity heau. T]he(-
scavenge oil is then piped inward to the enginIc centerline and ,lischarged into
a " rotating scavenge tube which pumps the oil for-ward t~o tihe ',\" sump by

centrifugal force.

Pressurization air 1- replcidred to maintain positive flow accu,s t0he main
shaft oil seals into the sumpps at all opcrating conditions. if air is allowed
to flow out of a sumip through an oil seal, some oil will be carried with it.
This oil leakage must be eliminated in order to pi'event excessive oil. ronsuump-
tion, contamination of the compressor bleed air and pos:,lile fire hazard.
The pressurization air must simultaneously be at a high enough pressure to
isolate the sumps from hot cycle air and at low enough pressure and tempera-

ture to provide the life required for the oil seeats.
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The Number 1 oil seal is pressurized with fan discharge hub bleed air.
Pressurization air for the Number 2 oil seal is extracted from the compressor
at the second-stage rotor discharge hub. The air flows through the rotor and
radially inward through a paddle-wheel inducer. A portion of the air is then
directed forward inside the compressor air tube to the Number 2 seal pressuri-
zation cavity. The remaining air is directed aft inside the air tube for use
in cooling the compressor drum and high pressure turbiae forward shaft. The
Number 3 and Number 4 oil seal pressurization air is extracted from the compressor
at the third-stage exit tip. This air is cooled in a fuel/air heat exchanger
and then piped to the Number 4 oil seal pressurization cavity through a strut
in the turbine frame. A portion of the air flows through holes in the low
pressure turbine stub shaft to pressurize the Number 3 oil seal.

The oil tank is vented to the accessory gearbox. The vent line contains
a tank pressurization valve which maintains the tank pressure above sump vent
pressure. The increased tank pressure is provided to pressurize the supply
pump inlet and to reduce the variation in oil supply quantity to the engine
under varying flight conditions. The air flow through this valve is sufficient
to maintain tank pressure at altitude. The accessory gearbox is vented to
the "A' sump through the hollow PTO shaft. The "A" sump is vented aft through
the intershaft space between the high pressure and low pressure rotor shafts
and the "-" sump is vented forward through the same intershaft space. The
centrifugal field in the gap between the two rotating shafts allows this space
to be used effectively as an air/oil separator, with the separated oil being
returned to the sump cavities. Midway between the sumps, the vent air flows
inward through holes in the low pressure rotor shaft and forward inside the
shaft, being piped overboard to ambient pressure through a strut in the front
frame. The overboard vent line contains a sump pressurization valve to
assure adequate pressure in the sumps for scavenging at altitude.

The accessory drive train was defined based on controls and accessories
component power requirements and accessory sizes. Accessory power is taken
directly from the high pressure rotor through a set of bevel gears (inlet
gearbox) as shown in the sump area layout, Figure 6. Power is transmitted
by a radial drive shaft to the accessory gearbox located at the 6 o'clock
position on the engine frame. A sLt of bevel gears is used in the accessory
gearbox so that the accessory drives can be mounted parallel to the engine
centerline in order to obtain a minimum envelope. Spur gears are used in the
remainder of the gearbox. Each gearshaft is supported by a ball and a roller
bearing. Carbon face seals with bellows secondary seals are bolted into the
gearbox housing to prevent leakage between gearbox oil and each accessory.

Super nitraloy was selected as the material for all of the gears with a
minimum design gear life of 36,000 hours. The bearing material is CVM-M50
tool steel with the bearings being sized to give an AFBMA BI0 life of 8,000
hours. The gearbox housing is manufactured from investment cast 17-4 PH stain-
less steel and its useful life without repair is designed to be 36,000 hours.
A layout of the GE16/FLITE-lA accessory gearbox is presented in Figure 8.
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Fluid Power System

The GEl6/FLITE-1A baseline fluid power system is shown in Figure 9. The
fluid power system is utilized to actuate the variable fan duct (A18) and
exhaust (Ag) nozzles and consists of the following major components:

The engine electronic control provides the position schedules for the
fan duct and exhaust nozzles. Linear variable differential transformers
(LVDT) provide an electrical signal to the electronic control for position
feedback.

The integral lube-hydraulic tank w¢as selected primarily because of the
weight saving and the reduction in envelope requirements over two separate
reservoirs. This integration also offers some flexibility in that oil from
one system can be utilized in the other system.

The unitized pump package consists of a centrifugal pump, a vane pump,
and two high pressure servo pumps. This arrangement permits a weight saving
and offers the simplification of driving four pumping elements from a common
shaft. The centrifugal pump supplies the low pressure aiake-up and cooling
flows for the vane pump and the high pressure output U.ines of the servo pumps.
TIL2 centrifugol pump also supplies cooling flow to the low pressure lines in
the two hydraulic systems. Fixed orifices in the shuttle valves provide cool-
ing flow regulation from the low pressure centrifugal pump. The small vane
pump has a positive displacement characteristic and provides the required
pressure for position control to the two reversible high pressure servo pumps.
The high pressure servo pumps produce minimum heat generation in the fan duct
and exhaust no..zzle position controls and were selected primarily for this reason.
These pumps produce variable, bidirectional flows as a function of the electri-
cal signal to Ole servo valves from th,_ electronic control. The pumps produce
oUly that flow and pressure required to position the load. During steady-state
load coaditions when the nozzles are fixed, the only heat losses are from the
relaLivcly small cooling flows and mechanical losses.

The rotay drive actuatlcn is necessary for the exhaust nozzle system
because of the long 22-iDc..h stroke, the low load, and the 5 second actuation
time requirements. These reqvirements hrve been satisfactorily met with the
rotary drivc systam with, a significant ".:night saving. A linear hydraulic
actuation is utilized for the. fan duct nozzle system because of the short 2.5
inch ;troke, the high load, and the 2 second actuation time requirements.

The fucl./hydrau .- heat exchancer is reqtdrsd during high hydraulic power
utilization to re.iiove th0 heat generated within the hydraul2.½ system and thus
maintain the hydraulic oil temperature within acceptable levels.

The fluid power system for the GEI6/YLITE-lA is Tharacterized by the fact
that environmental heating tends to be the major contributing factor to the
heat rejected to thL fuel. The system was designed to mirii.nize the environ-
mental heating i'y judicious use of external insulation an; by the determination
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I.I

of the required cooling flows for steady-state operation to produce a low
heat rejection system. The design point heat rejection for the GE16/FLITE-lA
fluid power system is approximately 400 Btu/min, or about one-tenth of the
levels produce in the lubrication systtm and by the main fuel plmre. Thermal
insulation is utilized on all fluid power system components and fluid lines
exposed to the engine environment. For maximum altitude and Mach number the
use of insulation results in approximately 50' F temperaturs rise from the
discharge of the hydraulic pump through the lines and actuators and return
lines to the hydraulic heat exchanger. This temperature rise Is approximately
one-tenth of the rise which would result with no insulation. In comparison,
the integral hydraulic pump fluid temperature rise is approximately 330 F at
this same flight condition. The weight of the insulation used in the fluid
power system is about 4 pounds.

B.2 Engine Performance

The estimated performance for the GEI6/FLITE-lA engine wav calculated with
an electronic data processing deck. The performance is baued on the following
conditions:

o 1962 U.S. standard atmosphere
o MCAIR inlet ram recovery
o JP-5 fuel at 59' F with a fuel lower heating value of 18,500 Btu/Ib
o Zero customer bleed air and horsepower extraction
o Variable area duct nozzle, fixed area corL nozzle (internal pernor-

malice only)

Pertinent sea level static take-off cycle characteristics of the engine
aee given in Table II.

Table II. GE16/I.11TE--1A Engine Cycle Characteristics
100% Engine Sea Lev 1 Static Takeoff.

Total Corrected Airf], w 277 pps
Ian Pressure Ratio 2.3,
Overall Pressuve Ratio 11.9i
Bypass Ratio 1.23
Total Thrust (uninstalled) 26,160 lb
Specific Fuel Consumption 1.96 pph/lb

B.3 Thermal Analvsis

The ClI6/FITE-IA fluid system sclwmat:iL is shownr in )Figure 10. This
system is composed of the futel delivery system coupled through heat exchangers
to the lhbrication and fluid power aystems. The desigr details of each of
these three component systems have br.en discussed in paiagraph B.1.
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Since it was a purpose of this program to investigate the use of available
heat sink, a prime objective was the creation of a mathematical heat balance
model that accurately simulated on a digital computer the steady-state perfor-
mance of the engine fluid system. This was accomplished with the GEl6 thermal
model, a computer program capable of analytically flying the mission for the
baseline and subsequent Study 1, Study 2, and Study 3 engine designs.

Each of the heat producing elements of the engine fluid system was
described in equation form. As the heat generation terms are functions of
engine operating conditions, creating enthalpy balances for the fuel delivery,
fluid power and lubrication systems necessitated simultaneous temperature
dependent flow and pressure balances as well. All the fluid properties were
assumed to be temperature dependent while the program output consisted of the
complete fluid system temperature, pressure and flow profiles for a steady-state
operating point.

Figure 11 shows the fluid system thermal profiles generated for the base-
line engine during the mission. Indicated are the mission histories of the
inlet fuel temperature, core nozzle fuel temperature, lubrication system supply
and scavenge temperatures, and fluid power system supply and scavenge tempera-
tures. The maximum permissible engine inlet fuel temperature of 2000 F for the
baseline configuration is reached during the idle-descent portion of the
mission.

After the initial acceleration, the cruise-out phase occupies the next
segment of the mission. The significant reduction in engine fuel flow from
maximun to cruise power setting produces a sharp rise in the lubrication and
fluid power system fluid temperatures. With the increasing altitude during
cruise-out, the fuel flow decreases further, causing the gradual rise in the
system temperatures shown in Figure 11. The application of maximum power during
combat and turn produces momentary reductions in the fluid system operating
temperatures, but with the beginning of return-cruise, the engine fuel flows
again decrease and produce elevated temperature operation. It is during this
portion of the mission that the shuttered centrifugal pump is beneficial. The
change in slope of the fuel temperature profiles indicates the closing of the
shutter, resulting in significantly lower power losses for the low fuel flows.
The use of the shuttered device permits a reduction in the consumption of fuel
heat sink during those portions of the mission where it is severely limited.
At the end of the return-cruise mission phase, the lubrication and fluid power
system supply temperatures reach their maximum permissible levels of 4000 F.
With the initiation of idle-descent and with no further compensating action
taken, the nozzle fuel temperatures would reach about 450* F at the beginning
of the d-. ent and would re'.ain over 3250 F for four minutes. The lubrication
and fluic power system supply temperatures would also rise to about a 580* F
maximum during this time period. To prevent these overtemperature conditions,
a fuel recirculation system was incorporated to increase the fuel flow during
this critical mission phase. This system is regulated by the main fuel control
and allows an additional 3,000 pph of fuel to be recirculated to the aircraft
main feed tanks. Witi this system in operation, the end of the return-cruise
portion of the mission becomes the point of maximum system temperature operation.
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B.4 Interceptor Design Characteristica

The Mission A FLITE interceptors were designed to a technology level
compatible with an anticipated initial operational capability (IOC) date of
1983. The primary design characteristics are presented in the followiug
paragraphs.

This Interceptor, illustrated in Figure 12 has a Mach 3+ cruise. capability.
The interceptor is in the 70,000 lb TOGW class with a wing area of 1,070 ft 2

and a fuel fraction of 0.50. The configuration is a two place (tandela) delta
wing design with 750 swept leading edges and movable wing tips for lateral
(roll) and longitudinal (pitch) control. Twin vertical surfaces provide the
directions (yaw) control.

Propulsiou is provided by the twin GEI6/FLITE engines fed by two freu-
stream mounted, horizontal ramp, mixed compression inlets. Engine integration
includes the sizing of an annular bypasri plenum discharging bypass air aft
during idle flight conditions at an angle of 150 with respect to thu freestream
airflow.

The aircraft struct.ural concept consists of hot load carrying structure
and the. mixinum use of metal and Lesin matrix composite materials projected
comp.itible with a 1983 technology base.

Cab',o and equipmuut environmental cooling is provided by a fuel augmented
alc ,:ycle unviroxunental control system. Thermal protection is provided in
Cockpit and equipment bay areas to limit internal temperatures.

lac aose cross-sectional radius and radome fineness ratio have beLL
determlided by the requirements of a 36 inch, modified phasud array AWG-9 radar.
Aiircaft anmiumeut is integrated in such a manner to preserve the fuselage
fineaness ,itio a mix of eight long range and short range air intercept missiles
carr-fedJ itkernally on a rotating drum. Access for loading iti provided from

iet,,r:ide whllc firing is accomplished out the top to avoid shock inter-
freiwe WiLAI thU ongine Inleti.

B. S 'EIht S;',Itmation 'echniquse

Struct-ural weights are determined by conventional MCAIR estimation tech-
niquc!s; which include evaluation of the specific design and reference to
stavi;tic;al ioras for component and material weights. Materials for the
s:ractural componrnits are chosen to reflect current and projected material
development et'fort compatible with IOC dates from the mid to late 1980's.
Eiigi.ne wd.ghts are based on engine weight scaling data provided by CE.

Weights for primary structure are based on application of a 3.5 g limit
load factor at Lq V bas-ic flight desigt, gross weight. Weight is allocated for
the oing, i dulta planfourm with rotating hor2zontal tips, twin vertical tails,
and inlets ,iwlng hot load carryiog structure. Wing tip (control surfaces)
weights are included with the basic wing. Weights for minimum gauge fuselage
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covering and frames are designed for a 2,0010 psf dynamic pressure environmvnt.
Longerons and stringers, including local supports to react the air loads, are
weighed as a function of the fust~lag:7 bending moment, miaximum depth, and body
width. Fuselage weights also include the iins.ulation require-d to protect
selected compartment areas. Landing pear weight Is baced on tha 2.0 g taLxi
load tit nia.ximum design gross weight. Air induction system weights are based
on an ultimate duct pressure of 105 psi, and include insulation between the
duct wall anid fuel cell.

[Metal and resin niatrix composite materialsi arn' used where possitble to
provide maximum structural efficiency. This includes extensi,.e application

to the primary wing structure, tails, fusielage, and air induction group!;.

B3.6 Propulsion System Performance

LThe propuls~ion s;ystemi For t~he Mission A vehicle consists oi the~ G1.16/
VLI1TE duct burniing, turbofan and nio'.zlc matched to a mixed comipression inilet.
Enigine variatitons For thu fuel and lubricant combinations Investigated in theF mistioun are present~ed ill Sectionl IV.

GE'16/F'LIT En~iinci and Novzie - The GEilb/F1TLi-lA dUCt burning engine,

illustrated inl Figuire 13 has ;i thirust rat-lug of 20,1.00 11, an alirf' ow of 227
pps, a bypass ratio of 1.23, ai cycle- pressure ratio of 11.95, and a maxiluni
turbine inilet tempe ra ture. Purlorinance ratinig data tor the reference engine

arc included inl Figure 13. I'lie scaling curves used Lo ohbLain thu phys ical
chairac~terist ics of' an Uongi1L no 0 lagrOr Sm1aller thian lie refe rence enigine are
presented in F'igure 1.4.

The cure conisist:, Of a multlistage compreo~sor dri van by a s;ingle stage
Iii gb p ressure to rbliio . The Li iw pros su ro spool consis;ts of' a t wo-s Lage fanl
anld two-qtage, tur-11 .no, WI Lii tllin taal du!;ign in'eurporatliig, varijab le inlet gutide.,
van~s . RedIucCd I)0WL-1r canl hi ohtiihiued by ci thor niodulatiiiug tie duct burnier or
the core engile fiic I'fLow . 'Iio nozieo i is a coanniilar conu~erge it-divyergeiit
design wiL ;it fixed cor-e thitoat ;irea and ;_ variablIe fail duict throat area. A
cyl ind ric al kh "c I s ratrit;1 ed rel at] VL t o tlie Ux11lau; t: lox ? iL' p 1 0u

pr)Vido the I irvd var iat. o0-1 ill I anii dU(t cxMUl aust Xp~inr; I OL i~re.'i rat i o.

Air Lilwi :vs toni PelFrmfarnrice - The oh rcra f1t. us .enawo -d inens i n al
miiixed comp res inlfet: ile n it olizon Znt. al. c Ktcenal -omipress ion rallps;
I'lie firsit ext Ctemp ri_(S tfii i:W11I) I-s sot at fixed ;uiijl

The Seco ld 1 1, hI inged rf! Iati ye Loe the first ramp, and 1i; s chu dule d
as a funct ion of 'hAit M~acl iii~iiiibor. Thle shock st~ructure at theL designi point
conlsljot:; Of two obl iqlie shock-.I ciii the ci xtLn run I ramipsi , a ocr Leo of re fle': t-
ing initernal OblIique :0iockr li wi.-i torii a shock train, and a te nidlnal normal
shock. The ohIi quv sh ocks doeo 1., Cat C i a I lwto a Lli roat_ Macli number of

J.. .2. Down.,,;Lream otitiWe Liiroot ., t;ie t.Low is c.<pandud LO0 at 1 oca MaCli n11umb or
OF 1.35 Whore the termiinali normal shock is locat-ed. 'T'li flow is; then decele-

rated SUbsoii iC ally to tIl Cle eiig ire face . Thel c eiigH, of tle Aiihistin c d if'fiuser
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Uninstalled Engine Char.mtcristic$

FNrnX (SLS) (Ib) 26,160

SFCrnjx (l- S 0(lb'h r I W 1.963

t8ypj-s Ratio (SLS) 1 23
Airflow (SLS) lib/se} 2-7 C.G.1 .
Weight' (Ib) 3,2C0 2

Length (Ji.) 130.8
Umax (5i,) 58.8 -
02 li]) 41 ' 0

Progrim Var iables Nozzle Position;

Fuel JP 5 Subsonic
Fuel Inktrface Tcrnperiture (OF) 200 Supersonic

Lubricant MILL-27502

"Includes noirl. errjn*/n/ozaIs con Itrul, and .sie lissurg L Iudes airfranip ,ounte.J accussorie.,

GccQliorv goear, bo. alid Starter

'iFgucc' 13. Engine SchcniatJc, 1,fP16/FLTTE-IA.

.2160 ........

, 120 L...

* I

S80-

CS a))

'40

12

0 ,.•. . . ,.. .... ........ ....... .

200 300 400

Sea Lovcl Static Airflow - pps

]"igkri, 1/1. Scaling Chvracteri,,tics, GE16/FLITE-1I.
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lines joining the throat exit with the env.ne compressor face not exceed

90. A bypass system is included in the design for inlet and engine airfl.ow

matching. The inlet operates in an external compression mode fr=n Mach 0 to
1.8 and in a mixed compression (external and internal) mode from Mach 1.8 to
d' sign Mach number.

B.7 Thermodynamic Characteristics

Design Temperatures - Maximum external surface temperatures were deter-
mined for the mission configuration to assist in the selection of airframe
structural materials and determine thermal protection requiremerALso These
temperatures, shown in Figure 15, represent the must severe thrmall environ-
ments for the upper and lower surf'aces.

The temlperatures are based on aerodynamic heating effects using Spalding -

Chiflat plate theory. Control surface deflections and shock wave induced inter-
ference heating are not considered.

Thermal Protectton - Since the primary structure of the interceptor is
designed to withstand the high temperature environment, numerous internnl
compartments require thermal protection via insulation. The insulation is
sized to miiniize the weight penalty based on a maximum sidewall te;nperature
of 1050 for the cockpit and a maximum internal temperature of 275* F for
avionics compartments, wheel wells, and th. minsile bay. Insulation require-
ments for fuselage volume while limiting the fuel Lempurature rise to 20' F.
Wing fuel tanks are provided sufficient insulation to prevent deposit formation
resulting from breakdown of resiidual fuel. These thermal proLection provisions
are accounted for in the weight estimations presented earlier.

Airframe Heat Loads - Airframe heat loads which are absorbed by the fuel
before delivery to the engines are summarized in Table ill as a function of
mission phase, Hydraulic and eqlectrical system heat loads are based on system
power provisions ranging from 70 to 272 horsepower. Hydraulic heat loads
include heat generated due to pump inefficiencies and environmental heating
of actuators and '.ines. Heat loads resulting from generation of electrical
power are assuiled to be constant throughout the mission. Boost pump h,.eat
rejection to the fuel (both delivered fuel and stored fuel) is based on pump
duty cycles which minimize fuel hvwting. The ECS heat rejaction to tbh• fuel
results from the isv of fuel to augment ram air as a heat sink for the ECS.

Environmental Control S tL_m - The Mission A bootstrap air cycle ECS,
shown in Figure 16 uses engine bleed air for cockpit pressurization and
aviuonius couJ]Ind. This systa7, which Is similar to those installed in ixisting
aircraft, is modified for the i 1,ss.on application to include a fuel-to-air
heat exchant'r located upstreim ýi the ECS refrigerationpackage turbine and a
boost compres:-or upstream of ti,- primary heat exchanger. Use of fuel to aug-
ment ram air a,• a heat sink red,:ces ECS turbine inlet temperatures thereby
reducing turbomachinery work requiremenLs, and also ram air syst•e Induced
aircraft penalties. When engine fuel demands are small (such as during descent),
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Table III. Mission A Interceptor Summary
of Heat Loads to Fuel.

heat Load (Btu/min)

",vyironmental Hydraulic Electrical BoUst
Mission Phase Control Systerm Sys tem Sstem Pumps

Takeoff 0 2,380 470 134 (a)

Start of Cruise 11,409 2,860 470 86 (a)

Combat 11,400 3,045 470 67 (a)

End of Cruise 11,400 3,230 470 93 (a)

Descent to 40K ft

(a) After 1 min 7,500 3,126 470 46 (b)

(b) After 2 nin 4,400 3, 092 476 48 (b)

(c) After 3 min 2,600 2,918 470 53 (b)

(d) After 4 min 1,300 2,814 470 55 (b)

(e) After 5 main 0 2,710 470 57 (b)

Loiter at 40K ft 0 2,380 470 101 (c)

Descent to S.L. 0 2,380 470 65 (b)

(a) To delivered fuel.

(b) Small fracLion to delivered fuel, remainder to taLk.

(c) Small fraction to delivered fuel, remainder lost to environment.
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it is i.et..ssary to circulate excess fuel to absorb the airframe heat loads to
remain below the maximum allowable engine/airframe fuel interface texperature.
The boost compressor is included to supplement engine bleed pressure during
mission phases (such as descent) where available pressure is not adequate to
provide acceptable environmental pressurization.

C. MISSION B BASELINE

C.1 Engine De.in

General Description

The powerplaut i or the Mission B basellne inteuceptor is thL GEl4/FLITE-2A
engine. This engine is a variable cycle turboramjet and r!:presents an advanced

engine incorporating technology of the late 1980 tt= period.

Fuel DeliverySystem

The GEL4/FLIT'--2A baseline fluid system schematic is shown ini Figure 17.
The system consists of the fuel delivery system coupled through the fuel/Oil
and fuel/hydraulic heat exchangers to the lubrication and fluid power systems,
respectively.

The fuel delivery system receives fuel from the aircraft fuel tank boost
pumps at between 15 and 40 psia depending upon altitude. The engine fuel
pumps ±ucrease the fuel pressure sufficiently to overcome all system pressure
losses and inject foel into the engine combustort,.

The electronic control provides the schedul~s for the metered fuel flow
to the three burner systems. This control transmits a position signal to the
torque motors in the main fuel control to position the fuel metering valvL.,
Linear variable-differential transformers, located in the fuel control proviie
the feedback position to the electronic control. The fuel flow schedules to
the core engLne combustor, the ram-duct pre-burner and the ram-duct main burner
are functions of altitude and Mach number.

Thermal analysis of the fluid systems over Mission B shows that the critical
phase for fuel heat sink utilization is during the ramjet idle-descent. Uuri•.g
this mission phase, recirculation to the aircraft main fe~d tank is u'ilized to
maintain system fluid temperatures within acceptable limits. The recircdlation
system for the GEI4/FLITE-2A engine is similar to the system used for theGEI6/YL.T.E-IA engiU,c. An audditional contr~ol functixon isProvided i" thct uiaia
luel control which reroutes a specific amount of the total inlet fuel flow to the
aircraft main feed tank aL the b, ining of the ramjet idle-defcent. Th1e initia-
tion of tl,e recirculation fuel flow I-. a function of throttle angle and fuel
temperature level at the engine fuel control. At idle throttle angle positions
and when the fuel temptratuie reaches approximately 300' F, the recirculation
system is activated and & portion of the inlet fuel flow is routed through a
fixed orifice in the engine fuel control to the aircraft fuel tanks.
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The engine fuel is the iuajor source of heat sink for cooling engine slnd
aircraft components. In the engine fluid system, the fueil is used to cool the
control alternator, electronic computer, boost pump and main fuel pumps. In
addition, the fuel absorbs the heat generated in the. lubrication anid fluiC,
power systtmis, the heat flow from the. environment, and cools the sump pressuriza-
tion and cooling air. With the many demands upon thL fuel hea~t sink a-Ld its
marginal capacity during portions of Cie mission, it w~as important that the
fuel delfvery GyStetn coMponents be selected with minimum heat generation being

'4the primary ct-nnc(r'..

ln addition to its low thermal input to the fuel, the throtrling type fuel
control was selected because of it-a high Uffitiency. During engine starting
and acceleration to idle, the control utilizeS [fuel flow from the variable
displacement vane. pump. A pressurizing valve in the core engine- nupply is
required dluringj these low flow conditioris to pirovide adequate back pressure
for tile fuel control servo functions. Yor high fuel flow conditions, the fuel
ecrtrol System oporates by throttling the flow and maintaining a fixed buck
preSSUre on tile centrifugal pump.

Thie engin, fuel delivery pump package consist.; 01 a total flow cenIt~riiugal
boost puimp, a var:';ible dimip~lacemnItI vane pump and a shuttered centrl fugal pump.
The boost puill, provides small size and weight and proven reliability. This
low spteti celt~rifugal pump canl operate at low input. pressures froM thu aircraf t
boost 'Iump withoitt cavitation, and is capable of supplying sufficient pressurc
to preventL cavittilon in tile high pressurea pumpsi. Thu variablc displacement
vMne puniup exluibLls ove2rall high efficiency over Its flow range. This pumnf
is alwamys in operaulon, being the sole source of supply 'a the core ungine
during startup and acCeleration to Idle and participating with the other
pumps to suppIly fuel to Ol~e enjineU during other flight conditions. Dur ing
certain operat-ing c:Onlditionsi When thu engine 'Is at flight idle power settiny_
tha total fuel flow can be providE.d by the variable displacement vane. pump.
This al low!; th is high efficiency pomp to be utilized dur 1mg low fuel flow
coud[t~iura wheni heat. sink requirements are critical. S ince thEU J)rimolary user
of thie luel heat s-Ink in the- ULuel delivery system Is thLe highg flow main foul
pullp, ut 1 lýcit I ou 0 1 the 81hUt L erLi, c entrif ugalI pump dies ign prevenrt,: X El-l;Ilivu
thermail strc~s!;Ing of the fuel dr gthe cruisu port ionsi 01- thIU mITIJionl.
CIUosing; Of the shutter at reducte' fuel flows prevents recirculation In thc paiiip

and significantly reduces- the powe2r losses. By Closing thEU shutter at:Lu the b
rates below approximately 1.0 percent of the maximu~m fuel flow, the pumilp powur
loss is reduced by about 50 percent.

Thermal insulation is; utilized on all fuel delivery systelz fluid huei(s
exposed to the engineý environmtent. TIhe insulation was seleclrod to 'provide,
for the maximumi temperiturt. reducti[on consisLent: wi'th tltia loca ion of theo
fluid line fni tlie environm.ent- and thie insulatlon characterist ics.

-LUbT ati-un y,_

Thibaseline lubrication system schemnatic for the GE-14/FL]'fV-2A engine

isslun iti Vigure 18adteascae uparea layout: is presented in
Figure 19.
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Oil Is supplied Lo 1_11C inlet of the Supplyv eletitnt by gravity fee(! from
the oil tank. Oil uadar pressure is then sup-plied by the pump to the suppl~y
filter, which s'erves to pr-ovect Lhe oi.1. Jets fro~m contamination. Th is f 1 tit1:is equipped wi(th a pressure relief valieo which opeons at a prO00terni ned presSureC
difterentia). and allows full oil ýlo-, to cc.ntiniue t:o be suppi evd to the enginle

should the filter become pluggFed. Oil supply pressure Is- limited during cold
starts by another pressure rellef ;aive which bvpass*.s some oi directly to the
gearbox if the supply pressu~c oxceedls a in.xLnumi level.. At all. pressures less
thitn this lifniting value, Hic entire OUtpu'1. '.ram~ the filter Is diroc ted to thic

oil supply system. A static antilloak check valve is provided to limit leakage
from the tank to the~ engine to no acceptab ic level during eng itu shutuiown.
Oil, is suppliod to three areas of the engine.; the accessory gearbox, the "A"
simp/inlet gearbox combination, and the "B" sutýp. '1he "A" suinp Is supplied
thirough a strut in the front fr ame which connects to a rotat ingt oil supply pipe
UXnitde the shaft. A carbon seal is used to seal between tihe stationary frame
anid Lhu rotating shaft.. Lealtage from Uthis oil seal is contained by the "A"
sump . '['h oil supply dis tribut iou for thu baseIi nu engine Is given in) Table IV.

Tile 'B'' sumnp is scavenged by a dis;k pump d r iven b)y the core engine. Thil s
1*1 n.1 has a tang~ential collector in the stiatlonar-V ti~mp wall to recover thme

velocity head. The scavenge oil is then piped lnwaird to the engine centerline
and dischargud into a rotating scavenge tube whui ch pumpjs the. ofi1 forward to thu
"A'' sump by centri fugal force. During the ramj e t mode of' ope rat ion When
t~he core engine is wi odmiti lg at less than 10 pecrentt speed, the gearbox--
mounted accessories including the l ubricant supply and] scavenge ptai aie d -iven
by a ramn air turbine. 'he "13' sutty scavenge oil i!; used to cool the No. 1
bWa ring i~nne r r~ace be fo ve being d is ciiarEe in to the ''A'' Nuqnj 111Hi oil is not:
used to lubricate the hearing. Tie ''A'' sutmp! itiler: gearbox area- is; scavengedl

by gravity thlroughm time PTO shadft. housinug to the ;mc ceas iry gearbox. Ihe accessory
gearbox is ncavuriged by at sin~gle scavenge p1Itfl elemnent * and thme o il L; thlen
directed LU the scavenge f-11 m~ r. The :,;cav0on,.' fitrCOnt'Ll Ils a l~pl5val ee

whi chlaiw time oil Lo biypass thle ft I er elemen~ft 111 thle evenIt It. be couie5 PJ1 gged
bycontaminiat ion. From tA., fi'ltor, the oil j pi pod to the fuetl/oil heat

excangr whe re time hevat from 0h0 engine1 is transfe ri en to iLhe funelI. From the
ha.exhangeer , thle oil is returnied to time tank.

P'ressuri~zatloll air is xt rae ted f rom the' (Lmpre.-sor at t1C 5L'C0114l sta.0lt
s tato r exit tip. '[his air- Is first cooled ini a o IIL-ho t cXC hangr~f, and
thent piped tut t~hie No. 1 seal. Pressuriz atI.ion cayvityv tim roughit st tnt in tlie iron t

ire.A port ion, 1f ti is a ir- Flow:; aft inus idt L it et min siha ft. ond a round -,th!
rtating scavenge tuibe to tho No, 2 sealI pressur iza~t ion cavity. lit add it ion

sumpt walls arid thct ron ating prscavznge tihes froms thotiyl airi sdL slt
itesum wrarys functieon atif g prscurvenge these sealst thiycl air.i sdt slt

Vetair fromi '.he "B'' sump. flows to the ''A'' suimip through the rotating
scavngetube. Ilhe "A" sump is then vented to the accessory gearbox through
th olwPTO(hf.)h i tank Is asvetdWtue gearbox. The vent
HreC mthe oltncnaisa tank pressurIzation valve wh ichi maintains

thetan 1-esureaboe smpvent pressunre. T'he Inticreasom' t~Auk pressure is
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Table IV. GEI4/FTITE-2A Lubrication System

Design Oil Flow Distribution

'omponent Design Flow (gpml)

"A" Sump 3,50

"B" Sump 3.85

Inlet Gearbox 0.70

Transfer Gearbox 1.10

Accessory Gearbox 1.85

Total Supply 11,00

Transfer Gearbox

Scavenge Capacity 20.10

Accessory Gearbox

Scavenge Capacity 4.05

Total Scavenge 24.15
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provided to pressurize the supply pump inlet and to reduce the variation in oil
supply quantity to the engine under varying flight conditions. The air flow
t',rough th's valve is sufficient to maintain tank pressure at altitude. All
of the air delivered to the accessory gearbox is vented uerboard through -n
air/oil separator and a sump pressurization valve. A dynamic air/oil sepLaator
is used, being driven through the gearbox. ThL sump pressurization valve
assures adequate pressure in the sumps for scavenging at altitude.

Fluid Power System

The GEI4/FLITE-2A baseline fluid power system is shown in Figure 20.
The fluid power system is utilized to actuate the core exhaust nozzle (A 8 ),
the outer ram duct exhaust nozzle (A9 ), the ramjet exhaust nozzles (A1 8 )
and to position the turbine nozzle variable vanes (A4 ), the variable stator,
vanes (VSV) and the ram pre-burner swirl cups (A 2 5). The position schedule
for the variable nozzles, va:.es, and swirl cups are provided bv the engine
electronic control. Linear variable differential transformers (LVDT) provide
electrical signals to the electronic control for position feedbdck.

The separate hydraulic tank was selected primarily because of the require-
ment for supplying fluid for six separate actuation s-,stems exposed to high
temperature environments. The tank is pressurized to approximately 30 psia and
contains a fluid deaerator.

The centrifugal boost pump was selected because of size, weight, and reliable
operating experience. A prime function of this total flow centrifugal pump is to
prevent cavitation in the high pressure hydraulic pumps.

The pressure compensated pump provides the capability to power the A4 ,
A2 5 , A2 8 , and VSV actuation systrns from a single pump. This constant pressure
variable displacement pump suppl: - a maximum flow of 19 gpm for maximum
actuation requirements and is throttled to a 6 gpm outout for steady-state
operation. The low pressure and steady-state cooling flow requirements of
6 gpm minimizes power losses under steady-state operating conditions.

The four servovalves used for A4, A2 5 , A2 8 , and '.'SV fluid flow control
are necessary because of the requirement to control the flow to the separate
systems upon a demand signal from the electronic control. The servo control
valves are designed to minimize heat loss due to the required throttling effects.

The high pressure servopumps were selected for the A8 and A9 exhaust nczzle

position controls because of the high nozzle loads encountered at the high
Mach number side of the flight envelope. The pumps produce variable, bidirec-
tional flows as a function of the electrical signal to the servovalves from
the electronic control. The pumps produce only that flow and pressure
required to position the load. During steady-state load conditions when the
nozzles are fixed, the heat losses are from the pump and the engine environmental
heat input to the fluid lines and components.
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Linear hydraulic actuators are used for all of the actuation systems
because of veiy short stroe.e requirements and limited space available in the
engine env-,lope. Because or the high load requirements of the A8 and A9
actuation systems, two-stage hydraulic actuators are used.

Hydraulic fluid is supplied from the pressurized hydraulic tank to the
centrifugal boost pump. This pump then supplies flow to the servopvmps, to
the pressure compensated pump, and to the actuators for cooling. The servo-
pumps power the A8 and A9 actuators and the pressure compensated pump powers
the A4 , AI 8 , A2 5 and VSV actuators. The pressure compensated pump also provides
servo control flow to the AS a.d A9 servopumps.

Actuator cooling flow is provided in both the high and low pressure sides
of the actuation systems. The high pressure side is cooled with a cross-piston
cooling flow. This high pressure also positions the shuttle valve in the supply
manifolds to allow a cooling flow from the centrifugal pump to flow into the
low pressure sides of each actuation system. The total cooling flow from each
system is routed through a shuttle valve to an LVDT and is returned to the tank
via the fuel/hydraulic heat exchanger.

The GEl4/FLITE-2A fluid rower system was designed to minimize the heat
addition which occurs in the pumps because of high pressures and pump
inefficiencies and in the fluid lines and act'.uators due tc the exposure to
high ambient temperature environments. Environmental heating tends to be the
major contributing factor to the heat rejected to the fuel. The system was
designed to minimize the environmental heating by judicious use of external
insulation and by the determination of the required cooling fln-.'s for steady-
state operation to produce a !1w heat rejection system. Ther.nal insulation
is utilized on all fluid power system components and fluid lines exoosed to
the engine environment. I'or maximum altitude and Mach number, this insulation
reduces the temperature rise in the lines and actu!:tors caused by environmental
heating to approximately 400 F. The design point heat rejection for the
GEl4/FLITE-2A fluid power system is approximately 2,680 Btu/min.

C.2 Engine Performance

Estimated performance for the GEI4/FLITE-2A engine was calculated with the
Electronic Data Processing cycle deck. Engine performance is based on JP-5 fuel
having a heating value of 18,500 Btu/lb and at a temperature of 59' F (enthalpy
of 184.3 Btu/ib).

C.3 Thermal Analysis

The GEI4/FLITE-2A fluid system schematic is shown in Figure 21. As
discussed in paragraph C.1, this system is composed of the fuel delivery
system coupled through the fuel/oil and fuel/hydraulic heat exchangers to the
lubrication and fluid power systems, respectively.
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The performance of the GE14/FLITE-2A engine fluid system was mathematically
simulated by the creation of a digital computer model. Thi. computer program
provided the capability of analytically flying Misbion B for the baseline and
the subsequent four study engine designs and determining the engine system
performance for steady-state operating points. This model was the principal
tool used to identify and investigate the uses of the fuel heat sink for
Mission B.

In the development of the computer model, each of the heat producing
elements of the engine fluid system was described in equation form. These
heat generation terms were described as functions of the engine operating
conditions. Since the fuel, lubricant, and hydraulic fluid properties were
assumed to be temperatur'e dependent, the establi:ihIng of enthalpy balances for
each component system required simultaneous flow and pressure balances. This
complex iterative process was accomplished through the use of a modified
Newton-Raphison numcrical techmique for the solution of sets of nonlinear
ordinary differential equations.

Figure 22 shows engine fluid sy.,Lem temperature profiles generated
during the Mission F baseline. Indicated in the plot arc the following eight
svstem variables.

o Engine inlet fuel temperature
o core nozzle fuel temperature

o ram pre-burner nozzle fuel temperaturc
o ram main burner nozzle fuel temperature
o lubrication system -•ipply temperature
o lubrication ,ystem scavenge temperature
o fluid power system supply temperature
o fluid power system scavenge temperature

Th iaaIiautu permissible engine inlet fuel temperature of 200' F (JI'-5) t:or" the

baseline configuration is reached during the tinal idle-descent portion of the
mission.

As with Mission A, the significant reductions in engine fuel flot for
the cruise power setting produce sharp rises in system teiaperatures 'is the
transit ions are made from maximum power setting. At the en.1 of the cruise-out
mission leg, the fluid power system reaches its point of maximumtln temperature
oporation while the lubrication system does not experience its maximum teLupera-

t'are condition until the end of return cruise.

With the complEx modes of operation for the GE'I4/FIJITL-2A engine and the
high flight speeds, temperature dependent WL•ili i cooling flows a:e neces.-atv
to cool the burner fuel lines and minifolds when the respective burners are
not in operation. Although the main engine control is further complicated by
the additional logic and hardware to provide this function, the cooling flows

are an effectiv, means of maintaining the fuel in tha burner iines to within
the design JP-5 unlimnited service thermal stabili.ty limit of 325" F when the
respective burners are not in operation.
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The ram-jet idla-descent -- the more -,evere of the two fiight-idle modes of
operation. Reclrculation fuel flow is necessary during this 2.5 minute mission
phase to maintain the three componi-nt systems withii their t.herlal stabiity
limits. This recirculation fuel flow to the alircraft, reaches a •inximlum of

9,000 pph with an engine interface fuel ttcmferature of 180' 1-. Even with the
recirculation and the_ ;,van~fold ý:oollug, flow-- Ole ran! -Iaill burner jlne does

exceed the .325° F level during, the ral jet Idl.-de:zcent, A Lemperattre peak
of approximar~ely 425' F is e-xper~en(ed Tith over-tempceratuzre conditions
OXJl6 t iug curini, thOt ,najurity of the descent:. As the;: ýiaoln buaroer is in operation
during L!hLi s flight-idLe condit::on atod reqlutres little fueJ flow, the nia'ii

r el si relatively insensitive to the up-reailt cooling effo ts.
Although the residence time is shout and the maximum fxel t.moerature no t
extreme, it should be noted Chat the unlititcd service design limit of 325°

tor the JP~- fuel cannot be q.u-:r-,nteed over ch, et ftirýei mission., ,,.i'cul atir,n is
tot e during the fia•dl descent to -3ea lvl as: Lhe 0-o' engine fuol
Flows are sulf,:1 ent to m!aitain steptahie systfo, operatiug tetiperatures.

U. 'Lntei"eator Desian.Charater •st.

The Mission 0. t ntercep toars were detogoed :. technology level compatible
wih i atiiat•d .OC diarýe hk--twýetn 1985 a-•d 1990.

The Mission 1$ inlercrrteor is shown in Figure 23- The interceptors are
all in the 80,0U0 Ii-. TOC'- class with wing rea front 1,120 to 1,160 .t 2 and

fuel fraction tirom 0.52 to 0.5J, The aircraft has a crew of two, a low
asne.t ratio delta wing planform with a leading edge swcp of 79.7'. This
V'tnfiguration also uses twin vertical tall surface-i for high speed directional
,sability and incorporates outboard movable wing tips for pitch and roll
contrr-i.

7<[) The configuration includes two 0E14/FLITE turhoramiet enginres, supplied

by freestreat (nonaircraft compression field) heorizontal. ramp mixed compression
,, itlets. A slotted subsonic diffuser is utilized to provide flow to the wrap-

around ramjet during operation of that subsystem. Outer walls of tOe ramjet

tmtntius are designed to include variable area bypas;s doors.

The primary structure is a cool con,.entional structure concept thermally
protected by an air gap, ;.,assive insulation, and c:cternal radiative sh.ngles.
Cool structure dominates, .,:he fuselage; but the wing leading edges, control
surfaces, and inlets are hot structure due to their thin cross sect 'on.
Composite metal matrix structure is used to tihe maximum practicable extant
orojeated for a mid-to-late 1980 10C.

1 Cabin and equipment environmental cooling is provided by a fuel heat siuk
!z 'system using ambient temperature fuel with a vapor cycle refriperation package
to affect the heat trans;fer.
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Thft nose cross sectional radius an-a radone fineness ratio are determined
by requiremea$ts for a 48 irich-electronically steerable phased array antenna
for a long range pulsed uoppler radar with multiple-track wiae scan capability.
The antesna Ls in:;talled in a look dc•,-n attitude to provide detection and
tracking of both high and low altitude threats.

Aircraft: armuiment is integrated to preserve ftxseltige finoness. pour long
range 500-Jb air-to-air mlasiles aad launch systems art integrated into the CQp
of the aircraft using a rotary firing rack or drum. Ficing is accomplished
out the top to avoid s.ock interference with the inlets during supersonic
missile launch.

C.5 Weight Estimatiou Techniques

As for Mission A, the struttural weightc for the Mirsion B interceptor
were determined by conventional methods. M2aterials fox the components were
chosen to reflect cur.-'nt and projected material development effort compatible
with IOC dates of from 1985-19?0. Engine weights were bap'td on GE14/;LITE
scaling dat.a.

The wing torque box and fuselage shill covering is weighed as 'cool
structure", protected by shingles and insulation. Ping structural weights
are basetl on 3.5 g limit load factor at basic flight design Sross weight.
Wing secondary structural weight is based on temperatures incuried in the 3.5 g
rmaimuin power turn. Potatin- tips, vertical tails, and inlets are weighed as
hot structu,7e, with design temperatures correspctding to the Mach 4+ cruise
environmen-. The wLight for the horizontal rotating tips is included with the
wing. Weights for uoinimum gauge fuselage covering and frames are correlated
to the 2,000 psf dynamic pressure clirb path, Lcngerons, st ringei's, and locally
:itrong areas to react air loads are weighed as a furcL.ion of the fuselage
bending moment and its maximum depth and width. Insulaticn, included with
fuselage weight, is based on ths requirairent tc limit primary structural
temperat 'F to 275' ". in the nonf'iel areas and allow a 200 F temperuture rise
in the fuel areas, Landing gear weights are based on the 2.0 g taxi load at
maximum design gross weight. Air induction system weights are laucd on
ultimate duct piessures of 195 psi &nd design te peraturs correspording to
Lhe cruise condition.

A high percentage of metal mstri-x compo.;ites materials (boron aluminum and
graphite nickel) is used in the design. These provide a substantiaL payo,"f
in terms of reduced aircraft size and weight. Boron aluminum is u-'ed for the
primary fuselage and those wing or~as whiLh are prote-etd "oy insulation and
r,'diative !.hIngles. Hot str r.tura7. components are lesignad ut.irig graphite
nickel. The relatively high tempera'u-e? in the cruise environment precludes
the use of other materials for passively cooled concepts, with the LocokPtion oý
Ren6 41. SuppIc•iental studies allowed detormination of the merits of active
cooling in the inlet area as discussed ii Section V.
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C.6 Propulsion System Performance

The propulsion system for the Mission B vehicle consists of the GE14/FLITE-2A
turboramjet engine and nozzle matched to a mixed compression inlet. Engine
variations for the fuel and lubricant combinations corresponding to the Mission
B studies are presented in Section V.

GEI4/FLITE-2A -.ngine and Nozzle

The GEi4/FLITE-2A engine consists of a stoichiometric turbojet with a
wraparound ramjet. The core turbojet incorporates a transonic compressor,
a carbureting-type combustor, and a single stage, variable geometry turbine.
The wraparound ramjet incorporates a preburner and a main burner, both of
which use carbureting injection. The nozzle is a variable-geometry, converging-
diverging design designated as a "terminal fairing ejector nozzle."

Air Induction System Performance

The air induction system consists of a horizontal, two-dimensional,
mixed-compression, double external ramp inlet. The inlet incorporates variable
external ramp geometry which is scheduled as a function of flight Mach number.
The first ramp is fixed and the second ramp is hinged. The shock structure at
the design point consists of two oblique shocks from the exterLial ramps, a
series of intersecting internal oblique shocks which form a double shock train,
and a terminal normal shock. The oblique shocks decelerate the airflow to a
throat Mach number of 1.35 where the terminal normal shock is located. i'he
flow is then decelerated subsonically to the engine face. The length of thL
subsonic diffuser was determined by specifying that the total included angle,
between straight lines joining the throat exit with the engine face, not
exceed 13'. A bypass sy'stem was included in tne design for inlet and engine
airflow matching. The inlet operates in an external compression modE from
Mach 0 to 1.8 and in a mixed compression (external and internal) mode from
Mach 1.9 to the design Mach number.

C.7 Thermodynamic Characteristics

Desin Temperatures

Aerodynamic heating effects during the Mach cruise phase produce the most
severe sustained thermal environment for both the upper and lower surfaces of
the aircraft. The maximum surface temperatures, presented in Figure 2L.
were coirputed at cruise conditions .ý'ith a nominal angle of attack. These
maximum external surface temperatures are used to assist in the selection of
airframe structural materials and size thermal protection requirements.

Thermal Protection System

;he Mission B interceptors are designed to employ a p-otected structural
concept wherever possible. The thermal protection system concept consists of an
external shingle backed by insulation with an internal air gap. The shingle is
treated to obtain a high surface emissivity enabling reradiation of heat away
from the surface to minimize surface temperatures. An air gap provides a
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radiation barrier to heat transfer (surfaces on either side o' the gap displaying
low emissivity characteristics). Lightweight, flexible insulation is used to
minimize thickness, thereby maximizing usable aircraft volume. In nonfuel areas,
the i.nsulation is sized to limit the maximum primary structure temperatures
to 2750 F. In fuel tank areas, the insulation is sized to limit the stored
fuel temperature rise co 20' F due to aerodynamic heating effects. Since all
thermally sensitive compartments are located in regions of the aircraft where
the protected structural concept is employed, additional internal insulation
provisions (except for the crew compartment) are unnecessary.

Airframe Heat Loads

Airframe heat loads that must be absorbed by the fuel before delivery to
the engines are summarized in Table VI as a function of mission pha;e. Hydraulic
and electrical system heat loads are based on system power requirements ranging
from 120 to 520 pph. Hydraulic heat loads include internally generated heat (due
to pump inefficiencies) and environmental hieating to actu-.tor and lines located
in uninsulated regions of the aircraft. Heat rejection to the fuel from the ECS
is a function of aerodynamic heating effects and the mode of radar operation.
Since fuel is used exclusively as the heat sink for the Mission B ECS concept,
a requirement for fuel cooling of the ECS exists throughout the mission.

Table V. Summary of Heat Loads to Fuel Mission B Interceptor

Heat Load (Btu/,min)
Environmental Hydraulic Electrical Boost

Mission Phase Control Systems System System Pumps

Takeoff/Climb 1,800-4,210 3,960-7,580 940 110-370

Outbound Cruise 4,210-4,310 (a) 7,580-7,220 940 60
2,980-3,110 (b)
4,450-4,600 (c)

Descent to 65,000 ft 4,600-4,050 7,220-4,740 940 110

Turn 4,C50 4,740 940 110

Inbound Cruise 4,050-4,060 (a) 4,740-4,590 940 70
2,730-2,810 (b)
1,880-1,920 (c)

Descent to Sea Level 1,920-1,280 4,590-3,960 940 100-70

Loiter 1,280-1,160 3,960 940 80

(a) Radar O-n
(b) Radar on Standby
(c) Radar Off
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Environmental Control System

The Mission B ECS, presented in Figure 25, is a vapor cycle using fuel,
as the primary heat sink. As indicated, the airframe heat loads are absorbed
by an intermediate heat transport (coolant) loop which transmits these loads
to the fuel via a vapor cycle refrigeration package. Analyses, based on the
airframe heat loads as summarized in Table V, and engine fuel flowrate
data indicates that this concept is compatible with the total range of engine/
airframe fuel interface temperatures (150 - 3500 F) investigated in this study.
During low fuel flow periods such as descent. sufficient fuel is circulated
through the airframe heat exchangers to absorb all the heat loads without
exceeding the prescribed interface temperature. Fuel flow in excess of engine
requirements is recirculated back to the feed fank. Use of the vapor cycle
concept imposes an additional consideration; the fuel temperature entering
the ECS condenser must be sufficiently low to permit efficient cycle performance.
The condenser inlet fuel temperature is maintained below 115' F. For those
cases where bulk temperature limits may be exceeded, optional peak heat load
-elief is desirable. The representative system considered here is a simple
evaporator. As shown in Figure 25, a water boiler and a ram air heat exchanger
are located between the feed tank and the ECS condenser. During cruise at high
altitudes, fuel is routed through the water boiler after the feed tank bulk fuel
temperature exceeds 1150 F. Fuel cooling via water boiling is used through the
early phases of descent unILl an altitude is reached where the required boiling
temperiture of 1150 F is exceeded (approximately 50,000 ft). Ram air temperatures,
at this stage of the mission are sufficiently low to provide an adequate heat
sink for fuel cooling.

D. FLUID PROPERTIES

D.1 Fuel Properties

The FL-TE program encompassed studies of system designs usiag four dif-
ferenit fuels: JP-4, JP-5, JP-7, and JP-8. All of these are mixtures of
hydrocarbons, hence their bulk chemical properties are very similar. The
major differences are in volatility and thermal stability. JP-4 is quite
volatile, whereas the other three fuels have relatively low and similar
volatilities. JP-7 has high thermal stability, whereas, the other three
fuels can have relatively low thermal stabilities. Their specified minimum
thermal stabilities are, in fact, identical.

All of these fuels are procured to specifications which are as broad as
possible within the quality levels desired to achieve adequate availability
at minimum cost. Therefore, some of the fuel physical properties can vary
widely depending on the world-wide sources of the fuels. For design purposes,
it was considered preferable to use the best available average data, rather
than extremes.

For thc JP-4 and JP-5 fuels, average data were obtained from Reference
2. Since JP-8 has not yet been produced in large volume, data on its properties
were not available. However, Jet A-1 is its commercial equivalent, and
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average data on its properties were obtained also from Reference 2 JP-7 has
been produced in very limited quantities, and publisheid data nn multiple
sourzes wc-e not available. Therefore, typical data on a single batch prrnduced
by a mijor refiner were used, as published in Reference 2.

The data on density variation with tenperature were derived from infor-
nation in Reference 3.

The data on viscosity were based on average properties in Reference 6,
and established slopes for viscosity curves from Rcference 4.

The specific heat data were calculated using the method given in Reference
5. The accuracy is believed to be within 4 percent of the true values. Al-
though the data are considered not applicable below 0' F and above 475' 1'
(3500 F for JP-4), they were applied wherever possible.

The thermal conductivity curve is the avetage of data from References 6,
7 and P. Y.xperlmental data are very scarce at moderate temperatures, and
those. \hich are available are not of high quality. Data at high temperatures
were virtually nonexistent. The accuracy of the plotted curve may be ro better'
than 15 percent of the true values.

rhe vapor pressure d.ata were calculated ustng tho ivethodl given in

Reference 9. The accurra.y of the calculated data Las riot beun uval~atta.
However, the reproducibility is considered no better than 2 psi or 8 pe•rcan
of tihe mean of two ref,ults, whichever is greater.

Plotted values if de'nsity, viscosity, specific heat, thi-rmal conductivity,
and vapor pressure are shown in Figures 26 through 30.

"1., entbsl.py of the four fuecL was ccmputed uring the following eiuatIons,
which were- derived from the specific he-t data. These are applicable only
while the fuels are in thv liquid state.

For ZP-4: H - 44.6 x 10 "T + 2.91 x 10-4T2 (4)

For JP-5: H - 42.4 x 10- 2T 1- 2.79 x 10- 4T2 (5)

Fou $P-7: H - 44.0 x 10 -T + 2.88 x 10 T (6)

For JP-3: H - 42. 1 i0 0 + 2.32 0 o (7)

where, H - enthalpy in Btu/ib and
T e mLe.meracure in F

The heats of combustion uel for the four fuels are li11ed in Table VI. j
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Tat'le VI. FLITE Program Fuels
Lower Heats of Combustion

Fuels Heat of Combustion

JP-4 18,jOO Btu/lb
JP-5 18,500
JP-7 18,700
JP-8 18,550

The thermal stability !tmits of the four fuels were considered at three
operational levels; unlimited service, limited service (cleanable alter
several missions) and research level. These limits aie presented in 'able
VII.

Table VII. FLITE Program Fuels Thermal Stability Limits

Thermal Stability Limit

Unlimited Limited ReP'arch
Fuel Service Service Level

JP- 4  3250 F ..
JP-5 325 475
JP-7 550 700 10000 F
JE-8 325 475 ---

Although the original progr?• concept was to use the unlimited service
fue. Thermal stability limits, the operational characteristics of the Mach 4+
inmtrceptors and the search for maximum use of available heat sink in both
the Mach 3+ and Mach 4+ interceptors dictated the definition of the higher
evels. Evidence to support the limited service values was gathered through

the examination of laboratory test (MINEX) results from a substantial number
of tests on the thermal stabilities of JP-type fuels.

Extablishment of the research level of 1C000 F for JP-7 fuel was principally
the result of tests documented in Reference 15 in which highly refined JP-5
was elevated to temperatures of this order of magnitude for short residence
tine tests. Acceptance of this level permitted the definition of a heat exchanger
deEign for the Mach 3+ interceptor that produced significant improvements in
mission performance. In the absence of JP-7 data at these elevated temperatures,
JP-5 data as defined in Reference 10 were substituted. Liquid data were utilized
up to the critical point of 750' F where the transition was made to vapo-: phase
data. The accur-acy of these data would, of course, be highly questionable, but
they were deemed acceptable for the definition of potential to which use they
were applied.
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D.2 Lubricant Properties

The contractual work statement required that the following lubricants be
evaluated in the course of the program:

o MIL-L-27502 4250 F BOT
o Hypothetical ester 5000 F BOT
o Polyphenyl ether 5750 F BOT
o - Perfluorinated polyether 6500 F BOT

In order to quantify the effects of lubricant properties on engine desigh,
it was necessary to establish specific characteristics for each oil. Technical
representatives of major lubricant suppliers were contacted to discuss the
current status of these lubricants, particularly with respect to polyphenyl
ethers and perfluorinated polyethers.

For purposes of the study a representative fluid was chosen as realis-
tically as possible within each category on which the maximum amount of pro-
perty data are available. Rationale for fluid selection within each class
are given as follows:

o MIL-L-27502. This specification represents a class of synthetic
ester-base lubricants of high oxidative stability. Because the
specification is still conceptual, average lubricant properties
of real ester-base fluids (in most cases MIL-L-23699, but including
MIL-L-27502 candidate oils) were assumed.

0 5000 F Hypothetic Ester. In order to assess the effect of highier
bulk oil stability only, properties were assened to be identical
with MIL-L-27502, but with higher bulk oil stability (5000 F rather
than 4250 F).

0 Polyphenyl Ether. The properties of "Skylube 600"* polyphenyl ether
were selected as a design basis. A chemical variation known as a
"C-ether" appears to have a better overall balance of properties;
however, physical properties are less well established.

0 Pcrfluorinated Polyether. ?rominent among this class of fluids are
the hexafluoropropylene epoxide (HFPO) polymers, marketed by Du Pont
tnder the trade name "Krytox"** fluids, and by Montecatini-Edison
S.P.A. "F6mblin"*** fluids. Several viscosity grades, differi-ig
in polymer length, are available. Du Pont has developed anotL.er
variation based upon triazine, known as the HFPO-triazine fluids.
These promise to be eventually lower in cost with practically the
same capabilities as the HFPO polymers. The properties of Yrytox
143AC were selected jor the design comparison.

*Trademark Monsanto Company
**Trademark DuPont Company

***Trademark Montecantini-Edison
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A necessary task of the program was to establish the pertinent properties
of these lubricants. Design curves giving nominal properties were developed
for the following properties, all versus temperature:

"o Viscosity
"o Specific gravity
"o Thermal conductivity
"o Specific heat
o Vapor pressure
o Isentropic tangent bulk modulus

These curves are presented in Figures 31 through 38.

The source references and the assumptions inherent in the generation of
these property data are summarized as follows for each of the four lubricants:

MIL-L-27502

Source
References

Viscosity. Design curve is based on MIL-L-27502
limits of 17,000 cs. max. at -40' F and 1.0 cs.
min. at 5000 F. (11) (12)

Specific Gravity. Curve is based on an average of
se•'eral 5-centistoke oils including M!L-L-27502
candidate oils.

Thermal Conductivity. Curve is based oai least quares
average of data from vendor sources on various ester-
base oils including MIL-L-27502 candidate oils.

Specific Heat. Curve is based on an average of several
"Type 2' oils, including a MIL-L-27502 candidate oil.
Note that MIL-I-27502 limits are considerably lower
than typical vaijes for real oils.

Vapor Pressure. Curve is based on MIL-L-23699 average
derived from ASTM D972 Evaporation Loss data.

Bulk Modulus, Isentropic Tangent. Curves are b.ised on
a MIL-L-23699 oil, run by the method of MIL-H-27601
(P-V-T method) by Midwest Research Institute, General
Electric Proprietary data. Data agree well with
similar data determined or. a MIL-L-9236B oil.
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Note that bulk modulus data on all fluids were derived from isothermal
tangent bulk modulus (At) data determined by Midwest Research. In all cases,
isentropic tangent bulk modulus (BS) was calculated by multiplying by
y= Cp/Cv. y was assumed to be 1.12 in all cases. Therefore B8 - 1.12 Bt.

Source
500Q F Hypothetical Ester References

All six properties are assumed identical to

that of MIL-L-27502, as explained above.

Polyphenyl Ether (Skylube 600, 5P4E)

Viscosity (12) (13) (14)
Specific Gravity (13)
Thermal Conductivity (13)
Specific Heat (13)
Vapor Pressure (isotheniscope) (13)
Bulk Modulus, Isentropic Tangent (15)

Perfluorinated Polyether (Krytnx 143AC)

Viscosity (16)
Specific Gravity (15) (16)
Thermal Conductivity
Specific Heat (16) (17)
Vapor Pressure (Isoteniscope) (16)
Bulk Modulur, isentropic Tangent (15)

Recommended maximum service temperatures are based largely on General
Electric experience with the several fluids, and in consideration of available
physical and chemical property characteristics. Values for the hypothetical
5000 F ester are, of course, assumed.

Maximum service temperature may be limited by either hydrolytic, oxidative,
or thermal stability criteria. In a hydraulic system in contact with air,
hydrolytic stability is limiting. In a lubrication system in contact wPith air,
oxidative stability is limiting in all cases except for the perfluorinated
fluid. In inerter systems, the thermal stability is limiting. (Volatility,
lubricity, or fire safety may become limiting, however.) The limiting tempera-
tures for the four study lubricants were assumed to be as listed in Table VIII.

Table VIII. FLITE Program Lubricants - Limiting Temperatures

Maximum Temperature, 0 F

Lubricant Thermal Oxidative Hydrolytic

MIL-L-27502 600 425 400
500Q F Hypothetical Ester 600 500 425

Polyphenyl Ether 800 600 No Limit
Perfluorinated 77olyether 670 No Limit No Limit
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Equations for viscosity were developed for each of the study lubricants
based on the design curves issued. No one simple mathematical equation can
be fitted to such wide-range viscosity data. Viscosities of non-ester fluids
deviate significantly, from the curve fit used for hydrocarbons. Using two
equations, however, an excellent fit over the entire range was achieved. A
model reported in Reference 12 was used successfully, except that temperatur-
in degrees Rankine was utilized. This avoids logarithms of zero or negative
numbers and division by zero. In the computer model, the switch from one
equation to the other is made at 7.5 centistokes or an appropriate temperature.
Equations for each lubricant are as follows (v = kinematic viscosity in centi-
stokes, and T - temperature in degrees Rankine):

MIL-L-27502 and 5000 F Hypothetical Ester

In ln (v + 0.6) - A + B in T (8)
(-400 to 5000 F) A - 24.3051

B - -3.64686

5P4E Polyphenyl Ether

in v - A + B In T + C/T (9)
(1000 to 2500 F): A - -528.076

B - 69.2459
C - 53595.4

(250' to 7000 F): A - -47.0343
B - 5.47088
C - 9295.84

Perfluorinated Polyether

In v - A + Bin T + C/T (10)

(1000 to 3000 F): A - -154.682
B - 19.6482
C - 20129.8

(3000 to 7000 F): A - -12.8457
B - 1.04858
C - 6117.77

Linear eauations were fitted to the specific heat data.

Cp - A + BT (,I)

Temperature, T, is either in * F or 0 R; Cp is either in Btu/ib/* F
(or 0 R) or Cal/gm/ 0 K. Different values of A are used for Fahrenheit and
Rankine and are presented in Table XX.
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Table IX. Lubricant Viscosity Equation Coefficients

A A
(0 F) a0 R) B Range

MIL-L-27502 0,421546 0.278356 3.11486 x 1.04 (-400 to 5000 F)
500* F Ester 0.421546 0.278356 3.11486 x 10-4 (-40* to 5000 F)
Polyphenyl Ether 0.336850 0.190436 3.185 x i0- 4  (+1000 to 700Q F)
Perfluorinated -4
Fluid 0.203400 0.098588 2.280 x 10 (+100' to 7000 F)
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SECTION IV

MISSION A RESULTS

A. Ucilization of Fuel Heat Sink

In addition to using the fuel as a heat sink for cooling the lubricants
-id hydraulic fluids, studies were made to determine the potential -se of ex-

cess fuel heat sink for cooling turbine and exhaust system components in the
GEl6/FLITE-lA engine. The available fuel heat sink vas considered to be the
difference between the maximum permissible fuel temperatures of 3250 F for
JP-5/8 and 570* F for JP-7 and the fuel temperature at the exit of the main
engine control, The objective of these studies was to define a heat exchanger
system which could utilize the excess fuel heat sink in a practical engine
cooling system. Screening studies were made of system concepts in terms of
heat exchanger location, thermal environment, available fuel heat sink, and
heat exchanger performance.

The heat exchanger design point was selected to be compatible with engine
operation at cruise. The point was determined from an analysis of engine opera-
ting points along the Mission A flight path which showed that the engine cycle
temperatures achieve their maximums and the permissible fuel temperature rise
becomes minimum during the cruise portions of the mission. The average and
maximum fuel temperatures supplied to the heat exchanger inlet during super-
sonic cruise are approximately 2750 F and 3000 F, respectively. The permissible
fuel temperature rise at the cruise condition is shown in Table X.

Table X. Mission A Available Fuel Temperature Rise at Supersonic
Cruise.

TFuel Interface TH-X in TAllow ATAvail

Study Fuel (o F) (0 F) (0 F) (0 F)

Base JP-5 200 250 325 75

1 JP-5/8 250 300 325 25

2 JP-7 250 300 5701 270

1 - Use of 5700 F as the allowable JP-7 fuel temperature is based on a
fuel wall tempeiature criteria of 7250 F and the assumption that an
approximate 100-150o F AT exists between the fuel and its wall tempera-
ture.

A number of GEI6/FLITE-lA heat exchanger arrangements was qLalitatlvely
studied to determine which systems mnde effective use of the available fuel
heat sink and which systems were compatible with practical engine designs. The
system arrangements studied included the following:
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1. Fu-1/air heat exchanger for cooling the low pressure turbine cooling
air.

2. Fuel/air heat exchanger for cooling the duct nozzle cooling air.

3. Fuel/air heat exchanger for a partical core air precooler.

4. Direct fuel cooling of the hi.gh pressure turbinc diaphragm.

As the high pressure turbine cooling air :ircuit is withir the rotating
structure of the GE16/FLITE-1A engine, this cooling air was inaccessible for
use in the heat exchanger study concepts.

When the candidate concepts were limited to fuel temperature increases of
250 F in Study 1 and 2700 F in Study 2, Concepts 3 ard 4 were eliminated as
contenders due to insufficient fuel heat sink. The partial core air precooler
(Concept 3) was considered impractical because with the fuel heat sink availale,
this system produced a flow path blockage -nd required a compensating increase
in core size. There was sufficient fuel heat sink for the direct fuel cooling
of the high pressure turbine diaphragm (Concept 4) sa ce this concept required
about 2-1/2 times the fuel heat sink made available wnen JP-7 is limited to a
2700 F fuel temperature rise. Thus of the four concepts considered for the
utilization of fuel heat sink in the mission, only the LP turbine cooling air
cooler and the duct nozzle cooling air cooler were judged worthy of more detailed
study.

For Study 1, which specifies JP-5/8 fuel at a maximum engine inlet fuel
temperature of 2500 F, thermal analysis results indicated end-of-cruise fuel
temperatures of approximately 300 to 3100 F at the fuel nozzles of the duct main
burner and core combustor. Stnce JP-5 and JP-8 were considered to have a thermal
stability limit of 3250 F, each of these fuels had insufficient fuel heat sink
capacity to justify the inclusion of a fuel/air heat exchanger for cooling either
the low pressure turbine coo.Ling air or the duct nozzle cooling air.

Two sets of JP-7 maximum fuel temperaure and maximum wall temperature
criteria were considered for Study 2 (JP-7 @ 2500 F).

0 TFuel Max. = 5500 F and/or TWall Max. = 5750 F, which are considered
to be zero risk levels leading to unrestricted fuel residence times
without fuel decomposition or fuel side depositions.

0 TFuel Max. = 7000 F and/or TWall Max. = 7250 F, which are considered
to be limited risk temperature levels leading to shorter fuel re-
sidence time, some fuel side deposits, and a requirement to periodi-
cally clean the fuel side of the heat exchanger surfaces.

Each set of fuel temperature/wall temperature criteria shown above was used to
define a cooling system which fully utilized the available fuel heat sink. The
lower fuel temperature limit (550* F) was applied to the duct nozzle cooling
air cooler design. Since the exhaust nozzle uses fan air (764" F at craise)
for cooling, it follows that the fuel tube wall temperature cannot reach the
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7250 F level associated with a limited risk system. Similarly, the low pres-
sure turbine cooling air cooler operates with an air side inlet temperature of
1070' F which implies severe limitations on the cooling potential with a 5500 F
fuel temperature limit. Thus, the low pressure turbine cooling air cooler
system is more practical when based on the use oF the higher (725° F) wall
teaperature limit.

Fuel-to-air neat exchanger sizing the performance evaluations for the two
heat exchanger systems were made. Each system utilized the total engine fuel
Flow in a heat exchanger which was located upstream of :he engine control.
The exchanger siving point selected for each yscem study corresponded to the
cruise operating condition and represented the maximum turbine inlet and
cooling temperature operation for the engine.

Results of the heat exchanger system studies are presented in Tables XI
through XVII. Table XlI summarizes the design configurations and dimensional
data for the two heat exchanger dsigns investigated for the LP turbine cooling

air cooler. The corresponding performance data at the design point and four
off-design operating points are summarized in Tables XIII and XIV. Similar
results for the duct nozzle cooling air cooler are given in Tables XVT and XXII.

System ( - LP Turbine Cooling Air Cooler)

The low pressure turbine coolinr air is Stage 3 bleed air and for this
system is equal to 10.5% of the core flow (W2 5 ). Since the basLtine engine
uses 15.5% W25 for low pressure turbine cooling air, the addition of the fuel/
air heat exchanger to the cooling circuit reduces the required caorlant flow by

the heat exchanger design point and to typical operating noints at which the

heat exchanger performance was evaluated, are shown in Table XI.

Thc heat exchanger configuration selected is a hare tube cross flow heaL
exchanger with the fuel flow inside ; - tubes and the airflow normal to the
ttuh' Thit type of configuration generally results in minimum heat exchanger
weight and is particularly well suited for aircraft engine applications, since

it readily lends Itself for uniform arrangement around the engine circumfL.rence
within the engine outer casing. The heat exchanger required to meet the speni-
fied operating conditions consists of a ba11k of tubes of 0.187 inch OD, 0.007

inch wall thickness located in the interstage bleed air annular duct above the
combustor as shown in Figure 39. The tubes are arranged circumferentially in a
5 x 40 array. Fuel is fed to the tubes from a single axial manifold and is
discharged from the tubes into a second axial manifold located 1800 from the
inlet. The manifolds are spaced 180' apart and are split longitudinally,
permi.ting a simple assembly of the heat oxchanger. The configuration includes
orifices at the tube exit in order to assure uniform flow distribution. The
orifice pressure drops are equal to 3 times the tubing pressure drop. Radial
supports located 3.75 inches ipart minimize bending stresses on the Lubing and
assure natural frequencies above engine and vortex shedding excitation frequen-
cies. A schematic diagram of the heat exchanger configuration Is shown in
Figure 40. The heat exchanger material is a high strength stailless steel
alloy. Estimated weight of the heat exchanger, exclusivc of the fuel supply
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lines is 40.4 lb, of which 23.7 lb is tubing weight and the balance is the
weight ok the manifolds and support structure. Titani'•m fuel lines from the
hydraulic oil heat exchanger to the fuel/air exchanger and return to the con-
trol pod weigh 4.84 lb making the total estimated system weight equal to 47.4
lb for the 100% engine size. A tabulotion of the basic heat exchanger dimen-
sions is given in Table XII.

The resulting heat exchanger performance obtainLd for the above configura-
tion [i shown in Table XIII. In addition to design point data, performance data
at four selected off-design operating points are also included in Table Xlii.
It may be observed that this heat exchanger configuration yield.; a cooling air
temperature decrease' -f 5030 F with a corresponding fuel temperature rise of
2670 F. The maximun. fuel and tube wall temperatures are obtained at the end-
of-cr-. operating point at which time the ma imum temperatures are 567' F
and ' " for the fuel and tube wall, respectively. The maximum air side pres-
sure drop is 1.80% an( occurs at the design point.

An alternate heat exchanger configuration for the low pressure turbine
cooling air designed to further reduce the fuel wall temperatures, w-is also
evaluated. The configuration was obtained by modifying the original configura-
tion so as to introduce four passes into the heat exchanger fuel flow circuit.
This can be realized by the addition of two baffles, each, into the inlet and
exit manifolds. The design configuration and the dimensional data for the LP
turbine cooling air four-pass cross-flow heat exchanger is given in Table XII
and the corresponding performance data in T'able XIV. It may bc obscrved the
maximim fuel surface temperature is reduced from 7170 F to 6000 F. This is
accomplished at tile expense of increased fuel side pressure drop, however, the
resulting pressure drops are still within acceptable limits

System 2 (Duct Exhaust Nozzle Cooling Air Heat ExcI~a .er)

The heat exc'r ,-er -;izing point selected for this study corresponds to
the cruioc ptrating condition of the aircraft flight mission and represents
the WaxiO'uxn 14 1 and coolant temperaLure operation of the flight spectrum for
the engine. The average Fuel temperature available at the heat exchanger in-
let is approximately 275' F. The JP--7 fuel tomperatu-e rise for the fuel to
exhaust noý' le cooling air was set it 3000 F. The nozzle cooling air is
equal to 3 0% of the fan flow (W1). Some pertinent engine operating parameters,
corresponding to the heat exchanger design point aad to typical operating points
at which the heat t,•xhanger performance was evaluated are shown in Table XV.
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Table XI. Operating Conditions for LP Turbine Cooling

Air Heat Exchanger.

Cruise End of End of

Operating Point Des. Ft Cruise Takeoff Accel Combat

T (OF) 3,702 3,70? 3,559 3,49I 3,646

Core Airflow W2 5 (pps) 23.4 23.4 121.8 177.65 32.0

Coolant Flow (pps) 2.44 2.44 12.65 18.5 3.35

Duct Fuel Flow (pps) 1.0 1.0 9.15 20.03 4.0

Core Fuel Flow (pps) 0.78 0.78 4.45 5.20 1.03

Total Fuel Flow (pps) 1.78 1.78 13.60 25.50 5.03

P 3 (psia) 33.97 33.97 166.7 246.6 45.85

T3 (0 F) L,173 1,113 663 1,153 1,165

Coolant Pressure (psia)(1 27.3 27.3 118.0 195.0 37.0

Coolant Inlet Temperature

(0 R)(1) 1.,530 1,530 970 1,508 1,524

Fuel Inlet Temperature (OR) 735 735 619 660 685

(1) Stage 3 bleed
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Table XII. LP Turbine Cooling Air Cooler heat Exchanger

Configurations, 100% Engine Size.

1 - Pass 4-PasE

H-X Confi_. H-X Confirm

Tube OP (in) 0.187 0.187

Tube Wall Thickness (in) 0.007 0.007

Transverse Spacing (in) 0.327 0.319

Axial Spacing (in) 0.235 0.235

Heat Exchanger Axial Length (in) 9.588 lU.15

Number of Transverse Rows 5 5

Number of Axial Rows 40 40

Number of Manifolds 2 4

Manifold Diameter, ID (in) 3.0 3.88

Annular Passage ID (in) 30.0 30.0

Annular Passage OD (in) 33.27 33.19

Total External Heat Transfer Area 81.3 81.2
(ft2)

Heat Exchanger Volume (in ) 1,559.8 1,606.9

Tubing Weight (1b) 23.74 23.71.

Manifold Weight (Ib) 6.60 7.80

Support Weight (1h) 4.00 4.60

I1-Y Weight (ib) 34.34 36.11

Fuel Piping Weight (lb) 6.01 6.01

Total System Weight (Ib) 40.35 42.12
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Table XIII. Operating Conditions for IY lurbine Cooling Air

Heat exchanger (Single-Pas!; Cross-Flow Configuration),

100% Engine Size.

Cruise End of End of
Operating Point Des- Pt. Cruise T/O Accei Combat

Core- Airflow, W2 5 (pps) 23.4 23.4 121.8 177.6 32.0

LP Turbine Coolant Flow 2.44 2.44 12.6 18.5 3.35

(pps)

Duct Fuel Flow (pps) i.0 1.0 9.15 20.30 4.0

Core Fuel Flow (pps) 0.78 0.78 4.45 5.20 1.03

Total Fuel Flow (pps) 1.78 1.78 13.60 25.50 5.03

P3 (psia) 33.97 33.97 166.7 246.6 45.85

T3 (0 R) 1,633 1,633 1,123 1,613 1,625

Coolant Pressure (psia)* 27.3 27.3 118.0 195.0 37.0

Coolant Inlet Temp. (0 R)* 1,530 1,530 970 1,508 1,524

Fuel Inlet Temp. (0 R) 735 785 619 660 685

AT Fuel (C F) 266.6 242.4 76.2 146.3 162.1

AT Air (0 F) 503.2 480.7 173.7 438.7 555.4

(tiP/F) Air (%) 1.78 1.80 1.42 1.56 1.61

AP Fuel (psia) 0.04 0.04 11.20 3.20 0.20

Effectiveness (%) 0.633 0.645 0.495 0.516 0.702

TFuel Max. (0 F) 541.6 567.4 235.2 346.3 387.1

TWall Max. (* F) 706.4 716.5 314.4 507.3 513.7

* Stage 3 Bleed
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Table XIV. Operating Conditions for LP Turbine Cooling

Air Heat Exchanger (Four-Pass Cross-Flow

Configuration), 100% EngiLae Size.

Cruise End of End of
Operating Point Des. Pt. Cruise 7Z/O Accel Combat

Core Airflow, W 25 (pps) 23.4 23.4 121.8 177.6 32.0

LP Turbine Coolant Flow 2.44 2.44 12.6 18.5 3.35
(pps)

Duct Fuel Flow. (pps) 1.0 1.0 9.15 20.30 4.0

Core Fuel Flow 0.78 0.78 4.45 5.20 i.03
(pps)

Total Fuel Flow (pps) 1.78 1.78 13.60 25.50 5.03

P (psia) 33.97 3'.97 166.7 246.6 45.85

T (0 R) 1,633 1,633 1,123 1,613 1,625

Coolant Pressure (psia)* 27.3 27.3 118.0 195.0 37.0

Coolant Inlet Temp. (k R)* 1,530 1,530 970 1,508 1,524

Fuel Inlet Temp. (* R) 735 785 619 660 685

6T iuel (0 F) 265.2 240.5 84.9 159.8 164.1

AT Air ( F) 499.9 476.2 195.0 483.4 563.9

(AP/P) Air (%) 1.94 1.97 1.60 1.72 1.73

AP Fuel (psia) 0.35 0.35 14.8 47.5 2.30

Effectiveness (%) 0.629 0.639 0.556 0.570 0.71.9

Tfuel Max. (0 F) 540.2 565.5 243.9 359.8 289.1

T WalL Max. (' F) 581 600 257 287 413

Residence Time (sec) 6.15 6.00 0.96 0.46 2.39

* Stage 3 Bleed
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Table XV. Operating Condition- for Duct Nozzle Cooling Air

Heat Exchanger, 100% Engine S~ze.

Cruise End of End of

Operating Point Des. Pt Cruise Takeoff Accel Combat

Fan Air Flow Rate, W (pps) 72.96 72.96 287.4 510.6 97.69

Coolant Flow Rate (pps) 2.30 2.30 8.65 16.3 3.08

Duct Fuel Flow Rate (pps) 1.0 1.0 9.15 20.30 4.0

Core Engine Fuel Flow Rate 0.78 0.78 4.45 5.20 1.03
(pps)

Total R%;el Flow Rate (pps) 1.78 1.78 13.60 25.50 5.03

Coolant Pressure, P14 (psia) 13-.46 13.46 33.46 96.46 17.91

Coolant Inlet Temperature, 764 764 223 746 756
T 14' (0 F)

Fuel Inlet Temperat-ue (0 F) 275 323 159 200 225

The heat exchanger was assumed to be located between the inner duct wall
and the compressor casing with the fuel circuit being upstream of the main
engine control. Thus, splitting and metering of the core engine and duct fuel
flow takes plu.:e downstream of the heat exchanger. This approach simplified
the heat exchanger design and is believed to be particularly justified on the
basis of the low fuel temperature rise limit set for this study and anticipated
relaxation in control component temperature limits that may result from future
advancemenLs in technology.

The basic heat exchanger configuration is a single-pass cross-flow design
similar to the single pass LP turbine configuration. Details of the design
are given in Table XVI and the resulting performance is given in Table XVII.

Evaluation of the duct nozzle cooling air fuel/air heat exchanger
indicated the following result..

"o The duct nozzle cooling air supply temperature is reduced
297' F and the cooling airflow is reduced 29 percent at
the design point.

"o The maximum fuel tube wall temDeraturc Ls 5540 F which occurs

at the end of cruise. Since the duct nozzle uses fan air
(7640 F at cruise) for cooling, it follows that the fuel tube
wall temperatures cannot reach the design riteria at 725' F.

Thus the usable fuel heat sink is restricted to approximately
60 percent of the available fuel heat -sink in the duct nozzle
cooling air cooler.
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Table XVI. Exhaust Nozzle Cooling Air Heat

Ex~hanger Design SunmRary, 100%

Engine Size.

Single Pass H-X.
Configuration

Tube OD (in) 0.188

Tube Wall Thickness (in) 0.007

Transwrse Spa-:,'g (in) 0.343

Axial Spacing (in) 0.235

Heat Exchanger Axial Length Tin) 9.588

Number of Transverse Rows -

Number of Axial Rows 40

Number of Manifolds 2

Manifold Diameter, ID (in) 2.0

Annular Passage ID (in) 27.0

Annular Passage OD (in) 30.43

Total External 4eat Transfer Arita (ft ) 73.8

Heat Exchanger Volu-ie (in ) 1483.5

Tubing Weight (ib) 21.56

Manifold Weight (ib) 5.06

Support Weight (ib) 3.81

Hi-X Weight (lb) 30.43

Fuel Piping Weight (lb) 4.92

Total System Weight (lb) 35.35
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T'ab, I X %1 1. 0p•, at ing C2ondit .onIS for Dtuct Nozzle Cooling Air Heat

S.xchangyr.

Cru • Ind of End of
('Firat iup Point. Des. Pt. Cl uise T/O Ac. Combat

FVn Air ]Lov,,, W1 (pps) 72.96 72.96 274.0 510.6 97.69

Ducwt Nozzle Cooj.,nt (pps) 2.3 2.3 8.65 15. 1 3.08

Duct Tuel Nozzle (ppsi 1.0 1.0 9.15 20.30 4.0

Corc: Fuel Flow (pp-) 0.78 0.78 4.45 5.20 1.03

Total Fuel !Pow (ppj) 1.78 1.78 13.60 25 50 5.03

Cool,.nL Press., P 1 4 (psia) 13.46 13.46 ,3.46 Q6 .46 17.91

Co.iant Inlet Temp. (0 R) 1,224 1,224 683 1,206 1,216

E.o l Inlet Temp. (R R) 735 785 619 660 685

AT FuL, (L F) 156.2 116.3 10.3 81.3 99 3

AT Air (F F) 296.6 271.8 34 + 273.4 365.6

(AP/P) Air (%) 5.05 5.13 6.04 "3.77 4.61

AP FuLnIE (p!31d) 0.04 0.04 1.08 3.32 0.16

"ffect I venet;c 0.607 0.619 U.5J1F 0.501 0.689

TlFuel Max. (0 F) 431.2 461.3 169.3 281.3 324.7

wall Max. (0 F) 538.3 553.8/ 181.6 382.2 411.9
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"o No increabe in casing diameter is required for the duct nozzl1
cooling ir ccoler.

"o The air-sid® pressure drop reaches 6.04 percent at takeoff
and represents a potential problem due to the fact that a
portion of the air passing through the heat exchanger is
used for inner liner cool' in the duct burner.

"o Fuel resid!nce tire in the heat exchanger ranges from a low
of 0.52 seconds at the end of accel to a high of 7.45 sec.onds
at the end of a cruise.

"o The system velume heat cransfer surface area and weight are
1,483 cubic irches, 73.8 square feet, and 44.74 pounds,
respectively. This is Nosed on 100 percent engine size.

Based on the neat exchanger results aitd performance for Study 2 (JP-7
fuel supplied at 250' F maximum to the aircraft/engine interface), the heat
exchanger performance was decermined using three engine concepts:

1. Baseline engine (GE16/FLITE 1A) - does not use fuel heat sink
in turbine cooling circuits.

2. 3aseline plus duct nozzle cooliLng cii cooler - the fuel heat sink
is used to reduce the cooiling air quantity required by the duct
burner exhaust nozzle. Th'he fuel/air heat exchanger is lo ated in
the cavity between tte fart duct inner wall and the compressor
casing.

3. Baseline plus low pressure (LP) turbine cooling air cooler- the
fuel best sink is used to reduce the cooling air quantity required
by the LP turbrue vances and blades. The fuel/air heat exchanger
Is .ocated in the interstage bleed air duct above the core cembustor.

'the relative performance of thu three concepts are shown in Table XVIII
at jarious operating coi.ditions. Based jn these results, the following points
aic,. noted:

il Gased on the performance results shown in Table XV, the LP turbine
cooling air cooler concept is superior to the duct nozzle coolinig
air cuoler concept. At the engine sizing point the airflow size
can be reduced by 1.5% through use of a LP turbine coclIng air cooler.

2. The reduction in engine Tfu with an LP turbine cooling air cooler
avevages 0,3% for the four operating conditions shown in Table
XV 171.
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KL B. Thermal Analytsi

B.l1 Study 1

Figure 41 shows the fluid system schematic for Study 1. This study permit-

ted the maximum fuel temperature to the engine to be 250' F. An ana~lysis of
th etsn euheet o .le aircraft produced the airc raft/engine inter-

f ace fuel temperature profile shown in Figure 42. The critical cooling region
for the aircraft systems occurs during idle-descent where the fuel temperatures
reach the 250'0 F maximum level. This phase of the mission is also where the
maximnum engine Zuel temperatures are achieved. Couplin6 these results would
produce severe overtemperature conditions in the fuel during idle-descent
without effective countermeasures.

As wit-h 0,! bareline engine, this modification to t~he engine fliel deliveryF':system inv- L :hr. definition of a fuel recirculation system to provide addi-
tional neat ,..tk during idle-descent. This system inviolves a modified main
engine coutcol to include a check valve, a solenoid-actuated :;hut-off va1~e, a
fuel temperature sensor and logic tie-in that is ivitiated from power lever
pecsition a~id fuel temperatii-e entering the control. 'A iixed orifice, sized
for maximum recirculation fliel fl~ow at the -Initiation of idle-descent, main-
talns 30G* F maximum fuel tzmperature recirculating to the aircraft main feed
rnk.

N ~The iincc,ýporation of the fuel recirculation system resulted in a weight
pe~n~lty of 2.9 pounds iN the erigine fuel system, slight additicnal weight in
tCrn aircraft fuel .systein and p-ioduced about a ?" F temperature rise in the ma-in

fe o Ot:nk. 'ihe maximum rer'ir-u.Iation flows and( fuel wcighL increments required
w~ th .ýach r-L- the c~.indida1t lubricants are ind lea ed in 'fable XIX.

Table XIX. Missi~on A/Study, I Recirctulation Fuel Flow Rates, 129.75% Lngine Size.

M i axilim Recirculation Fuel Weight
Lue/ydatlc IL111Fuel Flow (pph) incremenut (1b)

dT L-L--27502 4,500 -315

500' F L.iter 4,300 301

Volyphenyl. Ether 4,150 29.1

Pert-luorinztel] Polyetber 4,000 280

Thie definit ion of the C;ElbiFLTTE---i.3 fiul'ui power. S"'cew remalned the sýamw
as that defined fol. the. baseline. An ivvestigation of ,he upe of th0 four
lubricants as hydraulic fluids produced the weight effeucs shown in Tcble XX.

Wu the Gl~i6/FL1Tr.:LB eiiii- lubrication sSVt`eM, engine volumietric oil flow
was allowed to remain the same for each lubricant. System opthimiz-tion with
the higher tLeniperature lubricants was accomplished by the removal of he-It shield-.-
and insulation al-L by scaling the tif sumpr cooling air fuel/air cooler.
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This cooler is located in the duct preburner fuel line where the fuel and
air flows achieve the balance necessary for satisfactory heat exchanger perfor-
mance. The cooler requirements for each of the four lubricants is shown in
Table XXI. No cooling is required for the perfluorinated polyether nor is
there sump air cooling required for any of the lubricants during idle descent.
The elevated oxidative stability of the perfluorinated polyether permits the
removal of the heat shield on the aft wall of the forward sump, however, its
high vapor pressure necessitates nonvented sumps. In these sump designs, the
carbon seals are used as air seals. New labyrinth oil seals are added with the
inte.•mediate cavities vented overboard to ambient pressure.

Lube system weight changes for the four lubricants are summarized in Table
XXII. A summary of the total engine weight change for the four candidate lubri-
cants is given in Table XXIII.

Figures 43 through 46 depict the results of flying the mission with each of
the candidate lubricants. The fuel recirculation for each lubricant is maintained
for the first five minutes of idle-descent. This recirculation permits operation
of the system during idle-descent with the fuel delivery, fluid power and lubri-
cation systems all operating within their respective thermal limits.

B.2 Study 2

Study 2 requires the use of JP-7 fuel at a maximum inlet temperature of
2500 F with each of the candidate lubricants. This fuel change permits an
increase in the maximum fuel temperatures to 7000 F.

A schematic of the GEI6/FLITE-lC system is shown in Figure 47. The system
is essentially the same as the Mission A/Study 1 system with the exception that
an additional fuel air cooler was added upstream of the fuel control to utilize
the additional temperature capability of JP-7 fuel. This cooler accepts 15.6%
of the compressor third stage bleed air and provides cooling air for the LP
turbine. The fact that the heat exchanger can be located upstream of the con-
trol simplifies the heat exchanger design in that all splitting and 1ietering of
the core engine and duct fuel flow takes place downstream of the heat exchanger.
The engine fuel control is a laminated plate, titanium-body design that permits
the elevated fuel temperatures. Stainless steel piping and manifolds are required
for the high temperature requirements.

The GEI6/FLITE-IC fluid power system design remained essentially unchanged.
For the polyphenyl ether and perfluorinated polyether lubricants, the design
of the integral hydraulic pump was modified to include a stainless steel
housing and stainless steel seals. Stainless steel piping was required to
handle the higher temperature capability of the perfluorinated polyether.

The GEl6/FLITE-lC engine lubrication system also remained essentially
unchanged from tOe Study I design. Nonvented sump designs are still needed
for the perfluorinated polyether lubricant to offset the deleterious effects
of its high vapor pressure.
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Table XXI. GEl6/FLITE-lB Fuel/Air Cooler Requirements.

Design Flight Condition
WAIP 0.00241 x 1.24 x 23.4 = 0.070 pps

TBLD3 - TAI - 1,072A F

A B C D -

Q (Btu/min) 358 234 100 0

AT (0 F) 329 214 91 0air

TA2( F) 743 858 981 1072

TASP (0 F) 828 920 1019 1092

A MIL-L-27502

B 500' F Ester
C Polyphenyl Ether
D Perfluorinated cvolyether

T'AI - Cooler air inlet temperature

TA2 = Cooler air dischargL temperature

TASP - Air temperature at Lunmp (includes
heat pickup in piping)
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Table XXII. GEl6/FLITE-IB Lube System Weight (Variable Items Only).

MIL-L 5000 F Polyphenyl Perfluorinated
Parameter 27502 Ester Ether Polyether

Fuel/Air Cooler (ib) 10.7 7.0 3.0 0

Lube & Hydraulic Coolers
(ib) 14.7 9.4 7.0 5.6

"A" Sump Aft Wall Heat
Shields (ib) 1.2 1.2 1.2 0

Fluid Weight (Tank Fill 20.6 24.0 28.6 39.6
Volume + 1.0 gal. "lost"
oil @ 80' F fill Temp.)
(lb)

Lub/Hydraulic Tank (lb) 17.4 18. 4 18.1 17.4

Additional. Hardware 0 0 0 11.8
for Nonvented "A" Sump
(ib)

Additional Ikirdware for 0 0 0 7.9
Nonventcd "B" Sump
(Ib)

Total (variable items) 64.6 60.0 57.9 82.3
(Ib)

. Weight (ib) -4.6 -6.7 +17.7



Table XXIII. Summary of GEl6/FLITE-lB Engine Weight Changes for the

Candidate Lubricants, 129.75% Engine Size.

FLITE-lB MIL-L Hypothetical Polyphenyl Perfluorinated
JP-5@2500 F 27502 Ester Ester Polyether

Fuel System (ib) 0 0 0 0 0

Fluid Power (ib) --- 0 0 +1.62 4-15.13
System

Lube System (ib) --- 0 -4.6 -6.7 +17.7

Engine Cycle (Ib) 0 ---....

Total A Weight 0 0 -4.6 -5.1 +32.8
(lb)
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I
A summary of the engine weight changes for the use of the four candidate

lubricants in the GEI6/FLLTE-IC engine is shown in Tabie XXIV.

Table XXIV rEl6/FLITE-1C Engine Weight Changes for the Candidate

Lubricants. LP Turbine Fuel/Air Cooler, 129.50% Engine Size.

Lubricant/Hydraulic Fluid

5000 F Polyphenyl Perfluorinated

System MIL-L-27502 Ester Ether Polyether

Fuel 80.9 lb 8C.9 lb 80.9 lb 80.9 lb

Fluid Power 0 0 6.9 38.0

Lubrication 0 -4.8 -7.0 18.6

Total 80.9 lb 76.1 lb 80.1 lb 137.5 lb

Although the maximum fuel temperature has been increased to 700° F, recir-

culation during Idle-descent is still needed to inaiitaiined the lubrication

sytem and fluid power system temperatures within thL operating temperature

limits defined ior each of the candidate iubricallts. These recirculILiod flow

rates and their associated fuel weight penalties, suirnarized in Table XXV,

follow the trend of the bulk oil stability temperatures more significantly than

the predecessor GEI6/ilTE-lB system as the fuel n1o longer ,equires the elevated

temperature protectio.

Table XXV. Mission A Study 2 Recirculation Fuel l'low Rates,

129.50% Engine Size.

V; ix. Weight

"51ow Rate Duration incr emtnt

Lubricant (pph) (iin) (lb)

MIL-L-27502 4,250 3 212

5000 F Ester 3,500 2 117

Polyphenyl Ether 2,800 2 93

Perfl iorinated 2,(100 1 J1

Polyether

lig'ires 48 through 51 depict results of flying the mission with JP-7 fliel

and with each of the candidate lubricants. The fuel recirculation is mainLaIned

after the initiation of idle-desrant , r anging from a maximuni of 3 mini', s for
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the MIL-L--27502 lubricant to a minimum of 1 minute for the perfluorinated
polyether. This recirculation again permits operation of the lubrication and
fluid power systems during the critical heat sink utilization phase of the
mission.

B.3 Supplemental Study

As a perturbation of the Study 2 effort, it was decided to investigate
the use of the JP-7 heat sink by the airframe. This was in line with the desire
to determine the optimum method of heat sink utilization for tie mission.

Figure 52 shows the GEI6/FLITE-2D fluid system. This system uses JP-7
fuel at a maximum inlet fuel temperature of 350' F, having replaced the LP
turbine cooling air fuel/air heat exchanger of Study 2 by a modified aircraft
ECS. An engine gear driven refrigeration unit weighing approximately 8 pounds
is necessary to cool the alternator and electronic control as a maximum of 280' F
must be maintained in these components to provide adequate reliability.

A summary of the fuel delivery and fluid power system weight changes is
presented in Table XXV1. The lubrication system weight remained unchanged
from that defined for Study 1. A summary of the total engine weight changes
for the use of the four candidate lubricant and hydraulic fluids in the
GE16/FLITE-lD engine is shown in Table XXVII.

Figure 53 shows the interface fuel temperature profile for the modified
aircraft ECS design that permits the replacement of the ram air heat exchanger
while allowing the maximum interface fuel temperature tu rise to a maximum of
350' F. The Gr'.6 thermal model was executed using this profile and 5000 F
ester lubricant and produced the system temperature profiles as shown in Figure
54. Allowing the interface fuel temperature to rise produced approximately a
twenty four pound weight penalty to the engine when coripared to the baseline
GE6/FFLITE-lA design. This weight addition was due primarily to piping material
changes from titanium to stainless steel and to provide thermal protection for
the electronics. The recirculation fuel flow during idle descent was reduced
from 3,500 pph tc 2,700 pph maximum for the same 2 minute duration period.

Table XXVII. GEI6/FLITE-ID Engine Weight Changes for the
Candidate Lubricants, 129.50% Engine Size.

Lubricant/Hydraulic Fluid

5000 F Polyphenyl Perfluorinated
System MIL-L-27502 Ester Ether Polyether

Fuel +17.6 lb +17.6 lb +17.6 lb +17.6 lb

Fluid Power 0 5.8 6.5 38.4

Lubrication 0 -4.6 -6.7 17.7

+17.6 lb +18.6 lb +17.4 lb +73.7 lb
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C. Interceptor Desin Lind Perfoima~ce

The program objective for the misiion 4ntercepto" evaluation was the com--

parison and ranking of the effects of fue. and iobricants selection on engine

performance and resulting interceptor performance. A JP-! fueled GEI6/YLITE-
IB engine and a JP-7 fueled GEI6/FLITE-lC engine were evaluated in Study 1 and

Study Z, as shown in Table MXVII1, for the matrix of four engine lubricaats at
an engine/airframe interface temper.;ture of 250' F Because both fuels inves-

tigated were limited to the same interface temperature, the airframe subsyscem
performance and weights are identical for both interceptors. The resultirg
interceptors therefore provide a direct measure of the impact of engine perfor-

mance on aircraft size.

Table XXVIII. Mission A Summary.

Study

1 2

Engine-GE1b/FLITU- lB iC

Fuel JP-5/8 JP-7

Lubricant Polyphenyl 500 0 F

ether ester

Engine Weight (Ib) 3,195 3,276
IUO% uninqtalled

Engine/Airframe Inter- 250 250

face Fuel Temp. (0 F)

Fucl Loading Temp. Ambient Ambient

Fuel Density (lb/ft ) 51,8 51.8

@ Loading Temp.

ECS Type Air Cycle Air Cycle

ECS Weight (ib) 1,025 1,025

The increased fuel heat: sink available with the .JP-7 class fuel (Study 2)

providLes improved engine thrust an:l SI"C cel;L[ive to thle us, of JP--5!8 fuel.
(Study 1). The net result of the engine pec h'orma lce changes aa; ,n approx imajtte
1000 lb reduction in aircraft TOGW.
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The influence of lubricant selection on engine weight and resulting inter--
ceptor performance is of second order as compared to fuel effects >.rith the
exception of perfluorinated polyother. The minor wel.ght v'ariation discussed
in subsequent sectionls cannot be c-onsidercd of enough significance to pe-rmit
specific lubricant selection recomnnendations.

C.1 Interceptor Design

The converged mission intercepto--s are illust,-ated in Figure 55. These
configurations were sized for the FLITE mission. Major system characteristics
are presented in Table XXIX.

Table XXIX. Mission A Performance Characteristics

Study__ St1dy2

2 2
Wing Area, Includin- Tips 1,074 f•t 1,066 fL

Take-off Gross Weigh, '70,000 lb -69,000 lb

Fuel Fraction 0.50 0.50

2 GEl;'/FhITE E~igines -lB -]C
Thrust each, SLS (33,975 lb) (33,850 Ib)
uaiiisLolled

I uel JI-5/8 J1'7

EngJ.ne/Airf rame
Interface Fuel Temperature 250a F 2500 F

Engine Lubrical. Polyphenyl 5000 F
Ether Est~e"

A decrease of 1 .1000 1b in t:he taku-off grý.ss weight [or tuc Study 2
ai:ccaft reflcct; Che iMproven)entsL it. engine performance obtalned Hihrougil thi
use of the higher heat s-nk capability available with a JP-7 cla-s therma'
stability fuel. The crew, avionics, payload, and inlet sizing critu:ria aro
identical for all the Mission A interceptors.

C.2 Mission Performancu

Tlie GEI6/FLITE-IA propulsion system described il Section Ill was modified
to reflect changes in fuels and lubricants for Study I ;.nd Study 2.

The change from MIL-L-27502 lubricant for the reference size baseline

engine to polypheny ' ether for the Study 1 GE-.6/FLITE-lB engine rusuLts in no
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ch ige in pe. Cormance chacteristics and only a slight change in engine weight
due to changes in the lubricant and fluid power system, Table K. Using
JP-7 fuel and 500' F ester lubricant in thL GEl6/FLITE-IC, however, provides
an increase in thrust and engine weight and a slight reduction in specific fuel
consumption when compared to the GEI6/FLITE-IB as shown in Table XXX. These
changes in engine performance are achieved through utilization of the increased
:P-7 heat sink to reduce the low pressure turbine cooling air requirement.

The air induction systems are identical to the baseline vehicle discussed
in Section III. 'he airflow for each alternate engine remained unchanged from
the reference size baseline engine, permitting the inlet to remain unchanged
in size and performance.

Installed engine performance is presented in Table MXXI and SFC ratios
relative to the GEI6/FLITE-lB engine at selected mission segments. Although
the uninstalled weight for the -IC is greater than the -1B weight, the improved
SFC's and engine thrust for the GlE6/FLITE-lC engine reduced the interceptor
TOGI by ý1,000 lb and reduced the inptalled engine weight by 35 lb.

Table )X. GEl6/FLITE Engine Characteris'-ics.

GEl6/FLITE-IB GEI6/FLITE-IC

Fmax (SLS) (lb) 26,160 26,800

SFC (SLS) (lb/hr/lb) 1.96 1..95max

Airflow (SLS) (lb/sec) 2.77 2.77

Weight* (ib) 3,195 3,276

Fuel jP-5/8 JP-7

Fuel Interface Temp- (OF) 250 250
erature

Lubricant Polyphenyl Ether 5000 F Ester

* Includes nozzle, engine/nozzle controls and accessories.
Excludes airframe mounted accessories, accessory gear box and startor.

Table XMI. GEI6/FLITE Installed Performance Characteristics.

GEI6/FLITE-IB GEI6/FLITE-1 C

Mission Secment FN /FNRef SFC/SFC Ref F N /F N Rf SFC/SFC Ref

SLS 1.0 1.0 1.025 0.997

Acceleration 1.0 1.0 1.015 0.995

Combat 1.0 1.0 1.0i6 0.996

Cruise 1.0 1.0 1.027 0.999
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C.3 AlternaLe Lubricants

The influence of lubricant selection on engine weight for both the GE16/
FLITE-IB and GEi6/FLITE-IC engines is presented in Table XXXIT. Thence weights
were used to select polyphenyl ether and 500' F ester as the best lubricants
for the GEl6/FLITE-lB and GEl6/FLITE-IC engines respectively. The adinor varia-
tions in engine weight between MIL-L-27502, 5000 F ester, and polyphenyl ether
results from small changes in both the engine fluid power and lube system weights
to accommodate the variation in lubricant bulk temperature capability and physi-
cal properties. Due Lo perfluorinated polyether's low bulk modulus, a sizable
increase in fluid power system component weights was incurred. The high vapo;-
pressure of perfluorinated polyether and attendent high oil consumption in a
vented lube system also required the use of a non-venteLd system which caused
an additional weight increase.

Table XXXII. Engine Weight Sensitivity.

100% Engine Size

SLS Air Flow - 277 pps

5000 F Polyphenyl Perfluorinated
MIL-L-27502 Ester Ether Pulyethcr-

GE16/L1ITE-lB 3,200 3,195 3,194 3,232

CE16/FLITF-IC 3,281 3,276 3,281 3,337

These "best" engine/lubricant combinations were then performud and the
impact of alternate lubricants on TOGW determined as sensitivities to the per-
formed aircraft. The variations in aircraft TOC%1 to account for the changes In
engine weight arising from the, use of alternate lubricants are presented in
';aDle X)MII. Although polyphenvl etLe- and 500' F ester provide the .igh:est
Study I and Study 2 interceptors, respectively, use Of the altLrnatC libricants
with the exception of perf luorintitcd polyether imposes only minor wL [ght penalties
(less than 50 11).

Table XXXIII. Impact of Lubricant Selection on Piterce2ntor SJ.c.

5000 F Polyphenyl Perfluorinated
MIL-L-27502 Ester Ether Pc lyether

ATOGW Study 1 (lb) 0 -50 -50 +320)
(GE16/FLITE-1-B Engine)

ATOGW Study I tib) 0 -50 0 +450
GF16/FLITE-lC Engine)

ATOGW = TOGW MIL-L-27502 - TOGW
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C.4 Thermodynamic Characteristics

Both Studies I and 2 were based on maximum interface temperature of 250' F
with the differencas in available fuel heat sink reflected in engine performance.
An analysis using the airframa heat loads summarized in Table II and engine
fuel flow rates typical of each mission phase, results in the fuel temperature
profiles presented in Figure 53. Based on an initial fuel temperature of 100* F,
engine fuel demands are sufficient to maintain the engine/airframe fuel inter-
:,ace below 2500 F except during the descent phase of the mission. During the
initial stages of descent, sufficient fuel is pumped from rhe feed tank to absorb
the airframe heat loads without exceeding 250' F with the excess fuel recirculated
to the feed tank. The combined effects of heat transfer to the fuel due to
recirculation and aerodynamic heating results in a bulk fuel temperature rise of
only 35* F.

C.5 SupDlemental Studies

The primary intent of the mission evaluation was to determine the perfor-
mance differences resulting from the use of JP-5 (Study 1) and JP-7 (Study 2)
with the matrix of four engine lubricants. This evaluation was performed with
an engine airframe fuel interface temperature of 250' F for both the JP-5 and
JP-7 fueled configurations. As the interface temperature is the same for both
fuels, the increased heat sink capacity of JP-7 was used to improve engine per-
formance without regard to airframe system design. Use of JP-7's higher heat
sink to improve engine performance provided an approximate '1,000 lb reduction to
TOGW relative to Study 1.

A supplemental study was performed to determine if a higher allowable
interface temperature would enable simplification and/or weight reduction of
airframe systems. To take advantage of the increased fuel heat sink capacity
of JP-7, the Mission A interceptor ECS was modified to use only fuel as a heat
sink thereby eliminating the nepd for ram air. Figure 52 shows that by proper
fuel ranagement (recirculation) fýiel can be delivered to the engines at or
below 350* F without an excessive increase in stored fuel temperatures. Further
increases in interface temuerature to a value higher than 350' F offered no
sig-i-i-ficant advantage.

An ECS weight reduction of 240 lb was acbieved by (1) replacement of air-
to-air heat exchangers with liquid-to-air heat exchangers; and (2) elimination
of the ram -,-r ducting system. A slight increase of 15 lb in fuel system weight
-,as incurred due to an increase in fuel line length to accommodate addition of
the primary fuel-to-a-ir heat exchanger. Because of the higher engine fuel
temperatures attendent with a 1-50' F fuel interface temperature, modifications
to the GE_16/FLITE-IA engine resulted in :k 22 lb weight increase for each 100%
engine. Elimination of the requirement ror ECS ram air cooling resulted in a
decrease of 1% reduction in inlet capture area and deletion of the ECS drag
increment from the total air induction system drag.
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The net result of these changes is a decrease of 1,200 lb in TOGW relative
to the Study I interceptor. Since this weight reduction exceeds that achiev,:d
by using the higher heat sink of JP-7 to improve engine performance, this con-
cept provides a more attractive interceptor.

An additional eval-ation was performed to assess the potential benefits
of using precooled fuel (00 F), liquid-cooled avionics, recirculation of
cockpit air, and a direct sink FCS. Using interceptor sensitivities to account
for changes in ECS weight engine bleed air, and Increased fueL density, a
reduction of 9,500 1.b wouLd be expected. A breakdown of these effects relative
to ';tudy 2 is presented in Table X,_XIV.

Table XXXIV. Mission A Precooled Fuel Weight SuPmmary.

ATOGW (1b)

AECS Wt - -631; lb -2,540

AFuel Density - +1.2 ib/ftL -500

ATOGW due to elimination of Ram .325
Air

Akngine Bleed Air - 97 ppm -1,135

Total A'IOGU -4,500

This analysis is bav;id on first order effects avd represents an approxi-
maLe weight reduction which can b12 obtained by using prezooled fuel.
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SECTION V

MISSION B RESULTS

A. Utilization of Fuel Heat Sink

Heat Exchanger Desijgns

Studies were madu to determine the potential use of excess fuel heat s;ink
for cooling combustor anti exhaust system components in the CE14/FL-TE-2A engine.

lhids excess fuel heat sink was considered to be the difference between the
maximum permissible fuel temperature, as listed in Table X)XV, and the fuel
temperattire at the exit of the miwn engine control.

Table XXXV. Mission B Maximum Fuel Temperatures.

T oF

Mi',s ion Fuel fuel max Comments

B JP-4/5/8 475 Several Missions/( ].eanable
JP--7 700 Several Missions/Cleanable
JP-7 1000 Research Level

From :i ý;creeni.g of engine operating points along the flight path, it was
est.bljishL'd that the limitink, Mission B fuel. heat sink occurs at supersonic
cruisk, whi-ru the fuel flow rate.s are reduced and where the fuel delivery temp-
er;LtUre is highest. Che fuel temper-aLure rise usab].e as a heat sink for cooliny,
Vonihus t ind vxhaust ssy.-tem cornuonents is shown in Table XXXVI

Table \XXVI. Mission B Available Fuel Ifeat SLnk.

T r T A T
FueL Interface II-X in Allow. Avail.

S.,d - . Fue1 . . . . __u_ __Fu l (0 F) _ ) (0 F)

PaPo .I1 -5 200 250 375 1.5
1 .1iP-4/5/8 150 200 375 1/5
2 ,3} -/8250 300 375 175

1 ,1'-5/H8 35 /.0 )3 375 175
4 1P--7 250 300 600/1000 300/700

5 JP-7 350 400 600/1000 200/600

(1) - The listed allowable fuel temperatures are based on a fuel/wall

t.emperature cr iLet l;i dud the assuw-pt.Ion that ,in approximate
00-150' F ,T exists between the fuel and its wall temperature.

Two candidate concepts were investLigated for the utilization of the fuel

heat sink in the Mission B studlc;. These were tle following:

I. Direct fuel cooling o1 the exhaust nozzle piug.
2. Rami hurner liner coolinig air cool.ing,.
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The above two concepts represent typical application 4,f fut, e heat sink utili-
zation in engine applications and were selected to realize benefits from engine
design and/or cycle efficiency considerations. Specifically, direct fuel cooling
of zhe nozzle plug was selected as the solution to solve the complex design problem
in the baseline engine of how to practicallv utili- excess fuel heit sink.
Cooling of the nozzle plug in the baseline engine is accomplished by the use of
compressor discharge air. At operating points on the flight map where the core
engine is shutdown, cooling of the aft region of the air-cooled plug requires the
use of ram air. The use of both compressor air and ram air for plug cooling
therefore requires the use of a dual cooling system. This presents considerable
difficulties, both from mechanical and thermal design considerations. The
consideration of the use of fuel to cool the plug not only contributes to some
improvement in cycle efficiency, but also offers a reasonable solution co an
otherwise difficult design problem.

Fuel cooling of the ram liner cooling air was selected upon evaluation of
the maximum cycle benefits that can potentially be realized from this application.

The results of these investigations established the feasibility of direct
fuel cooling of the aft region of the e haust nozzle without exceeding presently
established temperature limits for JP-7 applications. Cooling of the ram burner
cooling air resulted in an average coolant temperature reduction of 4250 F with
a corresponding reduction of 50% in coolant flow rate at the engine sizing point.

These two cooling concepts were considered for use with each of the four
studies of Mission B. Comparison with the GEl4 thermal model results fo:
"Mission B/Study 1 (JP-4/5/8 @ 1500 F) and for Mission B/Study 2 (JP-5/8 @ 2500 F)
indicate that both of these engine systems have only marginal heat sink capacity
to justify the inclusion of either the exhaust nozzle or the ram burner liner
cooling air heat exchanger concept. Furthermore, during ramjet idle-descent,
the fuel temperatures at the combustor nozzles are in the range of 4000 F to
450* F even with fuel racirculation. The additional heat load imposed by the
ran burner or exhaust nozzle concepts would force the fuel recirculation fuel
flow rates to rise to unacceptable levels. Therefure, the use of the two heat
exchanger systems was considered feasible only for the Mission B studies utilizing
JP-7 fuel. Mission B/Study 3, JP-7 fuel at 2500 F maximum engine inlet fuel
temperature, was considered as the desigr reference condition for the heat ex-
changer concepts. The extension of the results to Mission B/Study 4 (JP-7 q 350° F)
was a straight forward process.

System 1 - (Exhaust Nozzle Plug Heat Exchanger)

The fiel heat exchanger for the divergent portion of the core exhaust nozzle
plug and the heat exchanger design is shown in Figure 56. This design incorporates
the basic features of the X-370 Ramburner/Afterburner fuel heat exchanger that
was successfully demonstrated in a one-half scale model test. (Reference 17).

The heat exchanger consists of a conical plug with a 0.022-inch nominal skin
thickness wrapped with 0.375-inch diameter -,bes having a 0.010-inch wall
thickness. These tubes are helically wound around the plug and serve as the
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fuel heat exchanger and the means by which the plug structure is cooled. There
are eight tubes in parallel that are connected through the plug at each end to
four 0.50-inch supply tubes and four 0.50-inch return tubes. Four of the
16 turbine frame struts are used for the four fuel supply tubes and four other
struts are used for the four fuel return tubes. Heat shields are applied to the
hot-gas side of the heat exchanger to control the heat transferred to the fuel.

The heat exchanger tubes are brazed to each other and the heat shields are
brazed to the tubes with the ends of cach shield held between the plug flanges.
The tubes are not brazed to the plug structural skin and a radial gap of
0.030-0.060 inch between the skin and tubes allows for differential growth
between them. The plug is vented with compressor second stage air that
pressurizes the plug to keep it in hoop tension.

The material selected for this design was Reng 41C to provide the lightest
weight design. The associated weight increment to the baseline engine config-
uration is summarized in Table )OXVII.

Table XXXVII. Exhaust Nozzle Plug Heat Exchanger Weight Summary,
100% Engine Size.

Component Weight

Fuel Supply Tubes 0.8 lb
Cooling tubes 21.7
Jumper Tubes 0.2
Fuel Return Tubes 1.3
Fittings 0.7
Clamps & Brackets 0.8
Nuts & Bolts 0.4

Total 25.9 lb

Fuel side pressure drop and heat transfer coefficients are a function of
the fuel flow rate gas unit flow area. Hence, fuel tube diameters and the
number of fuel tubes required were determined by the allowable pressure drop
and fuel tube surface temperature. The present design considers the use of
JP-7 fuel and is based on a maximum allowable surface temperature of 7000 F.

The exhaust nozzle plug heat exchanger design operating point was selected
to correspond to the maximum heat load conditions encountered in the flight map.
Some of the pertinent cycle data are tabulated in Table XXXVIII.
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Table XXXVIII. Exhaust Nozzle Plug Heat Exchanger Design Point Cycle

Operating Conditions.

100% Engine

T8 (0 R) 4,199
T28 (° R) 4,170
P8 (psia) 115.9
P 8 (psia) 89.8
W2 Duct (pph) 41,000
'C (pph) 40,500

The plug surface pressure distribution and calculated heat transfer
coefficients and heat fluxes based on the above distribution are shown in Figure
57. The heat transfer coefficients were calculated using Eckert's reference
enthalpy method (Reference 18) and are based cn turbulent flat plate correlations.
The heat fluxes shown include gas radiation which was estimated at about 10%
of the total heat flux. The basic operating characteristics of the heat
exchanger are shown in Table XXXIX.

The original design concept envisaged the use of the core engine fuel to
cool the region of the plug up to the nozzle throat and the ram burner fuel
aft of the nozzle throat. From heat sink availability considerations, this
concept was established to be feasible, resulting in 130* F and 1700 F temper-
ature rise for the core engine and ram burner fuels, respectively, at the design
point. This concept, however, resulted in difficulty in the cooling of the
aft region of the plug at operating points where the ram burner is shutdown.

Table XXXIX. Fuel Cooled Nozzle Plug Heat Exchanger
Operating Characteristics

100% Engine

Tube Diameter (in) 0.375
No. of Tubes 8
Tube Length (ft) 7.0
Max. Surface Temperatures

Brase Filled External Tube Design (0 F) 652
Braze Internal Tube Design 610

Max. Heat Flux (Btu!hr ft 2 *F) 7.1 x 105
Gas Side Heat Transfer Coefficient
(Btu/hr ft 2 oF) 230
Fuel Side Heat Transfer Coefficient
(Btu/hr ft 2 OF) 2,200
Total Heat Load (Btu/hr) 4.80 x 4O5
Fuel Flow Rate (pph) 4.05 x 104
Fuel Exit Temperature (0 F) 470
Pressure Drop (psia) 32.5
Fuel Residence Time (sec) 0,15
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As a result, the final design concept that evolved considered air cooling
of the forward region, and fuel cooling of the aft region of the plug. Core
engine fuel is used in the exchanger at operating points where the ram burner
is shut down. The heat exchanger tube sizing, however, was established on the
basis of the original design concept and was based on the maximum heat flux
occurring ahead of the nozzle throat. Thus it may be noted that the surface
temperature achieved in the final design is well below the design limit of
7000 F.

A transient temperature distribution for a typical tube in the region ahead
of the throat is shown in Figure 58 for the tube design concept. This is
based on a step change in gas temperature from 3000 F ,-o 37000 F and corresponds
to a severe representation of an engine accel. These results were used to
evaluate the mechanical integrity of the design. The corresponding steady-
state temperature distribution is shown in Figure 59.

System 2 - (Ram Burner Liner Cooling Air Heat Exchanger)

In this heat exchanger design concept, the ram burner liner cooling air is
cooled by use of two heat exchangers, one for the inner liner cooling air and
the other for the outer liner cooling air. The design fuel surface temper-
ature limit used in this configuration was set at 10000 F. The air side
design pressure drops were set at 2% for the outer liner and 3.5% for the inner
liner. The lower pressure drop set for thc outer liner was designed to allow
for the pressure drop in the struts located upstream of the outer liner heat
exchanger. In order to preclude an increase in the engine outer shell diameter,
the heat exchanger radial height was limited to one inch. A detailed des-
cription of the ram burner inner and outer cooling air heat exchanger is shown
in Figure 60. The engine operating points used for the heat exchanger sizing
were engine accel to satisfy the air side design pressure drop and the cruise
operating conditions to satisfy the maximum fuel temperature limit. Pertinent
engine operating conditions for these two points are shown in Table XL.

Table XL. Ramburner Liner Cooling Air Heat Exchangers

Design Point Engine Operating Conditions.

100% Engine

Operating Condition Accel Cruise

Ramburner Airflow, W25 (pps) 96.46 105.44
Ramliner Cooling Airflow (pps) 14.95 16.44
Total Fuel Flow Rate (pph) 22,450 10,426
" T'-at Exchanger Inlet Pressure, P 25 (psia) 51.99 51.68
Heat Exchanger Inlet Air Temperature, T2 5 (0 F) 1,932 1,932

The ram nain burner fuel flow is the coolant source for these heat
exchangers. The ram burner cooling air flow rate is 15.5% of W25. Both the
fuel and the air flow rates are divided between the inner liner and outer liner
exchangers in proportion to their respective frontal areas. The ID for the
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inner liner heat exchanger is 33.4 inches and the ID for the outer liner heot
exchanger is 47.6 inches. Correspondingly, the air flow rates used are 6.4%
W2 5 and 3.1% W2 5 for inner and outer liner heat exchangers, respectively. The
correspOhiding fuel flow rates are 58.7% and 41.3% of the ram main burner fuel
flow. The design fuel inlet temperatures and pressures used were 3000 F and
500 psia respectively. Since JP-7 fuel property data at temperatures above
critical are presently unavailable, the property data used in this evaluation
were based on elevated property data for JP-5 fuel as noted in Section III.

The configuration selected was an annular, bare tube cross flow four-pass
heat exchanger, with the fuel flow inside the tubes and the air flow normal to
the tubes. This configuration is similar to the design used in the Mission A
studies. Multiple passes are used in order to increase the fuel side heat
transfer coefficients by increasing the fuel velocity and thus minimize the
fuel tube surface temperatures. This is accomplished by use of baffles in the
heat exchanger fuel manifolds as illustrated in Figures 60 and 61.

The heat exchangers required to meet the specified operating conditions
consist of tube arrays of 0.187-inch OD and 0.007-inch wall thickness. The
heat exchangers are 1ccnted in Lhe ram duct immediately upstream of the main
burner, with the inner and outer liner heat exchangers located in annular
passages at the ID and OD of the ram duct respectively. The tubes are arranged
circumferentially in 2 x 24 and 2 x 40 arrays for the respective outer and inner
liner heat exchangers. The corresponding number of tubes per pass are 2 x 6 for
the inner liner and 2 x 10 for the outer liner. The fuel is admitted into the
tubes through an inlet manifold where the flow is split with one half of the
fuel flowing circumferentially clockwise and the other half counterclockwise
for an angular distance of 1800 into the opposite or return manifold. This
comprises one pass. The fuel is then returned, completing the second pass.
This is repeated until the four passes are completed, at which point the fuel is
discharged at the downstream end of the inlet manifold. Radial supnorts
located 20 tube diameters (3.75 inches) apart are provided to minimize tube
bending stresses and to assure that tube natural frequencies are above engine
and vortex shedding excitation frequencies. The heat exchanger material is a
high strength stainless steel alloy. The total estimated weight for the heat
exchangers are 37.1 lb, of which 2.12 lb represents tubing weight with the
balance being the weight of the manifolds and support structure. A detailed
tabulation of heat exchanger configuration parameters is given in Table XLI.

The heat exchanger performance parameters for the inner and outer
liner heat exchangers are summarized in Table XLII. It may be observed that
the coolant temperature reductions obtained for the inner liner heat exchangers
are 5110 F and 382* F at accel and cruise operating conditions, respectively.
The corresponding temperature red-ctions obtained for the outer liner heat
e.changer a-:e 3660 F and 2970 F. The reason for this difference is the lower
air side pressure drop limit set for the outer liner heat exchanger. Thus, the
average coolant temperature reduction is 4200 F at the accel operating condition
and 3320 F at cruise. It may be further noted that the maximum fuel temperature
obtained is 9400 F and th.ý maximum surface temperature is 9700 F. Both of these
values correspond to the inner liner heat exchanger and occur at the cruise
operating condition.
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Table XLI. Ramburner Liner Cooling Air Heat Exchangers Design Summary.

100% Engine

Inner Liner Outer Liner

Tube OD (in) 0.187 0.107

Tube Wall Thickness (in) 0.007 0.007

Transverse Spacing (in) 0.488 0.496

Axial Spacing (in) 0.235 0.235

Axial Length (in) 12.03 6.39

Number of Axial Tube Rows 48 24

Numbcr ol Transverse Tube Rows 2 2

Number of llead,.rs 2 2

Number of Fuel Pau;;s 4 4

Annular Duct ID (in) 33.40 47.60

Annular Duct OD (in) 35.35 49.58

External Heat Transfer Area (ft) 42.40 29.97

Heat Exchanger Volume (in ) 1,269.0 967.7

Tubivg Weight (Ib) 12.40 8.80

Header Weight (ib) 6.40 3.00

Radial Support Weight (lb) 3.50 3.00

Total Weight (ib) 22.30 14.80
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Table XLII. Ramburner Liner Cooling Air fear. Exchangers Perfonnance Sunm,,Ly.

Heat Exchanger lnnrr Liner Outer Liner

Operating Point Accel End of Crui:;c Accel End of Cruise

Fuel Flow Rate (pph) 9,288 4,320 13,176 6120

Air Flow Rate (pps) 6.16 0.75 8.77 9.33

Inlet Fuel Temperature (* F) 300 300 300 300

Inlet Air Temperature (0 F) 1,472 1.472 1,472 1,472

Inlet Fuel Pressure (psia) 500 500 500 500

Inlet Air Pressure (psia) 51.99 51.68 51.99 51.68

AT Fuel - F) 415.6 639.7 327.2 521.7

AT Air (V F) 510.8 382.0 366.4 296.6

AP/P Air (%) 2.70 3.50 1.67 1.Q8

AU' Fuel (psia) 2.96 1.02 26.50 7.05

Exit Malth No. 0.077 0.089 0.0785 0.0862

Ef~ectiveness 03.436 0.546 0.)113 0.445

Max. Fuel lempervture (' F) 716 940 62• 822

Max. Surface Tenperitur'k (' F) 754 970 665 857

Fuel Residence 'rime (sQc) 2.0 3.1 1.1 2.0
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Mission B Engineý ierformance

The GEl4/FLITE-.2A engine was resized for a serj.ic- of candidate engines

for evaluating fuel type, fuel temperature, and cc-Aing concepts in five Missien
B studies. The engines that were resized are ,d`own in Table XLIII and show that
the engines used in Studies 3 and 4 were done in steps to permit fuel type, fuel
temperature, and cooling concept to be evaluated as individual deltas.

T7he GE]4/FLITE-2A engine performance calculated for the five M-s:'on B
studies represents the maximum obtainable from an increase in engine inlet fuel
temperature in that it assumes the indicated interface fuel temperatures are
applicable during the entire mission. From this performance the following
points were noted:

a) increasing the energy level of the system, through the fuel heating
value or enthalpy, provides improved levels of engine performance.

b) Fuel-cooled turbojet plug nozzle provides improved engine performance
only during turbojet operation.

c) Relatively small effects; on engine performance are shown by fuel
type, fuel temperature, and cooling, concepts

B. Thennal Analysis

B.1 Study I

Figure 62 shows the fluid system schematic for Mis:;ion B/Study I. This
study -opecilied the use of JP-4/5/8 class of fuels at a naximum aircraft/engn.e
interface fuel temperature o, :.50' F with each oti tht, candidate lubricant/
hydraulic tluids.

The design of the GE1M/FLITE-2B fuel delivery 8vstem remainud the same as
that defined tor the baseline (I'I.4/FLITE-2A engine. Furthermore, restri.cting
the maximum inlet fuel tempt, ratu -e to 150" V would permlIt th-I use of ,IP-4 tuc l
with little sys tem penalty. A,; prirvIOuSIlv noI)ted Iot the baseli.ne, the (E114/
IAlTE-21i fuel delivery s,-;teul IlorpiratLes the following, teaiure.v;:

0 Fuel recirculation to the aircraft tliviin feed tank during ramintnt
idle descent.

0 Recitculatinpg temperatuire dependent manifolhi cooli ng flow!4 for
the coro, preburner and main burner fuel lines when the respective
burners are not in operation.

Main engine control servo leakage being supplied dirtlyiv from the
pumps, bypaissing the liue1l/0oil and fmel/hydr;mlic heat exchangLrs.
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Table XLIII. Mission B Enginc Candidates.

Study Fuel Type Fuel Temp.,°F Cooling Comments

Baseline JP-5 59 Base

1 JP-5 150 Baseline Delta effect in fuel enthalpy

2 JP-5 250 Baseline Additional delta effect in

fuel enthalpy.

3 JP-7 59 B-Iseline Delta effect in fuel heating

value.

250 Baseline Delta effect in fiel heatir.g

value and enthalpy.

Ramburner Delta effect in fuel heating

Iiiner cooler value and enihalpy plus reduced

,amburner liner cooling air

Plug nozzle Delta effect in fuel heating

"value and enthalpy plu:s reduced

turbolet nozzle cooling air

4 JP-7 J'. Baseline Delta effect In fuel heating

lainhul ner Delta effaci -1 fuel heatiyu,

liner cooler VaIue uc ad enthI;Ilpy pIlug redtc ed

ramburner l iner cool ing air

5 JP-7 100 Ramburne r DUlta aftLct a tuel ui heating

liner cooler value and enthalpv plus reduced

ramnburner liner cOOl ( ng air

(precooled fuel).
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The definition of the GE14/FLITE-2B fluid power system remained the same
as that defined for the baseline. A summary of the fuel and fluid power system
weights for each of the four candidate lubricants is listed in Table XLIV.

In the GE14/FLITE-2B, engine volumetric oil flow was allowed to remain the
same for each lubricant. System optimization with the higher temperature
lubricants was accomplished by the removal of heat shields and insulation and
by scaling of the sump cooling air fuel/air cooler that is located in the ram
preburner fuel line downstream of the main engine control. The cooler require-
ments for each of the four lubricants is listed in Table XLV. No cooling of
the sump air is required for either the polyphenyl ether or the perfluorinated
polyether lubricants nor is there sump air cooling required for any of the
lubricants during either idle-descent. The elevated oxidative stability
temperature of the perfluorinated polyether permitted the removal of heat
shields in both the forward and aft sumps. 11owever, the high vapor pressure
of thIs fluid also required the use of nonvented sumps. In these sump designs,
carbon seals are used as oil seals and new labyrinth air se;ls are added with
the intermediate cavities overboard to ambient pressure.

Lubrication system weight changes for the four lubricants is presented in
Table XLVI. A summary of the total engine weight increments due to the use of
these fluids is given in Table XLVII.

Using the GEl4 thermal model, Mission B was executed for each of the can-
didate lubricents for JP-5 fuel at a maximum inlet temperature of 1500 F. The
thermal profiles for each lubricant are shown in Figures 63 to 66.

The critical phase for heat sink utilization is during the ramjet idle-
descent portion of the mission. During this phase, fuel recirculation to the
aircraft main feed tank is necespsary to provide enough fuel to maintain system
fluid temperatures within maximui 'ermissible limits. A summary of system
performance for each lubricant during ramjet idle-descent is shown in Tables
XLVIII to LI. As can be noted from these tables maximum recirculation fuel
flow rates vary from 9,276 pph for MIL-L-27502 to 7,759 pph for perfluorinated
polyether with an associated fuel weight increment range of from 388 lb to 324 lb,
respectively. It can be further noted that the fuel temperature exceeds 3250 7
in the ram main burner and preburner lines when these burners are in operation
during ramjet idle-descent. These overtemperature conditions arc of short
duration and are deemed tolerable for the JP-5 fuel, but it should be noted that
a maximum fuel temperature of 325' F can no longer be guaranteed over the
entire mission for a Mach 4+ interceptor.

B.2 Study 2

Mission B/Study 2 involves the use of the four lubricant/hydraulic fluids
with JP5/8 fuel at a maximum inlet temperature of 2500 F.

A schematic of the GEI4/FLITE-2C fluid system is shown in Figure 67. The
functions of the fuel delivery, lubrication and fluid power systems are
similar to those described for Mission B/Study 1. System weight changes remain
the same as defined for Study 1 and are itemized in Table LII.
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Table XLIV. GE!4/FLITE-2B Fuel And Fluid Power System Weight
Increments for the Candidate Hydraulic Fluids.

201.5% Engine

Fuel System Fluid Power System
(AWt-lb) (AWt-lb)

Base FLITE-2C Base GEl4/FLITE-2C
Fuel and FPS .TP-5 at JP-5 at MIL-L MIL-L 5000F Polyphe,-yl Perfluor.
Components (1) 2000 F 2500 F 27502 27502 Ester Ether Polyether

Fuel System Base Same

FPS

Fluid (Wt-lb) 11.6 11.6 11.6 14.2 22.5
328 in 3 at 80* F

Integral Hyd.
Pump (hidu- 34.2 34.2 50.9 50.9 55.8
minimum<450 0 F)

Hyd. Reservoir
(T<550 0 F) 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 52.0

Ti Piping &
Insulation 30.4 30.4 30.4 30.4 42.0
(T<5500 F)

Other Hyd.
Components 26.5 26.5 26.5 26.5 33.8
(T<550- F)

16-A 8 Act.
(Titanium) 27.0 27.0 27.0 27.0 45.8

16-A 29 Act.
(Titanium) 63.2 63.2 63.2 63.2 104.6

16-A28 Act.
(Titanium) 32.2 32.2 32.2 32.2 54.0

2-A 4 Act.
(Titanium) 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 10.3

2-A 2 5 Act.
(Titanium) 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 10.3

2-VSV Act.
(Titanium) 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 10.3

AWt. Penalty
(lb) Base Same Base Same +16.7 +19.3 +159.7

(1) - Only components having weight changes are listed.
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Table XLV. GE!4/FLITE-2B Fuel/Air Cooler Requirements

201.5% Engine

Design Point Flight Conditions

WAIR - 0.008 x W2C - 2.84 pps

A B C D

Q (Btu/min) 2,940 1,033 0 0

TA1 (0 F) 1,029 1,029 1,029 1,029

TAI (0 F) 967 1,007 1,029 1,029

ATair (0 F) 62 22 0 0

A - MIL-L-27502
B = 5000 F Ester
C = Polyphenyl Ether
D = Perfluorinated Polyether

TpI, Cooler Air Inlet Temperature
TA2 - Cooler Discharge Temperature

Table XVI. GEl4/FLITE-2B Lubrication System Weight

(Variable Items).

201.5% Engine

MIL-L- 5000 F Polyphenyl Perfluorinated
Component 27502 Ester Ether Polyether

Fuel/Air Cooler (ib) 16.61 i%.36 0 0
Fuel/Oil Cooler (lb) 9.64 7.13 5.24 5.24
Fuel/Hyd. Cooler (lb) 9.64 7.13 5.24 5.24
Lube Tank (Ib) 15.60 17.10 17.40 15.90
"A" Sump Heat Shield 0 0 0 -1.77

(lb)
"B" Sump Heat Shield 0 0 0 -1.27

(1b)
Nonvented Sump 0 0 0 22.

Hardware (ib)
Fluid Weight (1b) 19.80 23.90 30.00 39.7
Total Weight (1b) 71.29 68.62 57.88 85.59
Delta Weight (lb) 0 -2.67 -13.41 +14.30
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Table XLVII. GE14/FLITE-2B Engine Weight Changes for the
Candidate Lubricants.

MIL-L-' 5000 F Polyphenyl Purf luorinated
27502 Ester "ther Polvether

201.5% EngineF. Fuel System (ib) 0 0 0 0
Fluid Power (ib) 0 +16.7 +19.3 +159.7
Lubrication 0 -2.67 --13.41 +14.30

System (I.b)

Delta Weight (ib) 0 +14.03 +5.8) +174.00

100% Engine

Fuel System (ib) 0 0 0 0
Fluid Power .*Ib) 0 +12.07 +13.95 +27.70
Lubrication 0 -1.50 -9.20 +10.46

System (Ib)
Delta Weight (Ib) 0 +10.57 +4.75 +125.85
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Table UVIII. GE14/FLITE--2B Ramjet Idle-Descent Summary, MIL-L-27502.

201.5% Fngine

Time

Minutes 0.00 1.02 2.02 2.51 2.52

TFO (0 F) 150 150 150 i50 150

TF7 (0 F) 247 244 234 224 191

TV14C ( )--- --- ---... 202

TFIl4P (o F) --- 403 304 268 374

TFF14 (0 F) 316 320 439

TO2 (0 F) 355 328 291 234 310

T12 (0 F) 350 427 399 348 258

WREC (pph) q,1 80 9,188 9,215 9,241 9,276

Recirculatiou Fuel Weig-ht = 388 pounds

Table XLIX. CIE]4/17.ITE-2B Rawjet Idle-Descent Summary, 5000 F Ester.

201.5,', Engine.

Time
MinutL, G.00 1.02 2.(12 2.1] 2.52

TFO (0 F) 150 150 150 150 150

T-7 (1 F) 252 250 239 229 192

A.T(141 C " F) .......-.... 203

"TF141P ( F) --- 378 292 762 281

TFI4N (C F) 'Q21. 32'ý 443 .

T02 (o F) 40q "R2 338q 261 382

TH12 C) F) 503 465 398 361 283

IJREC (ppl') 8,410 8 416 ,8,440 8,465 8,308

Recir'uLari on ,, 1 W1 b ' 15 potlinds
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Table L. GE14/FLITE-2B Rainjet idle-Descent Summary,
Polyphenyl Ether.

201.5% Engine

T ime
Minutes 0.00 1.02 2.02 2.51 2.5)

I'TO (0 F) 150 150 150 150 150

TF 7 (° F) 256 254 218 208 13

IT14C (0 F) --- --- 204

rFl4? (o F) -- 367 263 236 2:1?

TF14M (0 F) 324 32q 428 ---

T02 (0 F) 463 437 362 265 433

T112 (0 F) 576 529 424 380 04

WREC (pph) 7,800 7,805 7,788 7,885 7,8(.

Recirculation Fuel Weight 330 pounds

Table Li. CEI4/FLITE-211 Rvnjet Idle-Desceiit Summarv,

Perfituorinated Polvether.

201 .5% El'ngLine

Minute.; 0.00 1.0? 2.02 2.51 2.52

TFo (0 F) 150 150 15() 150 t150

'FF7 (0 7) 250 254 218 208 '.3

7F 4(: (0 F) --- 204

,IT4p (0 F) --- 166 262 233 227

rFI4M (0 F) 324 32() 428

T02 (F F) 517 484 400 282 503

n12 (0 F) 651 594 472 420 332

WPEC (pph) 7,655 7.5r() 7, 717 ,759 7,751

RecirculL ,tn Fuel Wei gl,t ',24 pw uids
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Table LII. GE14/FLITE-2C Engine Weight Changes izor the
Candidate Lubricants.

MIL-L 500° F Polyphenyl Perf luorinated
27502 Es~er Ether Polyether

201.5% Engine

Fuel System (ib) 0 0 0 0

Fluid Power (Ib) 0 +16.7 +19.3 +159.7

Lubrication 0 -2.67 -13.41 4-14.30
System (lb)

Delta Weight (Ib) 0 +14.03 +5.89 +174.00

100% Engine

Fuel System (Ib) 0 0 0 0

Fluid Power (lb) ( +12.07 +13.95 +115.39

Lubrication 0 -1.50 -9.20 +10.46
System (lb)

Delta Weight (lb) 0 +10.57 +4.75 +1125.85

i
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Using the GE14 thermal model, computer runs were executed for each fluid,
the results of which are shown in Figures 68 to 71. Ihe idle--dc:•'ent summaries
are given in Tables LIII to LVI. Although the recirculation fuel flow rates for
the ramjet idle-descent are similar to those listed for Study 1, it can be
seen that the fuel inlet temperatures to the engine have been reduced substan-
tially below the 250* F maximum level. This reduction was the result of an
iterative prozess to properly match the engine fluid system and the aircraft
ECS heat load requirements. With a 2500 F inlet temperature to the engine,
the quantities of engine fuel recirculation to the aircraft reach level; where
the aircraft ECS heat load is insufficient to provide the 2500 F interface
temperature. As a result of this condition, the 250' F maximtun temperature
condition is reached only during the final id! -descent to sea level.
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Table LIII. GEI4/FLITE-2C Idle-Descent Summary, MIL-L-27502.

(a) Ramjet ldle--Desuent

201.5% Engine

Time
Minutes 0.00 1.02 2.02 2.51 2.52

TFO (° F) 180 180 180 180 180

TF7 (0 F) 280 272 262 252 220
TF14C (o F) ............-- 231

TF14P Q F) --- 424 328 292 391

TF14M ( F) 346 344 453 ---

TO2 (Y F) 374 350 316 260 351

T11 (2 i) 424 407 362 335 277

WREC (pph) 9,000 9,023 9,048 9,074 9,109

Recirculation Fuel Weight - 379 Pounds

(b) Idle-Descent to Sea level

201.5% Engine

Time
Min.tLes 0.00 0.43 1.43 2.43

TFO (0 F) 250 250 250 250

TV7 (0 F) 304 302 294 283

TFl4G (0 F) 326 324 312 293

TF14P (0 F) .........

[F I 4M (0 F ) ---.... ....

T02 (0 F) 405 395 365 332

TH2 (0 F) 386 3i4 344 314

WREC (pph) 2,200 2,201 2,206 2,213

Recirculation Fuel Weight -89 Pounds

I
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Table LIV. GEl4/i'LITE-2C idle--Deacent Su-.amary, 500' F Ester.

(a) RamjetL Idle-Descent

201. 5% Engine

Time
Minutes 0.00 1.02 2.02 2.51 2.52

TFO (F) 183 183 183 183 183

TF7 (F F) 284 278 401 258 223

TFi4C (0 F) ...... .....
TF14P (0 F) 323 317 288 306

TF14M (0 F) 350 349 457 ---

TO2 (0 F) 420 402 360 285 4014

TH2 (0 F) 500 480 418 382 310

WREC (pph) 8,500 8,517 8,540 8,566 8,606

Recircuiation Fuel Weight 358 Pounds

(b) Idle-Descent to ýea Level

201.5% Engine

Time
Minutes 0.00 0.43 1.43 2.43

TFO (0 F) 250 250 250 250

TF7 (0 F) 304 302 292 280

TFI4C (0 F) 325 323 310 296

TF14P (° F) ...

TFl4M (Y •)

T02 (0 F) 440 430 38- 355

TH2 (0 F) 426 414 367 320

W1REC (pph) 2,000 2-001 2,004 2,CO9

Recirculation Fuel Weight 81 Pounds
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Table LV. GE14/FLITE-2C Idle-Descent Summary, Polyphenyl Ether.

(a) Ramjet Idle-Descent

201.5% Engine

Time
Minutes 0.00 1.02 2.02 2.51 2.52

TFO ( F) 187 187 187 187 187

TF7 (0 F) 289 284 275 264 227

TF14C ( F) .- ---...... 238

TF14P (0 F) -- 392 315 289 -59

TF14M ( F) 354 355 462 ......

T02 ( F) 467 453 405 311 456
TH2 ( F) 576 553 474 430 339

WREC (pph) 8,000 8,013 8,034 8,058 8,102

Recirculation Fuel Weight - 337 Pounds

(b) Idle-Descent to Sea Level

201.5% Engine

Time
Minutes 0.00 0.43 1.43 2.43

TFO ( F) 250 250 250 250
TF7 (0 F) 304 303 297 287

TF14C (0 F) 325 323 313 294

TF14P (0 F) ............

TF14M( F) .- ---.....

T02 Q F) 486 467 418 364

TH2 (0 F) 453 430 375 330

WREC (pph) 1,700 1,700 1,703 1,706

Recirculation Fuel Weight = 69 Pounds
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Table LVI. GEI4/FLITE-2C Idle-Descent Summary, PerZluorinated
Polyether.

(a) Ramjet Idle-Descent

201.5% Engine

Time
Minutes 0.00 1.02 2.02 2.51 2.52

TFO (" F) 192 192 192 192 192
TF7 (0 F) 295 290 257 246 232

TF14C (F) ---.--- ---.. 243

TF14P (o F) 397 298 271 264

TF14M (0 F) 359 361 449 ......

T02 (0 F) 523 506 429 312 529

TH2 (o F) 651 622 509 456 370

WREC (pph) 7,500 7,509 7,583 7,605 7,597

Recirculation Fuel Weight - 317 Pounds

(b) Idle-Descent to Sea Level

201.5% Engine

Time
Minutes 0.00 0.43 1.43 2.43

TFO (0 F) 250 250 250 250

TF7 (0 F) 304 303 297 287

TF14C (0 F) 327 325 315 296

TF14P (0 F) ---........

TF14M (0 F) ---........

T02 (0 F) 520 501 452 398

TH2 (0 F) 496 472 413 358

WREC (pph) 1,500 1,500 1,503 1,508

Recirculation Fuel Weight = 61 Pounds
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For this study, fuel recirculation to the aircraft main feed tank is also
necessary during the final descent. Maximum flow rates on the order of 1,600
pph are necessary during this mission phase to limit maximum system temperatures
tc permissible levels. Fuel overtemperature conditions also occur in the
operating burner lines during this final idle-descent to sea level.

B.3 Study 3

The Mission B/Study 3 incorporates JP-7 fuel at a maximum inlet fuel
temperature of 2500 F. The use of JP-5/8 fuel at 350 0 F inlet fuel temperature
was considered as an alternative for this study, but was not deemed feasible
as Mission B requires a fuel with a higher thermal stability or a lower inlet
fuel supply temperature in order to obtain the necessary fuel heat sink capacity.

Figure 72 shows the fluid system for the GEI4/FLITE-2D engine. Inner
and outer duct ram main burner fuel/air coolers, shown in Figure 60, are
located downstream of the main engine control for cooling the main burner
liner cooling air. The main burner fuel schedule is changed to provide 60
percent of the total mainburner flow to the outer duct fuel/air cooler and 40
percent to the inner duct fuel/air cooler. The fuel scheduling is accomplished
by the addition of a dual flow regulating servovalve in the main burner portion
of the fuel control. the fuel flow for both coolers are routed downstream
from the fuel control through the fuel/air coolers and into the main burner
fuel nozzles through header manifolds which are integral portions of the cooler
designs. The use of JP-7 fuel simplifies the cooling requirements for the core,
ram preburner and ram main burner fuel lines when these respective burners
are not in operation. Where for JP-5 fuel, a temperature dependent recirculating
system was necessary to meet the fuel thermal stability requirements, the use
of JP-7 fuel permits a constant flow of 100 pph to be supplied to the burrer
lines when the respective burners are not in operation. This flow is of such
a negligible quantity that it is considered expendable.

A summary of the GEI4/FLITE-2D engine weight changes for the four lubricant/
hydraulic fluids is given in Table LVII.

Figures 73 to 76 depict the engine fluid temperature profiles for JP-7
fuel and the candidate fluids used in the lubrication and fluid power systems.
The use of the ramburner liner cooling air fuel/air heat exchangers causes
maximum fuel system temperatures of approximately i000* F during the cruise-
out portion if the mission. These temperatures occur in the fuel/air heat
exchangers and permit a reduction of from 30% W25 to 15.5% W25 in the quantity
of cooling air required for the main burner liner. Location of the fuel/air
coolers adjacent to the main turner permits a short residence time at elevated
temperatures and minimizes the potential for blockage of the fuel lines due
to thermal degradation products.

The idle-descent recircu'tation fuel summaries are given in Tables LVIII
to LXI. Recirculation of fuel to the aircraft main feed tank is necessary during
the ramjet idle-descent to restrict the operating temperatures of the fluid
power and lubrication systems to within the prescribed bulk oil stability limits.
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Table LVII. GEI4/FLITE-2D Engine Weight Changes for the Candidate
Lubricants.

MIL *L 500Q F Polyphenyl Perfluorinated

27502 Ester Etner Polyether

201.5% Engine

Fuel System 129.2 lb 129.2 lb 129.2 lb 129.2 lb

Fluid Power 0 16.7 19.3 159.7

Lubrication 0 -2.7 -13.4 14.3
System

Delta Weight 129.2 lb 143.2 lb 135.1 lb 303.2 lb

100.0% Engine

Fuel System 62.1 lb 62.1 lb 62.1 lb 62.1 lb

Fluid Power 0 12.1 13.9 115.4

Lubrication 0 -1.5 -9.2 10.5
System

Delta Weight 62.1 lb 72.7 lb 66.8 lb 188.0 lb
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Table LVIII. GEl4/FLITE-2D Ramjet Idle-Descent Summary, MIL-L-27502.

201.5% Engine

Time
Minutes 0.00 0.52 1.02 2.02 2.51 2.52

TFO (0 F) 180 180 180 180 180 180

TF7 (0 F) 274 271 266 257 248 219

TF14C (o F) 637 607 577 462 399 229

TF14P (0 F) 448 488 400 317 287 384

TF14aI (0 F) 324 322 320 '421 422 392

TF141M (C F) 348 347 345 494 496 465

WREC (pph) 9,000 9,011 9,026 9,054 9,085 9,124

Recirculation Fuel Weight = 381 pounds

Table LIX. GE14/FLITE-2D Ramjet Idle-Descent Summary, 5000 F Ester.

201.5% Engine

Time
Minutes 0.00 0.-1? 1.02 2.02 2.51

TFO (0 F) 183 183 183 183 183

TF7 (0 F) 279 276 272 264 253

TF14C (0 F) 639 610 580 465 403

TF14P (0 F) 426 429 377 307 283

TF14EM (0 F) 329 327 325 425 425

TF14TM (0 F) 353 352 350 498 499

WREC (pph) 8,500 8,510 8,522 8,548 8,579

Recirculation Fuel Weight = 359 Pounds
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Table LX. GEl4/FLITE-2D Ramjet Iale-Descent
Summary, Polyphenyl Ether.

201.5% Engine

Ti-me
Minutes 0.00 0.52 1.02 2.02 2.51

TFO (0 F) 187 187 187 187 187

TF7 (0 F) 263 260 257 247 236

TF14C (o F) 630 601 571 455 392

TF14P (0 F) 398 445 348 282 261

TF14EM (o F) 313 311 309 413 414

TF1414 (0 F) 337 336 335 488 490

WREC (pph) 8,000 8,009 8,018 8,044 8,073

Recirculation Fuel Weight = 337 pounds

Table LXI. GE14/FLITE-2D Ramjet Idle-Descent
Summary, Perfluorinated Polyether.

201.5% Engine

Time
Minutes 0.00 0.52 1.02 2.02 2.51

TFO (0 F) 192 i5z 192 192 192

TF7 (0 F) 277 273 268 257 245

TF14C (0 F) 637 606 577 460 397

TF14P (0 F) 409 454 358 291 269

TFI4EM (0 F) 325 323 320 420 419

TF!41M (° F) 349 347 346 493 494

WREC (pph) 7,500 7,503 7,514 7,535 7,565

Recirculation Fuel Weight 316 pounds
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Balancing of the airframe heat load with the quantities of recirculation fuel

flows necessary for each fluid produced the inlet fuel temperature/recirculation
flow combinations shown in the tables. Recirculation is not required during
the final descent to sea level.

B.4 Study 4

Mission B/Study 4 allows the maximum JP-7 engine interface fuel temperature
to increase to 3500 F. The fluid system for the GEl4/FLITE-2E engine is shown
in Figure 77. The lubrication and fluid power systems are the same as those
defined for Mission B/Study 3 (JP-7 at 2500 F).

Some changes were necessary in the fuel delivery system due to the increase
in interface fuel temperature. These changes included the following:

"o The material in the main engine control was changed from aluminum
to titanium.

"o A gearbox driven refrigeration %anit was required in the electronic
flow cooling loop to insure cooling and safe operation of the
electronic control.

"o The elevated fuel inlet temperature required further conversion of
fuel system piping from titanium to stainless steel.

"o Although the size of the ramburner liner cooling air fuel/air cooler
remained the same, the quantity of liner cooling air was increased
from 15.5% W25 to 16.5% W2 5 .

The weight changes for the GEI4/FLITE-2E fuel delivery system are listed
in Table LXIII. The fluid power and lubrication system weights did not change.
A summary of the incremental weight changes for the Study 4 engine is given in
Table LXII.

The thermal profiles for each of the four lubricants are shown in Figures
78 to 81 and the recirculation summaries are listed in Tables LXIV to LXVII.
For the final descent to sea level, fuel recirculation is needed for the MIL-L-27502
and 500Q F ester fluids. This reaches a maximum of 8,500 pph for the MIL-L-
27502 lubricant. As with all the previous studies, recirculation is necessary
during the ramjet idle descent mission phase for all four fluids to maintain
them within their bulk oil stability limits.
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Table LXII. GEI4/7LITE-2E Fuel Delivery System Weight Comparison.

1 GEI4/FLITE-2A
Fuel System (Baseline) GEl4/FLITE-2E

Components (JP-5 @ 2000 F) (JP-7 @ 3500 F)

Refrigerator 0 lb 8.3 lb

Main Engine Control 37 47.8

Inner/Outer MB Duct 0 138.1
H-X.

MB Fuel Lines & 13.5 2.1
Insul.

MB Manifold Fuel 1.3 0.0
Recirculating Sys.

I Only components that change weight are listed.

Table LXIII. GEI4/FLITE-2E Engine Weight Changes for
the Candidate Lu ,ricants.

MIL-L- 5000 F Polyphenyl Perfluorinated

27502 Ester Ether Polyethec

201.5% Engine

Fuel System 144.5 lb 144.5 lb 144.5 lb 144.5 lb

Fluid Power 0 16.7 19.3 159.7

Lubrication 0 -2.7 -13.4 14.30
System

Delta Weight = 144.5 lb 158.5 lb 150.4 lb 318.5 lb

100% Engine

Fuel System 73.1 lb 73.1 lb 73.1 lb 73.1 lb

Fluid Power 0 12.1 13.9 115.4

Lubrication 0 -1.5 -9.2 10.5
System

Delta Weight = 73.1 lb 83.7 lb 77.8 lb 199.0 lb
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Table LXIV. GEI14/FLITE-2L idle-Dese ent Summary, MiL-L--27502.

(a) Ramjet idle-Descent

201.5% E±nyne

Ti me
Minutes 0.00 0.52 1.02 2.02 2.51 2.52

TFO (0 F) 168 168 16B 168 168 168

TF7 (0 F) 251 248 244 236 227 205

TF14C (G F) 627 596 565 449 387 215

TF14l ( F.) 430 476 384 299 269 376

"TF14KII (0 F) 301 301 299 390 '410 38f

'TF141M (o F) 328 327 325 459 487 460

WREC (- F) 11,000 11,012 11,026 11,055 11,087 11,109

ecirculatlon Fuel Weight = 465 Pounds

(b) 1dle-Des'-enL to Sea Level

T ime

Minutes. 0.00 0.43 1.43 2.43

"5`0 (C F) 350 350 350 350

TF7 (0 F) 367 366 361 399

TF'f4U (0 F) 383 3ý1 372 399

'iF14P (0 F) 398, 387 365 385

1 FI4EM (0 F) 442 .'A18 367 357

TFI4IM (0 F) .82 447 375 '346

WREC (pph) 8,500 8,506 8,521 0

RecircuIation Fuel Weight = 345 Pounds
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Table LXV. GEI4/FLITE-2E Idle-Descent Summary, 5000 F Ester.

(a) Ramjet Idle-Descent

201.5% Engine

Time
Minutes 0.00 0.52 1.02 2.02 2.51 2.52

TF0 O F) 171 171 171 171 171 171

TF7 '0 F) 256 253 250 242 233 208

TF14C (C F) 630 598 568 453 391 218

TF14P ( F) 408 456 360 288 264 291

TFI4EM (5 •) 307 306 304 394 413 386

TF141U (° F) 332 331 330 463 490 461

WREC (pph) 10,500 10,510 10,522 10,550 10,582 10,612

Recirculation Fuel Weight = 444 Pounds

(b) Idle-A-escent to Sea Level

T ime

Minutes 0.00 0.43 1.43

TFO (0 F) 350 350 350

TF7 (0 F) 393 391 419

TF14C (0 F) 410 407 426

TF14P (0 F) 422 11 418

TF14EI (0 F) 462 437 410

TF14IM (0 F) 498 463 412

WREC (pph) 1,600 1,601 0

Recirculation Fuel Weight = 38 Pounds
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lable LXVI. 0E14/FLITE-2E Ranmjet Idle-Descent Simunary,
Polyphenyl Ether.

201..5% Engine

Time
Minutes 0.00 0.52 1.02 2.02 2.51 2.5?

TFO (0 F) 174 174 174 174 174 174

TF7 (0 F) 261 258 255 247 238 211

TF14C (0 F) 630 601 571 456 394 221

TKFI/ ý F) 398 447 349 284 263 243

TFl4EM (0 F) 212 310 309 397 417 388

TF141M (0 F) 316 335 335 466 492 463

WREC (pph) 10,000 10,010 10,020 10,046 10,078 10,014

Recirculat.ion Fuel Weight = 422 Pounds

Table LXVII. GE14/FLITE-2E Ramjet Idle-u,2scent Summary,
Perfluorinated Polyether.

201.5% Engine

Timc

inutes 0.00 0.52 1.02 2.02 2.51 2.52

TFO (U F) 176 176 176 176 17v 176

TF7 (r F) 271 268 264 254 244 214

TF14C (0 1) 635 605 576 460 398 225

TF14P (0 F) 406 453 356 290 269 246

TF14EM (- F) 321 319 317 403 420 390

TF141M (0 F) 345 .344 342 470 495 464

"IREC (pph) 9,500 9,511 9,524 9,555 9,588 ),633

Recirculation Fuel Weight 402 Pounds
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C. Interceptor Design & Performance

The Mission B interceptor evaluation included the effects of fuel thermal
limits on both aircraft and engine systems for thi matrix of four "ijinu
lubricants. A summary of the study aircraft is presented in Table LXVIII.
Study I and Study 2 provide a measure of the impact an aircraft and engine
performance of the maximum allowable engine/airframe fuel interface temper-
aLure fur a JP-5/& class fuel at 1500 F arnd 250' F. Study 3 and Study 4

provide a similar comparison for a JP-7 cla-2 fuel at 250' F and 350' F.
Additionally, the results of Study 2 and Study 3 illustrate the influence of
fuel thermrl stability on engine and resulting interceptor performance. The
combined result of the fuel change and interface fuel temperature increasez
from the heaviest interceptor (Study 1) to the lightest interceptor (Study 4)
was a 3,300 lb. reduction in TOCW.

The influence of lubricant selection on cnginc weight and resulting inter-
ceptor performance was of second orde'r as compared to fuel effects with the
exception of pertluorinated polyc ther. The minor weight variations discussed
in subsequent sections cannot be considered sufficient to permit specific
lubricant selection recuommendations solely on a bulk oil temperature capabilitv

basi ;.

C.1 intercejtor Design,

The range of size for the Mission B interceptors designs,; ar• illustrated
in Figure 82. These configurations are sized for the Mach 4+ mission. The
major perfonnance characteristics are presented in Table lXIX for the four
designs. The aircraft design inputs and sizing criteria are identical for
all of these interceptors as presented in Section 111.

As the iLLLerface temperatuLe is incrocsed, both the interceptor ;ize
and weight are reduced, primarily due to improved engine performance. Additional
inlerceptor weight variations are ubtained due to changes in airframe subsystem
anid engine weights. The rationale behind the performance and weight variations
are presented in subsequent paragraphs.

C.2 Mission Performance

The GE14/FLITE-2A propulsion system dersrib.d ill Sict ion Ill was viod ified
to reflect changes in fuel, lubricant, and engine/airframe Fuel interface
temperature for the four Mission B studies. The increasing engine weiighrt with

increasir.g interface temperature is due in part to ci: mnges in the fil.id power ;ad

lubrication systems to accommodate this higher fuel temperature. Within tihe
range of engine/airframe fuel temperatures investigated, the engine performance

improved with increasing temperatures. An approximate 0.2% increase- iii thrust
ard 0.3% reduction in SFC are obtained over the entire flight pro.lile tor each
li0° F increase in interface temperature. These improvements result from
improved engine cycle thermal efficiency due to the increasing IUel intcrf:tce-
temperature. it is anticipated that further improvements in engine performance
with increasing interface temperature rmay be limited by either imaterial limita-
tions and/or fluid system design and operational complexity.
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Table LXVIII. Mission B Suxfmiary.

Study I Study 2 Study 3 Study 4

Engine G114 1'FLITE 2B 2C 2D 2 EI

Fuel JP-5/8 JP-5/8 JP-7 311-7

Engine/Airframe Interface 150 250 250 350

Temp. (0 )

Fuel Loading Temp. Amb. Amb. Ai-b. Arb.

FPul Density @ Loading 51.8 51.8 51..8 51.8

Temperature (psf)

ECS Type Vapor Vapor Vapor Vapor

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle

ECS Weight (ib) 734 672 672 669

All cilgines use polyphenyl ether lubricant.
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Vable I.XiX. Ml .s:.i , H iajir Pertormiance (Ch;iracttri:.t i .

Study :;tudy 2 Study 3 Study 4

Take-off Gross Weight (1b) 89,000 87,000 86,000 85,700)

2
Wing Area (ft2) 1,160 1,140 1,130 1,120
(Including Tips)

Engine,'Airframf Fuel 15n 250 250 350

Int:erface Temperature (0 F)

Fuel Type JP-5/8 JP-5/8 iP-7 Jl,-/
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Axddlitional tangItine po rforrtanco incremenit.; art- ni~t t aixtd ',)r- the -.20 anti L/1
eangines by using lthe higlher hteat a ink oz- P -7 to rt c~ool the rxiwburninr l iner'
coolling air. By lower ing the air tempo rat arc the qlant itty of rattburni r 1iher
cooling air is reduced by app roximatelIy 507. Tliii s dt'cx'o cIsO in siocotitidary air
produces signi feicnt improvettents inl engine tit runt and( týFt'. [le increaIse In

weight for the 1i'-7 fueled enginesý rt'sul to Fr om the incctrpor~tt iont of too l/:i r
hecat exchiangers to cool thte ramburner liner coolinog air.

C. 3 Alternate Lubricants

The influtence of lub r ican [Iti W I 0C(itl oi n c'g incl W'ta i'I IL Z for the cm 1.4 /1H. '1
'08 ites is p resented t Table LXX.. Altttottiim 1,1l1-I-2-'751)" It mv dv. tito lIfglitot-
rc. suit.1ant engine f'or all stLudy onp, foes, it was- not ;e It'i ted tot- use in H' r-
fu (tiing it-e Linterceptorsý. [his dccston otWas based onl al nl ye i3s Whith in diceatcd
that greatly increased inbri-ant syvstem servicing would be required if Mi L-L--2 7502
wore used as comparecd to polyphie noI e1-1lIt . PA IVsite Iiv 1 e tue t was, the~refIore
seleected as the mox; t prom iising lob i cantL tor al I IIhe eon ft igutat ionS. [IThe
increase in engine I scig inl _uIrrd -;101 jte~r icrI n irjtcld.In pye I itt r ci soLtcd frcom

j chianges in the. flttid power and ltthe syste~ni:- prmari n-rly to- aCc oittIiodatL t Li' loW
bul~k modulus and I igli vapo)r press nra'` ofi 1p-cr [lootinatued ito!yethle r

The var iations ii A dirt'raft i'0t14 to account fur tLhe titatilgt: inl engJine weig'lit
arisinig frotit1 till' ust Cý 't l "lt' ibni osi C0iit5'i'i8 ;I 'It'd' XIM

'[le use of the ailternate I obricants iupti';c' on it mi nor 5t' giItL pI a'tt .I ~wi tht
the except ion of pert luoritiated polvetiter.

C .4 '[Toermodynamni c Ch a ra ct: ist [i(-i i

Vor each of' tIi Ni~io5[nl 1, cliii1 ittitIutil, IC- we ~i git tta md I l'tt i tiep'r~i-
tare elia racteLr iat i cs- W'rc det-ecrm int'd as a I m' mict i ii o I It(. tttan~itit ni '111 11..':tlt 1

engine/aidru-ats' tilte I iiitt'i act' t~ct~rat'jrit ,. Vat-itt iul- t~is Ii iS so gi i t'rt

determined by aiccooit tiiz:- I oi r t' wit -ýuui :, it1 L1 lii ' iXj)IeItLI, IcL : olt.:; Vý Vil F'tt rti~ti l'TI'tllttttI

using t1Ie PCMisson I', 'iic't iO:wtriittd ilt Scct ioti I I I. IlwIt' " lAl''cigiltt

* 734 lb ltr Stutal I , (,/- i' 11 or Aijdlie'; 2 ioll , iand 6Wt) ilt I wt :;tttlv 1i. 1im1

"varaL ion in i-I -:C týW' gil )d I'I. tU IS it. ~ 1' ii 0't 1'l'tl d I IW ' etioiiitl t'(1 CX [ttlititi' IL

*ch~ir;icterittiti:-i arc' a I mitt L x , i c,)0 [.t :(tilkt Io i t I tt '; (t io t IC I t1(1' i Vi eti tl;L i ttIL

ti on I ron L!i tie tiI aUI I t itU CUlil' /iLllgitIle i 11L CrtI act' tOr I it0i1t tilt k' 11'itgi1t!n; , ;nd IA' 'I

4 al~rcraft coon. idL'rt'd titI' I I-Crct:u-tlatlOll Ir01 i'ott [itt' Ititi'il iiatk to Oilt ii Ii IlEtti'

feed tank dturinog tile dececnt -Ti'is -io tt i~lw'l

Fuel Leitpe ratutre p~ro I (t' -i or '~w i' S tkidivs I itltvonitý, 4 ;ii r c ra I tr

presented ill Figttrt' 8I. lia' prof tlie I lt(t tih'e ili' ail .3 al rcdt'ft:r'

identifeal (RIC' to the' sauitl' 25'Bi F ititeri alt' LTtrq'r)1`Il t' tql itt8'ttS
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C.5 Supplemental Studies

In addition to the basic Mission B investigation two additiona. variations
in fuel heat sink utilization were investigated, a direct fuel heat sink ECS
arid a cooled eniwine inlet duct wall configuration.

Direct Fuel Heat Sink ECS

A direct fuel heat sink ECS concapt9 utiiizing precooled (00 F initial
temperature) fuel shows distinct advan-ages in minimizing TOGW. Airframe neat
loads can readily he absorbed by tar Tuel and nlelivered to tihe engines at low

iaterface temperatures with moderate temperature peaks during descent, as shown
in Figure 84. The maximum interfoce temperature is experienced only during
[liese phases of the mission and the maximum fuel temperature level is maintained
by varying the quantity of fuel being recirculated to the feed tank. Tht iJre-
cooled fuel-direct fuel heat sink ECS concept offers significant advantages
over ('thur candidate concepts in terms of reduced 0CS weight and volume
requircmentL., overall system simplicity, and increased reliability. The
concept is essentially insensitive Lo weight and volt' tie variations resulting
front change.- in allowable interface temperature.

An aIrcroft TOGW of Z83,000 lb f•r a precooeed JP-7 fueled Mission B
interceptor compares very favorably with other Mission B interceptor TOGW's.
Tih systen differenLces between0 the precooled fuel interceptor and the Lightest
Study interceptor arc tabulated in Table IlXXII.

Table LXXtI. Precooled Fuel System Differences.

Precooled Study 4

ECS Weight (lb) 460 668

Eleý:t.rical '.4eight (1.b) 34" 482

Fuel Temperature (0 F) in A/C 0 100
1'aeikanp at t'akeoff
E'ngine/ir: vame 1:tterface (Max) 104 350

"Th' rPdu Ct I on in EC'Q S nd electrical syst:em weight are achiived through

elimination of the vapor cycle compressor, electrical drive, and numerous
heat exchangers. The lower engine inlet teaperature permitted redes.i:gn of
the engine fuel system wLich resulted In the lower (27 lb reduction) eogine
weight for each 100% engine. The lower fuel loading temperature provides an
effective 2.3% increase in fuel density.

A suiimmary of the individual effects of theose differences betweern thi
precoe]ed configuration -ind Study 4 are tabulated 1n Table J..XXII.
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Table UXXIII. Precocled Fuel Incremental Weight 1)ifferenc.Žs.

k /40OGW Due t.- EUS Wt -/81 lb
A14GW Due to Electri-cal Wt -523 lb

.'.TOGW Due to Engine Wt -504 lb

','I'GW Due to Fuel Density -801 1b

.4,0GOW Due ro Engine Performance l
Changes -38_1b_

TUGW - 1GW 29o7 lb
Frecootied Study 4

U (:00) led l:1rioIlie liii et Duet. Wall Gent tgu rat. tori

leit theL Stu L 1enIi' 2 throught ,1 4 a ir cra ftL, theI na x inum av ailI abl 1e 110a L Z capIlt it y
cII Lite ful' i~s us ied only ([tring hrilef miss ion phases whe~re engine fue I reqti it c
rIlonr a are Low. ic.r t'di d t ur Ioile) 00~ iutbourid crus missei118 on pliase11, fiii'

liedt capac'it~C, :L'I tire! order: of !i0 ,000 and 79 ,000 itt ii hul art'e siil _I V;1iIalt Ic

die (tPiu ['e~it 1,OddS. S i n h'e I I lntc'riua.lw[at loads :ire heing) hilsr-ibctd h%.

[IVit' 0li'] iiti W iet rilet Z uPS Ie ('O0i1'tj) I i liltcr e l m- 110 I rsaCCI~ tit t~lt Ii 1gm 1 X-Ieali nt'

tOil I L i II i I itL' I Ii.-; 'a ht's.[e t nI s nk.

tL'"'1 vt': it- ýI St ýiherli t wciP t i h1 e iit' LrptIL ' l Lt O Lho t Lte 111I' tii itp Wl

A~~~ ;Igi tlte Iii'. 'I-p~. L i I I ) it' woi kloli 1 ii;

air ip t - Wi l it I re v Ji t i v t I c t ow e r'. h I0 fill 1 0 taWt I u ''i0 1) 1 ,to Ali'M . A ý t MIi t

o i' thIi.:- , mia g Lituit L 'w0ý Ad I In't uss ILItu t' ,a eaplI tntc re s L BIring cf t ic ' il.;iirrftI

Lu( aIChi [eve L itt' dt'n i red acs caIotn and, Iii iss ton i-adjut,;, by tcoil inig t it,' hu~t t:Ii I

WallS to 1 ma ITI r LIirim LtiIi[Ie~aL (tire t) V ;[)jli_0ilX iatt' ly 800" F, it-artlionil (rathe [it [art
ReliC, 41.) can tbe used as t lie ,;truectur al mat crux I , resutlt Ing in a pripn r- ti cnn ,t tC
reduc tionl in inilet welg htL .

Ani ifile L.'at loig rat'' is tribut. ion was ilet-rmined Ito I lit' Machr 4+ (ru 'is('

cundftit lc, arid t.v 'eloil- ru ofn c ol i U' t etic Li ig at Ccol d be :1cc oit1[) ishled can
determined Ill termls Of SubISoult: diff user stir face area. lit bothr the 2500 F
and 350' V" irlter f-.v: Lrumporli lirel cases, t lit' s-,rtrcturai concept anti heat

transport l oop arrlangelmenti Were' ens idered to [tu similar . Majo.r 0 if fereric t'U

ver ntis 105 ft L2) aiti[ requ ire,; large'r components to be' ursed in thte [teat t -ainipor t

are~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ t8tielte ae erir or nltsi aeae)t u cl 1(7



loop. Temperature profiles for both cases are pr,,sent ed in Figure 85. Wtln
the interface temperature is at the design I mit , some fuel is recirculated
back to the fuel tankigc at tile maximum temperature. As a result, onboard
fuel temperatures increast and the expendable subsystem requirements are
higher than for the Studiec 3 and 4 aircraft.

The results of this study are sunmmat ized in Table L-\IV. Expendable
heat sink requiLrements, passive insulation, component weiLLs., fluid routing
provisions, and structural considerations are included. The weight of heat
transfer loop components are a function of the area cooled and include items
such as plumbing and fluid control components. Au increase in 'CS weight
is incurred bccause of an increase In expendable subsystem requirements.

Table LXXIV Results of Cooled Inlet Studies.

"faximum Allowable InLerface Temperature (0 F) 250 350

2In. t Surface Area Cooled (ft2) 105 172

Reduction in Nacelle Structural Weight. (lb)* -433 -697

Weight of Heat Transport Loop Components (ib) +1.97 -322

Increase in ECS Weight (lb) +56 +170
(Relative to Study 3 and Study 4
Configurations)

Total Change in OWE (lb)* -180 -195

Totl,_ Change in TOGW (lh)* -672 -730

• Weights are relative to the use of Ren6 41.
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SECTION V1

INTERCEPTOR PERFORMANCE SENSITIVITIES

The interceptors presented in Section IV represent the basic study
rcczlrit s. Thie sensitivit ies Of the interceptors to changes in design weights,
'rig inc1 pe2rformance, mnission profile, and aircra ft subsyste-m des igo phi losophy
"-re examined and areo presented here.

Design Weighit Sensitivities

1[,. urdier to permlit an inc remrentaI airalys is of tire '<fec Vs of fulel and
:r iant propertL ics a-nd systLeml variables on aircra ft. performancet lie

:.'i-(Ii Li vitv, Of '[OG14 tO sinlaI1 chatnges in fuiel dlens it>; enigine specific thrust
1isv and tire sons itivi ty of winig area toOW weedtrid.The

,i L i vi t les cani be uised independ t'nt ly or in -comiihitat tort to (letermi lle. rChraneS
* itILtIkV[cC'tl r Si1.2 a rid weirgirt . Tirey shoulId net bet ext rapo Mt ed beyonld tLie0

tl;s Of Lilt' figures.

A . I I-Lie-l DlieiS~ity fet

At.11 tic InC opti0 On tn hits ilves t Igaiton, two fLIr' HsweOre. seIl'etid to perinit
.. Iiu iit Cion of Lire effet'Cs o)f tfuel thirmir 1 1i[ it s Oil Vieng I i pe rfo rmance wnd

* *11 t iIgire'Iaft size. ýSjInc' 1it' fli'.iiei [trek; and :0'"-?) hravi'
l vit .r'verage denslýit ics- (51.8 aind 49.3) lb/ft , respec(tivel'y), it. was.

I'lt.- l rat rite uiie'Sir t 'irld heL pe~rf,'rnn'd with a toirL. It fbi. lois; Cv of
h/ .f .* Jkn:t~ eprt'sent:,. v'. of l zhiidvanlCed itighi stahil it

'im drl c I 1, .1-i :rs w Il -is exist. rig t'- / . dn i' .1 filtlillt' hini-1 ':o Iu"t'

i 1) Ii' t it l isir''d forI - ig nrtali I liLt' I',,! , iry mn i~i tll prok ,'

1) 1i p ,i 1'l:. L Ien 1 It r U' i t t lie, I gilrlt'Ort l of )-) OF 'I .8- lh/ fI

I hke fue Id lI iist '. I T pe rit ted t o v tr, (It-'' lr'if itLs Of 1irrere ISed frlil'
_nrI, 1 1 i s fl Cr111 ) I1 Mr.isk,'11 ýl i I' l in It V L -! I I. Ls . A sheOwn i ii YFigtitrc 56 , ;I

n tS l i,- I tili ;i t v' t u ia Ls tef l-7 T - ntIrilId rei C'S in in L11( .11 88 it l'es inl
t ~ l~itiinan i t'iii';tLrii

t  
tI; ,itol 1 it r 'l rhricr'. lhim; ijeclt ll\k g

i t ri I i''iilii i 't, _'ttii' I .ii( Iii /A' (I L 2_C~ i iwmldlrlt c' t ire 'qii i va ii In w(,i I liti of I t'l

Iwt- /wk ghi L

II order' to permuit eva lust it'l of Ir wiltj' range, ofI Flin I , h'igtrr i'b 'rica-0M

n's t -noisiL il"; f r',n 45 to 53 li/It t I t is- asplirr'rr thlat [lit lIrt' fulst. Skx~'o

rt Lt t tow irds- tinL' huij~r',1 lnii I' ';iCi1i\' C ~ 'n~e it' Iil in t' Il~tl:; Of .i1','~f

t tI I th iris iil'i tc pwel .11ý ItoVv e'tr , i a 1,11C iii '''lI(;t lit' illt 11 il I tsLr'- I

\)- ,'i''ll ;il I r'W'iii I) e C i I t ri L u 0!; r1rr i s a ii tile C I t r i rEl 1 I ers i t V .1111! a ' r'r ftL
I [,t,. II t Iin'a irc r';rf sr/;ic is re'drteil' , Cit rr' I(sil 1 t g Hy'iV t Pill t )½i1 vi ' i r -1SO

r'eli'i' , Wl I iti 'II"'anl ill itllt'l f jutjL ifs aI mod rlL 'r~t is va t iii ft i tw s I i t It

'Itrii jilt iiv tci; t t V.
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A.2 Propulsion Sensitivities

Higher fuel hect sink can permit improved engine performance as realized

for both the GE16/FLiTE engines and tie GF.14/FLITE engines. These improvements
can be reflected in increased specific thrust and reduced SFC. The TOGW/Specific
Thrust sensitivity, Figure 87, and the TO(W/SFC sensitivity, Figure 88 are
based on a uniform improvement over the entire baseline mission profile. fhese

scnsiLiicie6• an be ohd fur first order approximation of the impact of fuel
thezrmal limits on aircraft TOMW as affected by propulsion system characteristics.

A.3 Operating Weight Empty and Wing Area Effects

The takeoff gross weight sensitivity due to operatLing weight empty pertur-

bations is presented in Figure 89. The dependence of wing area (SW) on OWE
is prisented in Figure 90. These sensitivities were determined through
perturbations in OWE ollowed by resizing to the constant baseline mission

radius and acceleration time through the use of growth curves. Mhe resulting

gtuwth factor is 4.01 (TOGW)/lb (OWE). This configuration has a wing area
sensitivity of 23 ft 2 /lO00 lb (OWE).
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SECTION VII

CUNCLUS IONS

Two mission profiles were defined and investigate-a, one for a Mach 3+
interceptor and the. other utilizing an interceptor -.Wit Mach 4+ capability.
Two thermodynamic classes of fuels, JP-4b/-)6 -;nd T1-7 were studied along with
four fluids used in both the lubrication and fluid power syst em, M]L~-I.-27 502,
a hypothetical 50O' F ester, polyphenyl ether and per f luo rinated polvettiher.

The results were measured in termis of engine weight, engine performan:11ce im1prove-
ment anid aircraft takeoff gross weight.

The primary conclusions are;

o JP-5/8 fuel and 'MIL-L-2 7502 lubricant/hydrauii.c fluid ar-
recommended for the N 'cl 3+ interceptor while a fuel with.
JP-7 thermal stability and a 5 00' F. ester lubric:ant/hydraulic.

fluid are recommended for the Mach 4+ inte-t-eptor.

o orthe range of itemiperratures invest igated , both th~e Mi ci o A and
BiiliLerceptors bene-fit [rum increasing interface ful. temperatures.

o Higher thermria S tabi lit.y V nl aI are therinodynamica Lliv te;i lb 0 l r

iniprovi up ei-g I ne ~rfrinewhen use in line I/:iir lie~i t t'xe liiiige F

un a hul oII t U . (cro tt Irk"1 ' hai a- L IICII 1 c ipoIli Le of- Mi1I.- I.- i2 " j0" i s
tcons iderio 'i 1, L. Olt iiinimum ii''sovto saitialv Mach i+ 11id
M1ach 44 iLdVý11;c,'Ll :11i itU irx. c'ystui t ll etin tremenitis . Above ti:; I C VLI
the itiI luenct of oti Ik oil I epr tar.')('~l hast I ni v a11 ýL~conidiiy Tll I il1t1t U

* cc0! pt ~a led'iiilr)Vitlt'! t- ~itt-ractivc' opt itl LOici ~
I ir t l'Ilia' L(Ju 'il i Ck it ail L a iz Alndt leigIiLt

a ~ ~ ~ ' M i;tiiA (, i+ -± 'I'lleitl'U i tLWi Iit.v o)t iI-/ fin' I

With hiI ip 1i ':1 iii I ity' fi1'01 S

>l )ui P. ( hii 4t- Th 'lrimii I at ibt.lir o f JF1- 5/8 clo's Luie Is
.11 It'd' so;,l ax it- I I'! .'co ionl (ii [a tiugrotld performan-e.Ii il

a tulb i I ti (1 '7 i ) tiil i'S 5l i to t [t' ItrilILl. rt

iiip rk )''tnit a t !l'r t 1CnM~ lIm i not i01n Ced enIgi lý ne;

Itit: I lit' isý anld Imit r t k'iii a tit i it. dI in1 L1C )I t"' [711 C,111 tan a t  ' 1t I sIL aF Lii s ionl

A 1101 >I;.s i on i $ helat asink 1'jt"Il i)t'ti'Tl~1Lt5 * howk-'kt i tile Lower tclliptit'tiur 1111' 1111 i15-

() iius re uie iittrt';i-etl sv; t'Ifi U v ptt'xiLv iii(:, w.'igilt. Ubi Mci 3 iiaol tl

he adequately per formied uin~hg I?-SHfin']l iud11 >11---27502 Ithr iconl and itydroniitic

fluid W iiLliut inicurring, severe to1.1! 1(5 ) it Ill enlgine or cli Ci raft a;yateni
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temperatures exceedin-g Lir- current onlijiitedl ,ic'v Lce t hernlia] Stabi liLy I lmijt of
325' F to approximately 5000 F provides adlequat~e nairgi n for the Mach 4-; inlter-
ceptor . A 5000* F bulk I o -1 temperature. ca pa iI)i I!1t' a]u provide'; accup table
lubricant/hydraulic fluid performance.

Tae lightest weight aircraft Were obtaine~d using JP-7 fuleý for bet1 His;-
sian A and Mission B. The elevated thermal stability of JP-7 permi~s atddi-
tional heat sink uti Lizat ion couicept:s to I,,: linorpora ted, into(- the alrrraf t/
enginel. designs, impronving engine performance and retiucitig aircraft Fi'cS we~ight

and complexity. These performance improvements become !:Lignifteant when fuel
temnperature levels approaching current research valuesý (l10000 F) are Lit,' hzed.
When maintainability, reliability and I Li-e becna- f aetoret; into anl actual
interceptor configuration, the ulse of JP-7 may also be0 conlsidere.d at; being,
more desirable.

Both the Mis ;ion A anld B3 interceptors benhit-,i from increasing LinterfaceI
fuel temlpera tures . Advantage:; ga~ined in inecrasing, the airframe heatsn
aillotmntvl )ffcet the reduct~ion in engioc performance caused by' the remniov.-'

of the LP' Lurbine cooling air cooler fromi the G;l~l/ ELiTE-i-C enginie;;. F(;r
Mission B, the eng ine performiancc inc reases; witl LblatIe ra;;i g in te rface tempeptra-
Lure . Thti- reflects the increalse inl cembusto;Lr effi~it: I Cu and the ability to
use the ramburie r I iler c~oo.ing a i ;flieiai o IUIera at the hi ghi or iii t r Inc
temper~atures.

The def[Iinit ion of aii ,I) tort ille tue 1/.IZ tic [tet eXChanlger for the GIL! /
FLITE-iG Iingine and the design of' tih' rambo mel- I iit-r tooIii fr folel/nti r

cooler for the GL14FLIThL-2[) eughlincesta )1ishiechu LIL thetl-iermrndvitaniiCI c icsb ilitv,
for [teal- exc~hianger systems to imiiprove eng tine p er~formnance . Moh furIthttier Worik
needs to be done, however , in en Labi I shitig tih' dec ign and per formance cr1 ter ia
for actual systemn designs.

From an incremental, bulk t euipe ra Lure- ha,:,i:; the e id idja te I ubeleanU !u.;I iih
the except ioi1 of pci-f liorilia ted 1)01yet he t have it11 It v C(Lt da r y t ilILtie itt e c
inter;:eptor pe rforutiatce . Si gii !(',leant we igil t illte ;eu;•e soLrt- oh taxneti withI the
per fluorittalted flui d Jute to itLs low bUnl 111itotiti 111; td li li valo t,10- preo.Ust; o.
Beyond this,, however, d effureitct-u in hulk tI I Lt-iporaiturtl-L ctjathb1.tLy abo~vte l

ntiiniinui level a., definied by NJ L-i.--21512 (4T50 I") t1-cc ntOf UItIugLsign f ta1
to peLrmit ai cilear-cunt lub i cantL/hydra iiici:II ite u 11tt DIVi tt1tL-0 liit'de

lubricant/hydraulic fluids of- MIll--hr-2 7 5 12 anld So()0 1: et-rlot tM.st-;i'tn .\ ýJj
Miss iont B res~pect ivt' y were -cLLc L-c td When Itheo tithe at t ci a;-Iftecet-iLg, :iy'5 I tlt

o[)cra L-ionl stuchl as ope i~at iloa I SL- ryicc .1if c, hit) týo Sf1 4ab i it v and VUIpttr ptree ,til I
were considered.

An attractive doe;igit opt- Lio' inl ternii of Ln~it t cc op toe c e and We iglit Ii.-,
through the use of precoeled flI~le. Tie uIse Of thll; tLclljII' cciii ig ieii supi enTC~tett
studios for bo th; M1iss lot A and] M~ aitSIt BI prOdtita-d at L i a;;litj:Jl~ lvIightter inter-

ceptor designs,.

And fiitul ly, tle key factor to the future- siuet-ecu of" advanced airera ft
engine sy er,1 the int~egratted systLena approach iio tI; ermal 1 tnl~aitgo-PLn'e CI OS elt
Ccoo- a at Ion ho tween t lie ent, ine and a I jr [Caie autul~fa3CL turt rt; iu mnn nts tory i f thesis
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iy t emb a Lrv L.- ji o t evu .1 11j~ ol 0ii vrtI )1L 1! 01'T I I illy fuIt~ i ii-

pctraLing cu. ront or flo'Ir-t it iii uCIS, mdhi~it ti li%-rnlrt Iic flit id;-TI.

air framtŽ/engltu.e syStem luttegrat ioun ConICept I ,AIph i.1 V zlv dittnL ILI I (.'nI ii

prngram should] he IPPI ical:,Ie'L to 1 1 fkt tire progrtiwu; , 1tinf jl):Jf flu- linvol e lo
high flight spe#'ds.



SECTION V III

RECOMNENDAT IONS

lieterminu-t inn of per formance-- ef foc ts on an instal led er~ginie basis (air-
plane performance Increments for a Fixed mission des~gni) L-nables evaluation of
existing fuel and luibricantL capabilities. Payoffs for research and develop-
meont. alternat ives are idWelitified onl a roýlativ pcrformance lbasis'. I t is
recommended that developuent in the foll-owling areas be pursued:

o Hlgiace densiAty and lower cost aiternar ivtes to achieve JP-7 class
thermal Stability.

a A 500' F bulk oii temperatur~e capability lubricant.

o 1High teOmpe'ratuLre fluid system conponeiuts.

o Electronic control systems.

0 Hi1gh temperature fuiel/air heat: exchangers.

o Aircraft/engine LIIC'rnial management practices for neor-terin applica-
t i ons.

o Operational and performance imrplications, of procoolocd fu~el.

Withi tile I.tcc hneliogy as suniptieos for the mid 1980 tine1 period, JP-5/8
fuel was found. to ho ad~equiatoe for Miss ion A1 anld Only sm~all wo ijilL redn t ions
deft'c achieved by uising thre higher stability TP--/. However, due to possible.i
hint t-ations in tLe( areas of iiiiint~iinab iiity, reliability, and14 life anld due to
Lhe marg irii I nat Ure of II -. 5/8 in theW Miss ion 31 app Ilea itoil, dive lopmirren of a-
hýIii le denlsi h . iigha tab 11 it',' 111c] Is- eccorrinieded . A thleremal1 stabiltity grea'ler
thazn 700' F and a uleis ito, great o~r thon 51 .8 lb,/ftl can potent ia Ily be ac('li tevieCl
through low cost refinery proce'ssingc IOF l-os"In fr-ikctiowia. hire cost of the

* ~~foe I is eon si deýrel to I1w of peiria ry importaince if th lieirenefit, Of hiiglher t-hernlial
* Stabilitly aire to 1)0 t rzm; La ted intoL reditittori ini aircraftL/en~gjine programi costs.

luoe log tire FT 1 Programl it waJs foUn.d th~aLt lubeicantm; With I)Ibulk oili temnper-
atu,-e- capabiiicfis of 500,O F provi ded aeccep: ableI 'ihe I cat io, ;ySte2Til performlance.

* ~Oil temporal Lire capab iiit IL beselow this, valuec tendedt to 1meodtie' Iner-eased
degradat ion efc Lees and decrea';se.d servIce( life of thle hit r leant wh ile theper
formance gains for lriglrer birlh Oil torsperaitriro carpah iTitie- wetc e iegl igihl,,
in r thlesc' reaisons dec'Oc Iopmerl ont 1 *rp100 IF I ohr [cant u Ln cor('~mCieicIl cl. Ini addi it1on

lhe other luibricant properti! P's schI as v Iscosity, niiitignitL ion terriper~iiure , rod
vapor prcesisure welld lii cu to lbe facerd In cuuno [ I.e, IlwOStiga t [ion

.Sat isfajctocy operation of fuci Idel ivory and FIr id iinOW'l systeiii1 comlponents
iruoc been nreven with die pres-ent primary type, hI'u, 11"), he L-A ;ard Jet-li fuels,

adMl i.-I-L-808 arnd MII1-1-23699 inyulran I ! icftid it or: prc'".'rill iopcftittonaL tyime
a ii ifI IowcVo , iisu r-Ioiii' nc Oted I hat i li'di pumpring aridl me(tLcc ingj I)I
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these present engine fluidIs iL being acumpli dhed at temperature level.- below
the 325' F maximum limit for the fuels and 4250 F maximum bulk '11 tLepera-

ture for hydraulic fluids. Althoug-h some component experience at elevated
"temperatures was achieved during the XB70 and SST engine progroms, the high
temperate-,- t uids and the operating environments of the GI16/FLTTE and the
GE14/FLITE engines would require signitlicant component development effort.
in the early stages of initial concept, therefore, it is recommended that scale
or subcomponent tests bc performed on system com.ponents w! hin the expected

'fluid temperature ranges and simulated environments. "hose tests will develop
the accuracv, temperature, compensation, control stability criteria, and
volumetric metering characteristics required for the fuel delivery and fluid

power systems. It is anticipated that scale or component tests will also
establish shaft seal, bellows, dynamic piston, and static seal ,Lesigns for
the systems.

Precise, responsive contro of engine thrust is a prime requirement for

the (;E16/FLITE-I and GE14/FLITE-2 .ypes of engines. Operation in critical
Mach temperature areas and integro'tion with the aircraft systems may require
a greater degree of complexity than in existing designs. Continued investiga-
tion of electronic control systems compatible with the anticipated temperature
environment ci is recommended.

One of the primary reasons for the signilicant weight redzctions achieved
through the use of JP-7 in Mis.iion B was the incorporation of the ramburner

liner cooling air fuel/air coolers. These heat exchangers were located
immediately upstream of the ramburner distribution manifolds. These heat ex-
changers permit a 50 percent reduction in cooling air needed for the rasiburner
liner and lhe exhau.t: nozzle. To gain this increased engine performance, how-

ever, it was necessary to allow high temperature peaks approaching 1000 F.
Although the design and location of tlit heat e.hccugcrs minimize the residence
time at these temperatures, little is known about the properties or the per-
formance of JP-7 at these conditIons. It is recommended that programp of fuel
property definition and heat exchanger design and performance at elevated

tempecature conditions be furtlher explored.

Both Mission A and B inLterceptors acnefIt from increasing interface tempera-
tures. Advantages gained in Incre-asing airframe fuel hea t sinlk allotment havr
offset any reduct ion in lg ginc performance for Miss;ion A. Feor Miss ion B, the
engine performance increased wit.1i increasing interface temperature due to

improved cngine cycle thermal efficiency. Recotmendation,i uoncerning engine"

airframe fuel interface temperature include all assess.me'nt ot currenit deIsig'n

practices and system spec ificat ions which limit the int erface temperat. ure to

approximately 2000 F. The present generation of military aircraft are approaching
the Iimit!; of these current guid elines , iuq iing an aIt ernIL e systems (engine
and airframle) design approach i or the continued use of high availabtility JP-4/5/8
type fuels.

Application of thelrmal mauigeetett from an aircurear th/ngie integrated

systems approach could enable quunt [fcatt ion of thu limit:s of exist-ing fuels

and lubricants as; appl ied to neat: term evolutionary craft des. ignsq. This
could pave the way ["or 1-mprowed performaance rfesutilttg from iti'r,'ased u of
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fuel to satisfy aircraft system heat loads. Toe evaluation and comparison of
the overall performance ?ffects resulting from variations in the allocation
of fuel heat sink should be identified along with fhe effects of systems and
fluids technology improvements. The major objective of ;uch a program would
be to formulate ;uidelines for future aircrafL/engin, fuel system designs which
would stress an intpgrated approach to maximize installed systems performance
and to proide a basis for uniform, compatible engine and airframe specifications;
revisions.

An attractive design option in termsi of interceptor .:ize and w:hight is the
use of precooled fuel. The overall effects of precoole d fuel on "chicle per-
formance have been identified in terms of reduced aircraft and ECS weight/com-
plexity; however, other factors should be investig;ated to develop a complete
understanding of the advantages and drawbacks of this concept. A slight
increase in fuel cost would result from the precooling operation together with
increased ground support equipment. Thes•s ,ost increments must be evaluated
against the reduced total program costs result tug f crm tihe aircraft size
reduction and aircraft subsystems simplification. Previous investigations of
a similar nature have indicated the desirability cf reduced size and complexity
at the expense of increased ,round support. An investigation of these para-
meters with application poteatial to near term military aircraft systems is
strongly recommended.

F9
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